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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

In trod uction 

Safety belts have been standard equipment in passenger automobiles 
for quite some time, and they have proven to be effective life-saving and 
injury-preventing devices. However, not all school buses are required to be 
equipped with seat belts. The debate on whether or not safety belts should be 
required on school buses is rather lively, and both sides make strong 
arguments in support of their points of view. Because of the convincing 
arguments made on both sides, the State Legislature decided to investigate the 
issue further, and directed the Office of Highway Traffic Safety in the 
Department of Law and Public Safety to conduct or cause to be conducted a 
study on the safety of the use of lap seat belts in all Type I and Type II school 
vehicles. The New Jersey Institute of Technology Center for Transportation 
Studies and Research, which as pan of its mission is dedicated to service the 
research needs of state and local government, conducted this study for the 
Office of Highway Traffic Safety. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation specifies safety standards for 
school buses. Thirty of the fifty Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 
(FMVSS) apply to buses. including school buses. FMVSS 222 - School Bus 
Seating and Crash Protection, establishes occupant protection requirements 
for school bus passenger seats and restraining barriers. Its purpose is to 
reduce occupant fatalities and injury severity from school bus occupant 
impacts against structures within the vehicle during crashes and sudden 
driving maneuvers. The standard applies to all school buses and provides 
passenger protection through the "compartmentalization" of the vehicle. This 
standard also specifies the required deflection criteria, head and knee impact 
requirements, and establishes criteria for cushioning sufficiently the head 
and leg impact zones. The seat back height is required to be 20 inches above 
the Seating Reference Point (SRP). The maximum spacing between the rear 
surface of the front seat and the SRP of the immediate back seat is specified to 
be 24 inches. 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has 
declared school buses to be "the safest form of surface transponation H This• 

statement is correct and can be substantiated by the national fatality and 
fatality rate figures. School buses. having a fatality rate of only 0.5 per 
million vehicle miles traveled, are about fOUT times as safe as passenger cars 
that have an overall rate of 1.9 fatalities per million vehicle miles, and are 
almost 100 times safer than motorcycles. If a similar comparison were to be 
made for the State of New Jersey, one would have to say that school buses are 
infinitely more safe than automobiles, since there has been no fatality of a 
school bus passenger over the last decade in this State. Obviously, the safety 
record of school buses is unquestionably very strong. However, this should 
not imply that safety improvements are not possible, since accidents involving 
school buses do happen, and children continue to get killed and injured, 
although in relatively small numbers. 

The time and funds allocated to this study did not permit the conduct of 
original and c api tal intensive research such as crash testing. or lengthy 
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comparative accident studies. By necessity, secondary sources were primarily 
used. Final recommendations are made on the basis of investigations that 
covered four main bodies of knowledge or information sources. These sources 
were bus and sled crash tests that were conducted for U.S. safety agencies and 
manufacturers and the Canadian Government, systematic school bus accident 
investigations and available 
experiences of school districts 
and finally, professional and 
literature or were solicited by 

statistics 
that have 
interest 

the study 

on school 
their buses 

group views 
team. 

bus 
equi
that 

accidents, 
pped with 

were found 

operating 
seat belts, 

in the 

Review of Bus and Sled Crash Tests 

Evidence on the desirability of using seat belts on school buses that can 
be derived from the actual crash testing of vehicles is rather limited. Bus 
crash testing started with two series of tests that were conducted at the 
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) in 1967 and 1972. Transport 
Canada conducted bus crash tests in 1984, and the latest testing was done in 
1985 in this country, and it actually involved one Thomas Built school bus. The 
only known sled crash test was conducted by NHTSA in 1976. 

The first series of crash tests at UCLA recommended the use of seat belts 
in combination with padded high-back safety seats. The second series of crash 
tests concluded that belted passengers were subjected to higher head impact 
forces than their unbelted counterparts, but no serious injuries were 
predicted for the belted passengers. Both series of tests confirmed that seat 
belts would provide additional protection to passengers in side impact and 
roll over accidents. 

The Transport Canada crash tests and the NHTSA sled tests reported 
higher Head Injury Criterion (HIC) values (a measure of how the head 
decelerates during impact) for belted passengers. But, the results of those two 
tests are not consistent in terms of their prediction of potential injuries 
because of the presence of seat belts. Whereas the HIC values of the NHTSA 
sled tests did not even reach half the maximum acceptable limit of 1,000, the 
HIC values measured by the Transport Canada crash tests exceeded 2,000 for 
Type II buses, but were still well below 1,000 for Type I buses. This should not 
be surprizing, since the Canadian buses were crashed at roughly double the 
speed of the NHTSA sleds. There has been a considerable amount of criticism of 
the high speeds, as well as the instrumentation and test dummies used in the 
Transport Canada tests. Researchers also argued that a maximum acceptable 
HIC value of much higher than 1,000 might be applicable for children. 
Experts' reviews of the Canadian tests noted that the results should be viewed 
with caution. 

The side impact crash test conducted by Thomas Built Buses Inc. was 
criticized for the inappropriate positioning of belted and unbelted passengers. 
Thus, the validity of this crash test is also questionable. 

On the basis of the conclusions and reviews of the bus and sled crash 
test results, the authors of this report have determined that seat belts may not 
be beneficial in frontal impacts, but in side impacts and rollover accidents 
they would provide significant additional protection to school bus passengers. 
Therefore, the decision to require the installation of seat belts on all school 
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buses should consider both the increase of Injury potential in frontal impacts 
and the reduction of injuries in side impact and rollover accidentS. 

Review of Accident Investigations 

Fortunately, the num ber of school bus accidents, and particularly 
accidents involving fatalities and serious injuries are very small. While this is 
a comforting fact, it poses a serious problem when one wishes to perform 
comparative studies in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a safety device. 
The next best alternative to a statistical analysis, is to investigate the accidents 
that did happen, and on the basis of expert judgement, determine what impact 
the presence of seat belts would have had on fatalities or injuries. Only 
accident investigations which covered a significant sample of accidents are 
considered in this chapter. The research team heard and saw in print a 
number of individual accident accounts that took place in the past within the 
state of New Jersey. They ranged from the Pemberton bus driver who thanked 
God for the absence of seat belts on the bus she was driving when it caught 
fire, to the Newark Police Chief who also thanked God but for the presence of 
se·at belts on a bus that overturned after being struck on its side by a police 
car. However, these accounts are anecdotal, and since they do not represent a 
systematic and unbiased investigative effort, they were not used in the 
decision making process. 

A National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) investigation of 43 
accidents involving large school buses determined that seat belts could have 
provided additional protection to passengers that suffered serious and above 
level injuries. There were 15 passengers who were partially or fully ejected 
from the buses. Only 4 of them sustained minor to moderate injuries and 11 
suffered seriouS to critical injuries. These injury outcomes are an indication 
of the extreme severity associated with ejection, and ejection is certainly an 
event which can be prevented by seat belts. Overall, due to the severity of the 
accidents included in the Safety Board's investigation, the findings only 
pertain to what might happen to belted passengers during the worst possible 
school bus accident cases. But, even for these cases, the results are not against 
seat belts. Belts would have been neutral for fatalities, severe injuries and 
minor injuries, would have reduced serious injuries, and increased moderate 
injuries. The trade-off is between the reduction of serious injuries and the 
increase of moderate injuries and it should be considered as being overall 
beneficial. 

A very large sample of accidents was investigated by the Texas 
Transportation Institute. This study concluded that 10 out of 19 fatalities could 
have been prevented by seat belts. Although this number excludes 6 fatalities 
that were contested by critics, it still implies an approximate effectiveness rate 
of 50 percent. An assessment of seat belt effectiveness for injuries could not 
be made by the Texas accident investigations due to lack of sufficient data. 
However, the determination of fatality and incapacitating injury frequency 
by accident type is of particular importance. About 63 percent of the 
incapacitating injuries are caused by side impacts and rollover accidents, 28 
percent are the result of front impact accidents, and rear impacts cause an 
insignificantly small number of injuries. Since these proportions are based 
on a very large sample of data, they can provide insights that can be used to 
determine the effectiveness of seat belts. 
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School Bus Accident Statistics 

According to a Transportation Research Board (TRB) study, school bus 
transportation is responsible annually for the deaths of 10 school bus 
passengers and 38 student pedestrians. In addition, 19,000 school bus related 
injuries occur annually, of which 50 percent (9,500) involve school bus 
passengers, 5 percent (950) pedestrians, 10 percent (1,900) school bus drivers, 
and 35 percent (6,650) other motorists. The vast majority of the 950 pedestrian 
injuries, (808 or 85 percent) are students. Overall, the severity of injuries 
sustained by the 9,500 injured school bus passengers is relatively moderate. 
Only 5 percent (475) of the students sustain incapacitating injuries, 
nonincapacitating injuries are 25 percent (2,375) of the total, and possible 
injuries are the overwhelming majority (70 percent or 6,650). The injuries 
sustained by the 808 student pedestrians are typically more severe than the 
injuries sustained by school bus passengers. The proportions and numbers of 
incapacitating, non incapacitating, and possible injuries for student 
pedestrians are 20 percent (162), 30 percent (242), and 50 percent (404) 
respectively. Not only is the frequency of incapacitating injuries for 
pedestrians four times as great as it is for passengers (20 versus 5 percent), but 
as the TRB study noted "the incapacitating injurers sustained by pedestrians 
appear to be more severe than the incapacitating injuries sustained by school 
bus passengers". An additional fact very worth noting is that 35 percent (283) 
of all students injured as pedestrians are struck by their own school buses. 

New Jersey was in 1987 the fifth safest state (after North Dakota, 
Wyoming, Kansas and Nebraska) in terms of accidents per million vehicle
miles with a rate of 4.3, while the national average rate was 10.0. In terms of 
pupil injuries per million vehicle-miles, New Jersey was below the national 
average (1.4 versus 1.9), but 17 states had lower rates. In terms of pupil 
injuries per 1,000 transported pupils, New Jersey had a rate of 0.3 which is 
identical with the national average. 

In the state of New Jersey 13,234 school buses (8,306 Type I and 4,928 
Type II) travel 124.4 million vehicle miles in a typical year, transporting 
626,701 students daily for school sponsored activities. The New Jersey 
Department of Transportation and the New Jersey Department of Eduction are 
two sources of school bus accident data for this State. The overall numbers 
involving injury accidents reported by both Departments are comparable. 
However, property damage only accidents are grossly under-reponed to the 
Department of Education (106 versus 826 in the DOT reports). Approximately 60 
percent of the State's school bus fleet is operated by contractors (7,946 out of 
the 13,234 vehicles). However, according to DOE reports, district operated 
vehicles were involved in 256 accidents and contractor operated vehicles in 
only 98 accidents. The implication of this is that contractors generate 27.7 
percent of the accidents, while they operate 60 percent of the vehicles. Unless 
contractors are able to operate their vehicles quite a few times more safely 
than school districts, this discrepancy is unjustifiable. Obviously, contractors 
tend not to report to the Department of Education many of their propeny 
damage accidents. 

Since there has not been a school bus student passenger fatality in this 
State for quite some time. no average annual passenger fatalities can be 
estimated from New Jersey accident data. However, if the State was equally 
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unlucky as the rest of the nation, and had the same average fatality rate per 
million vehicle-miles, then there should be approximately 0.33 school bus 
passenger fatalities and 1.25 student pedestrian fatalities per year. These 
numbers are demonstrative of the "tricks" that the laws of rare events and 
statistics can play. In the 1986-87 school year there were 2 student pedestrian 
fatalities in New Jersey (a boy on a bicycle was also killed), and the State more 
than satisfied its ghastly quota of the pedestrian fatality rate. However, 1 
student passenger should be killed in New Jersey every 3 years (0.33 per year), 
but none has been killed in the last decade. This simply means that we have 
been lucky in this State lately. No one can predict for how long this streak of 
luck can continue. Twenty more years may pass without a single school bus 
passenger fatality, and then a horrible accident may occur that will kill 12 
students inside a bus and bring us in line with the national average. 

When the total sample of rare incidents is small, one may develop a false 
sense of security by not observing a class of those incidents at all, and the New 
Jersey school bus passenger fatality rate just mentioned is a good example. 
When the sample is small, one may also falsely determine the relative 
distribution or proportions of incidents. In the case of accidents for example, 
if the sample is small, the relative imponance of an injury class or a collision 
mode may be overestimated or underestimated. To avoid problems of this type, 
and to obtain classifications that conform to national practice, New Jersey 
accident data were used to simply obtain overall figures. National factors were 
then used to determine future State expectations of accidents by category. 
Using New Jersey Department of Transportation Data for 1983 to 1986, it was 
determined that in an average year 1,022 school bus related accidents occur in 
the state causing injuries to 720 persons. These 720 injuries, if distributed 
according to the national averages, will consist of 360 (50 percent) school bus 
passengers, 36 (5 percent) pedestrians, 72 (10 percent) school bus drivers, and 
252 (35 percent) others (motorists, bicyclists, etc.). Of the 36 pedestrians 
injured, 30 (85%) should be student pedestrians. Therefore, the total number 
of pupil injuries should be 390, of which 360 will be injured as school bus 
passengers and 30 as pedestrians. The focus of this study is school bus 
passenger injuries, and using national factors to allocate them among the 
three basis injury types, it was determined that 18 incapacitating, 90 
nonincapacitating and 252 possible injuries should be expected to occur 
during an average year in the State of New Jersey. 

Review of Injury Outcomes and Frequency of Injuries 

On the basis of the available reports on injury criteria, passengers' 
physical injury locations and bus interior contact points, it can be determined 
that approximately 50 to 70 percent of all school bus passenger fatalitie.s occur 
during frontal impact and rollover accidents. The rollover accidents 
(involving both collision and non collision) are of particular importance, 
since they are causing approximately 40 to 50 percent of all fatalities. 
Passenger ejection is mostly a phenomenon associated with rollovers, and it is 
generally accompanied by a high probability of passenger fatality or severe 
injury, and as such, it has to be emphasized. 

The New York State accident data suggest that 70 percent of all 
incapacitating and non incapacitating injuries occur on the head, face, eyes 
and legs. More than 40 percent of the pupils that suffer incapacitating 
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injuries die, 25 percent sustain concussions, and another 25 percent suffer 
fractured or dislocated bones. The NTSB analysis of rather severe accidents 
identified that side walls, window frames, crushed roofs, and stanchions 
(modesty panels) as the major contact points in the bus interior causing more 
than 75 percent of all serious to critical injuries. 

The Texas accident investigations indicate that side impacts cause 
injuries most frequently, followed by frontal impacts and rollovers. The 
frequency of injuries caused by rear impacts is very low. The general 
applicability of this distribution is reasonable, if one also considers the 
evidence on the distribution of injured body parts and injury-causing contact 
points in the interior of the bus. Rollover injuries can be caused by both 
collision and non-collision accidents. Even a small number of rollover 
accidents may cause a substantial number of injuries, because of the high 
severity associated with this type of accidents. On the basis of the Texas study, 
which is the most comprehensive, and the remaining literature that has been 
already discussed, the authors of this report determined that the distribution 
presented in Table A can be used as a reasonable approximation of 
incapacitating and nonincapacitating injuries by accident type that can be 
expected to be occurring in the future. The distribution of possible injuries by 
accident type was not considered, because these injuries are very minor (about 
80 percent as just complaint of pain) and insignificant. 

Accident Percent of School Bus Passenger Injuries 
Type 

Incapacitatin g Non -incapaci tatin g Possible 
Front End 29 35 No 
Side Impact 38 30 infere
Rollover 26 20 nce on 
Rear End 2 10 % figures 
Unknown is made 

(presumably 
non collision) 5 5 

Total 100 100 
Table A: Anticipated Future Distribution of School Bus Passenger 

Injuries by Accident Mode. 

Review of Operating Experiences 

There are three known surveys that investigated the operating 
experiences of districts, which in the absence of federal requirements, decided 
to equip their Type I school buses with seat belts. The major objective of these 
studies was to collect factual information (e.g., use rates), and substantiate 
arguments about a variety of issues associated with school bus seat belts that do 
not have a direct impact on the device's safety effectiveness (e.g., carryover 
effect). Two of the studies - performed by NHTSA and TRB - were national in 
scope, while the third collected data in the State of New York for two 
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consecutive years, subsequent to that state's requirement that Type I school 
buses should be equipped with lap belts. 

The use rate is the most important factor of a seat belt implementation 
program. The available literature and the information obtained by the 
authors of this report from New Jersey school districts indicates that a 
satisfactory use rate can be achieved, provided that the use is mandated and 
the program is implemented properly. The NHTSA study observed 80 to 100 
percent use rates among elementary school children and 50 percent or less 
among high school students. TRB concluded that a 50 percent overall use rate 
can be expected, and a higher rate might be achieved with a rigorous 
enforcement policy. The authors of this report consider that with proper 
enforcement an overall use rate of 50 to 75 percent can be achieved within the 
first 5 years of implementation, and a rate of 75 percent and above can be 
maintained on and after the 10th year of implementation. 

The operating experience demonstrates conclusively that seat belts 
improve student discipline in the bus, drivers are distracted less, and as a 
result accidents may be reduced by 1.5 to 5 percent. Overall injuries could be 
reduced by a similar proportion. Although this is an item that merits 
consideration, it is not included in the determination of seat belt effectiveness, 
because of the conservative nature of the estimates. 

Because of the limited operating experience that we have to date with 
seat belts, there is no clear evidence in the literature to support any clear 
carryover effect. However, habit formation does develop over a longer period 
of time. If a carryover effect really exists, it is sufficient by itself to justify 
the installation of seat belts on school buses. However, because no conclusive 
evidence was found in the reviewed literature, it was not considered in the 
derivation of seat belt effectiveness. 

There is evidence from the operating experience of belt-equipped 
school buses in New York State that seat belts may cause as many minOT 
injuries as other collision or non accident causes. However, if seat belts are 
proven to be effective in reducing fatalities and incapacitating or non
incapacitating injuries, any minor injuries that may be caused by belts due to 
their misuse are of minor importance, and insufficient to invalidate the seat 
belts' overall effectiveness. Furthermore, the minor injuries contributed by 
seat belts can be reduced by effective administrative policies, which are 
essential in order to achieve any benefit from a school bus seat belt program. 
The New York State survey also reported vandalism and multiple problems 
such as broken buckles, cut belts etc., whereas such problems have not been 
reported as a major factor in the districts studied by NHTSA. Therefore, these 
problems may be reduced substantially with a better disciplinary policy. 

It is apparent from the studies that were summarized above, that school 
districts that have mandated and are enforcing the use of seat belts have better 
experiences with their seat belt programs. On the other hand, where seat belt 
use is optional or enforcement is not strict, the success of the program has 
been offset by low use rates, misuse of the belts, and other problems. The fact 
that the majority of school districts (including those of New York State) 
reported a usage rate of less than 25 percent, is not enough to dismiss as 
generally impossible to achieve the experience from some school districts like 
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West Orange, NJ and Skokie, IL that report 95 to 100 percent use rates. 
Rigorous enforcement policies, educational programs, administrative support, 
driver co-operation, transportation directors' support, and parental safety 
awareness are all necessary to reap the benefits from the installation of seat 
belts on school buses. 

Professional and Interest Group Opinions and Associated Issues 

Some districts are concerned with the liability issues that the 
installation of seat belts in school buses may create. Although there has not 
been a single court case involving liability associated with seat belts in a belt
equipped bus, a number of law suits have arisen out of the non-existence of 
belts in buses, with the settlements being generally in favor of the plaintiffs. 
The following two quotations are indicative of legal opinions on the subject: 

a school board's failure to install seat belts may 
give rise to substantial liability, and actually installing seat belts and adopting 
a program to insure their use would go a long way toward avoiding not only 
injuries but liability. A school district would not have to guarantee that every 
seat belt is used, only adopt a reasonable program to encourage their use. II 

"... .if the court allows the jury to decide the amount of care that should 
betaken, a case could just as well he based on the question of whether seat 
belts should have been installed when they were not, as on the failure to insist 
on proper use if they were installed.... it would not be in the district's best 
interest for the jury to perceive that safety equipment was omitted because the 
school district felt that the policy would lessen liability or costs." (NCSBSB, 
Third Edition, 1986). 

Obviously, liability should not be a major consideration in deciding 
whether or not to have seat belts in school buses. 

Expert medical opinions can be found that are in favor of and against 
seat belts as a restraining device. Although most of the experts acknowledge 
the safety benefits of seat belts for adults in motor vehicles, some are 
concerned that the same may not be true for young children. The National 
Coalition for Seat Belts on School Buses summarized in its 1986 repon the 
resolutions or statements of the following medical associations that are 
supportive of seat belts on school buses: 

The American Medical Association 
The American Academy of Pediatrics 
The American College of Preventive Medicine 
The Society for Adolescent Medicine 
The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 

The California Highway Patrol sponsored study sought the opinions of 
school bus manufacturers. They felt that in frontal impacts lap belts would not 
be beneficial. In rollover accidents lap belts would help reduce injuries by 
protecting the passengers from being struck from the side and roof of the bus. 
In rear impacts lap belts would not be beneficial and in some instances the 
belt could increase the accident severity. The responses were mixed for side 
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impacts to assess an overall OpInIOn. Some felt that belts would not make any 
difference as far as head and neck injuries are concerned. Some also pointed 
out that the refitting of belts is undesirable because the floor strength of an 
old bus would not be sufficient to withstand the belt load, and that several new 
FMVSS chapters would be needed if lap belts are installed. The current seat 
frames would require additional strengthening, which in tum would require 
additional seat back padding to conform with the standards. The increased 
rigidity of the seat may counter the deflection criteria of the seats required by 
the current standard. One manufacturer pointed out that if belted students 
ride with unbelted students, a double loading could result when an unbelted 
student hits the rear of the seat in front that contains a belted student. Such 
an impact could cause seat anchor failure and produce more severe injuries. 

The opinions of school district transportation coordinators throughout 
the state were solicited through a mail-back questionnaire. The overall 
response rate was 34 percent. The majority of school districts (75 percent) do 
not favor legislation that will mandate the installation of seat belts on Type I 
school buses, 11 percent favor such legislation and 14 percent are undecided 
or did not express any opinion. Responding on why their Type I buses are not 
equipped with seat belts, four major reasons came up with a response rate 
greater than 50 percent (multiple responses were allowed): 

1. Belts are not required by law (80%), 
2. Belts may cause more injuries than they will prevent (63%), 
3. Belts may be used as weapons (60%), and 
4. Belts may not improve safety (53%). 

Forty percent of the responding districts expressed concern about liability. 
The cost of the belts does not appear to be much of a concern. 

No matter how beneficial a measure may be, before it becomes a 
requirement that everyone should abide by, its cost should also be considered, 
since we live in a world of limited resources. The cost of equipping all New 
Jersey school buses with seat belts is estimated to be about $1.084 million 
annually. 

Adult monitors on school buses can be of substantial help in improving 
school bus passenger and student pedestrian safety. They can assist children 
at loading and off-loading zones to cross the street (when necessary). A 
considerable number of student pedestrian fatalities and injuries can be 
prevented if adult monitors are present. They can maintain discipline by 
ensuring that the children are seated and do DOl stand on the seats, roam the 
aisles, keep their head or hand outside the windows, fall out of the door, or 
fight. Monitors, if not injured themselves, can expedite the evacuation 
process, and if buses are equipped with belts, they can ensure that belts are 
worn and buckled up properly. There is no doubt that monitors can 
substantially improve school bus safety. The only argument against having 
monitors is their high cost. If monitors were to be used in all school buses in 
New Jersey, the cost would be $64.3 million per year. Although monitors can 
help implement a seat belt program, they are not required for its success. 

Review of Alternative Restraint Systems 

There is sufficient evidence (UCLA tests) to demonstrate that annrests, 
lap bars, and air bags either do not have the potential of improving school bus 
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passenger safety. or require further development in order to be cost effective. 
Multipoint restraint systems are not a solution either. because of the 
submarining effect they cause. and the inherent operational difficulties 
associated with their cumbersome use. Contoured padded seats and less 
aggressive defonnable seats do not offer a better alternative to the unaltered 
(presently in use) seat. as the Transport Canada sled tests proved. The lap
shoulder belt. although dismissed by the UCLA tests. it performed reasonably 
well in the Canadian sled tests by producing more acceptable HIC values in the 
Transport Canada sled tests. However. the chest acceleration rate values did 
not fall below the acceptable threshold level. Moreover. this restraint system 
has been judged to cause more injuries to unrestrained passengers. because of 
the stiffer seats that the system requires. 

On the basis of the Canadian experience. it appears that rearward facing 
seats on school buses can contribute to further safety improvements. The 
Transport Canada sled test results established that rearward facing seats 
generate HIC and chest acceleration values that are not only well below the 
threshold limits. but also well below the values generated by any other 
forward facing seat. with or without seat belts. The operating experience of 
three school buses with rearward facing seats in Canada did not suggest any 
significant problems regarding the adaptability and acceptability of this 
seating system. However, further research is necessary, if rearward facing 
seats. with or without belts, are to become standard school bus equipment. 
With the present state of knowledge, rearward facing seats should not be 
considered as a feasible alternative to the forward facing seating system. 
Further experimentation with rearward facing seats is certainly worthwhile 
and it should be encouraged. 

Seat Belt Effectiveness 

The lack of sufficient data. makes the accurate estimation of a school bus 
seat belt effectiveness very difficult. However, to derive a quantitative 
measure of any possible benefit or hann that the installation of seat belts in 
school buses may generate, such an estimate is necessary. The Transportation 
Research Board committee that investigated the subject, assumed an overaJ) 
seat belt effectiveness that ranged between zero and 20%, without providing 
any justification for this choice. Using this effectiveness range. and funher 
assuming a 50% usage rate, TRB estimated that seat belts will save each year 
nationally up to 1 fatality, up to 48 incapacitating injuries, up to 238 non
incapacitating injuries and up to 665 possible injuries. Given these statistics, 
and a $43 million total cost of equipping all Type I school buses with seat belts, 
the TRB committee concluded that seat belts on school buses would not be cost
effective. 

Instead of estimating an overall effectiveness range, seat belt 
effectiveness is considered to be variable in this study, and depending on the 
impact modes that a school bus may experience in an accident, as well as the 
severity level that the school bus occupants may sustain. A major advantage of 
a variable rate of effectiveness is that the obtained estimates are much more 
accurate. Furthermore, seat belts may improve safety under a given set of 
circumstances, but they may reduce it, if those circumstances are altered. 
Variable rates of effectiveness have an additional major advantage, since they 
are capable of incorporating into the analysis these trade-offs. The accident 
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statIstIcs that are available from previous studies were used to estimate the 
overall effectiveness of seat belts for each accident category as follows: 

Seat belts do not appear to be effective in frontal impacts. 
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the device may be negative in 
a number of accidents of this type. 

Seat belts can provide substantial additional protection, 
and they will be highly effective in side impact accidents. 

Seat belts can provide substantial additional protection, 
and they will be highly effective in rollover accidents. 

Seat belts will not provide meaningful additional protection in 
rear impact accidents, but they will not increase the injury potential 
either. Their effectiveness is, therefore, neutral for this type of accidents. 

On the basis of the review of all available research on the subjects of 
seat belt behavior and accident causes on school buses, seat belt effectiveness 
factors were developed for fatalities and injury accidents by type. 

The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing fatalities was 
determined rather conservatively to be in the range of 25 to 35 percent. 

The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing injuries varies 
according to accident and collision type, and it was determined to 
be as indicated in Table B. 

Accident Type Injury Type 
Incapacitatin2 Non-incapacitatin2 Possible 

Front End 
(with no rollover) -20 to 5 -10 to 10 * 
Side 
(with no rollover) 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
Rollover 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
Rear End 
(with no rollover) -5 to 5 o to 20 * 
Others 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
(non-collision, 

non-rollover) 
11< No inference on effectiveness is made 

Table B: Seat Belt Effectiveness by Accident and Injury Type. 

The derivation of the quantitative impact that seat belt installation in all 
school buses will have in the State of New Jersey was performed by a six step 
process using facts obtained from the literature and this study team's own 
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determination of parameters. Ranges are provided for most parameters, so 
that a sensitivity analysis can be performed. 

Fatalities That Can be Prevented by Seat Belts 

Table C determines the number of school bus passenger fatalities that may be 
prevented by seat belts during an average year in the State of New Jersey. If the 
mid-range of the estimate is used, and a 75 percent seat belt use rate is assumed, 0.074 
fatalities per year will be saved. This is equivalent to saving one life every 13 years. 
Under the most pessimistic assumption (lowest end of effectiveness and a 50 percent 
use rate) 0.049 fatalities per year will be saved, or one life every 20 years. Ideally 
(highest effectiveness and 100 percent use rate), 0.099 lives per year will be saved, or 
equivalently one life every 10 years. 

Total no. Belt No. of fatalities that may be 
of fata Belt effec t prevented or reduced by seat 
lities usage iveness belts. 

Total Mid range 

0.33 50% 25-35 % 0.041-0.058 0.049 
0.33 75% 25-350/0 0.062-0.086 0.074 
0.33 100% 25-35% 0.082-0.099 0.099 

Table C: Future Fatalities to Be Prevented by Seat Belts in New Jersey 

Injuries That Can be Prevented by Seat Belts 

Table D determines the number of school bus passenger InjurIes that may be 
prevented or reduced by seat belts in an average year in the State of New Jersey. 
Using the mid range of the estimates and a 75 percent use rate, about 5 incapacitating 
and 21 non-incapacitating injuries should be prevented annually. Under ideal 
conditions 9 incapacitating and 40 non-incapacitating injuries should be prevented. 
Under the worst case scenario, the incapacitating and non-incapacitating injuries 
prevented will be approximately 2 and 8 respectively. The effectiveness of scat belts 
is not determined in this study for the 250 possible (C level) injuries that take place 
during an average year in the state. Overall, there should not be any significant 
difference in the number of possible injuries with or without belts. However, by the 
10th year of implementation when the seat belt program is fully operational, and 
provided that use is rigorously enforced, even a considerable number of possible 
injuries may also be prevented. 

In summary, if seat belts are installed in all school buses operating in this 
State, fatalities and injuries will be reduced. The overall number will be small, but 
approximately 22 percent of the fatalities, 27 percent of the incapacitating injuries 
and 23 percent of the nonincapacitating injuries will be prevented. These reduction 
rates will materialize provided that the seat belt use rate is about 75 percent, and this 
is a very realistic assumption under an appropriate attitudinal and enforcement 
climate. 
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Belt No. of injuries that may be prevented or 
usage reduced by seat belts 

Incapacitating Non-incapacitating Possible 
Total Mid ran ge Total Mid range 

50% 1.95 -4 .49 3.22 8.32-19.80 14.06 No 
750/0 2.93-6.73 4.83 12.48-29.70 21.09 estimate 
1000/0 3.9]-8.97 6.44 ]6.65-39.60 28.12 is made 

Table D: Future Injuries to Be Prevented by Seat Belts in New Jersey 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

School buses are without any doubt the safest mode of transportation. 
Furthermore, a greater proponion of school bus pupil fatalities occurs outside 
rather than inside the vehicle. However accidents do happen and pupils 
continue to .get injured or killed in the interior of the bus. Requiring the 
installation of seats belts in all school buses will improve the vehicle's overall 
safety performance, as it was calculated in detail in the previous chapter. The 
benefits from the installation of seat belts will not be very significant, because 
the fatality and injury base that seat belts can affect is very small. In addition, 
the estimation of factors that were used in the derivation of seat belt 
effectiveness was rather conservative. An argument can even be made that 
justifies seat belts in terms of their cost effectiveness. Seat belts will cost the 
taxpayers of this State about $1 million per year. In return, approximately 
0.074 fatalities, 5 incapacitating injuries, and 21 non incapacitating injuries 
will be prevented per year. Without placing a dollar value on the life of a 
child, or the cost of medical care until recovery (or for life in some instances), 
and given the conservative nature of the estimates, the money appears to be 
well spent. It has been estimated that many environmental and occupational 
safety and health regulations cost between $7 million and $132 million per life 
saved. Seat belts on school buses will be at or below the lower end of this 
range. 

Since seat belts were found to be effective, it is recommended that both 
Type I and Type II school buses should be required to be equipped with seat 
belts in the State of New Jersey. 

It is obvious that seat belts can be effective only when they are used. 
Therefore, it is further recommended that seat belt use for all occupants 
(students, monitors, drivers, teachers, parents) is also mandated in all buses 
that are equipped with seat belts. Simply installing seat belts without 
mandating their use will be a waste or resources. Furthermore, problems with 
double loading of seats may arise. 

Because of technical problems, the retrofitting of eXIstIng school buses 
with seat belts is undesirable. Seat belts should be introduced into the State's 
school bus fleet gradually as the fleet is renewed. It is recommended that seat 
belts should be required on Type I school buses purchased after the effective 
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date of the Bill that wi]] establish that requirement. The requirement of seat 
belt use on Type II vehicles and the seat-belt equipped vehicles already in 
service should be effective immediately. The seat belts required should be of 
the lap belt type. 

Seat belts are safety devices and their use should be treated with the 
seriousness they deserve. Their use should be strictly enforced, just like the 
use of protective equipment in sports events that students participate. 
Parents, principals, teachers, transportation coordinators, mechanics, and 
drivers have to cooperate if seat belts are to be effective. 

The installation and use of seat belts, will obviously not eliminate 
fatali ties and injuries completely, although a small step will be taken in the 
right direction. The progress of research on rearward facing seats should be 
followed closely. The concept has the potential of improving further the 
safety of school buses, and when conclusive results are available .supporting 
its use, New Jersey should adopt it also. New Jersey has provided in the past a 
leadership role in highway safety (e.g., the Jersey barrier). It can do the same 
again by conducting evaluation experiments with buses equipped with 
rearward facing seats, similar to those conducted in Canada. The cost will be 
relatively small, but the potential benefits could be very substantial. ,They 
may provide the nex t substantial step towards improving school bus safety, 
and generate benefits similar to those achieved by the 1977 standards. 

The fatalities and injuries occurring outside the bus are tragic and 
unjustifiable, and measures should be taken to reduce them. Monitors will be 
effective, but they are very costly. Mechanical gates, electronic sensors, video 
monitors, STOP arms, and better driver training are all alternatives for 
monitors but much less effective. This problem deserves more attention and 
study than seat belts. When the seat belt issue is settled, both proponents and 
opponents of seat belts should concentrate their efforts in improving safety 
on the outside of school buses. The authors of this report found that all groups 
are genuinely interested and concerned with school bus safety, no matter 
what their stand on seat belts was. When these groups of energetic individuals 
join their forces, the only possible outcome can be better protection for our 
children which are our society's most precious resource. 
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CHAPTER 1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

BACKGROUND
 

Safety belts have been standard equipment in passenger automobiles for 
quite some time. The capability of safety belts to completely eliminate or at least 
reduce the severity of injuries to humans when accidents occur, has been 
recognized to the point where their use has become mandatory. New Jersey, like 
other states, started in 1983 with the implementation of a child restraint law 
requiring all children up to five years old to be restrained with safety belts or 
secured in child seats when traveling in passenger automobiles. In 1985 this 
requirement was extended to the general population with the enactment of a 
mandatory safety belt law that mandated the use of safety belts by all drivers and 
front seat automobile passengers. 

Although safety belts have proven to be effective life-saving and injury
preventing devices, the requirements for their use are inconsistent. Their use is 
not only not required, but sometimes it is also impossible, since entire classes of 
vehicles (e.g., trucks and most school buses) are still not equipped with them. The 
debate on whether or not safety belts should be required on school buses is rather 
lively, and both sides make strong arguments in support of their points of view. 

Proponents of safety belts on school buses note the track record of the 
device in improving automobile safety, and point at the inconsistency of the 
current practice. Parents and children alike are wondering why they should 
buckle up when they are in the family car, while children cannot even do the 
same even if they want to in their school bus. The proponents' argument is that 
installing and requiring the use of safety belts in school buses will make the 
vehicles safer, and more importantly, it will reinforce the habit of buckling up 
that children acquire as preschoolers when they ride with their parents, and 
they will continue using their safety belts as adults. 

Opponents of the measure express doubts about the capability of safety belts 
to improve school bus safety. They argue that school buses, because of their size, 
visibility and careful operation are safer than cars and do not need safety belts. 
Besides. the argument continues. belts may increase the probability of injury in 
some accidents and can become a hazard rather than a safety device in accidents 
involving fire, rollovers or submersion under water. Finally, some are critical of 
the device's cost effectiveness, arguing that in our world of limited resources, 
funds spent on safety belts could be put in better use elsewhere. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

New York State is the only state that currently requires its Type I school 
buses (Gross Vehicle Weight greater than 10,000 pounds) to be equipped with seat 
belts, and there are a number of school districts throughout the country that do 
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the same. Seat belt proponents introduced legislation that would have required 
Type I school buses to be equipped with seat belts in the State of New Jersey. 
However. because of the convincing arguments made on both sides. the State 
Legislature decided to investigate the issue further, and commissioned a study 
with a bill introduced by Senator Rand on February 29, 1988 and approved on 
November 9. 1988 (see Appendix A for the Bill's full text). For this purpose it has 
directed the Office of Highway Traffic Safety in the Department of Law and Public 
Safety to conduct or cause to be conducted a study on the safety of the use of lap 
seat belts in all Type I and Type II school vehicles. 

The New Jersey Institute of Technology Center for Transportation Studies 
and Research. which as part of its mission is dedicated to service the research 
needs of state and local government. conducted this study for the Office of 
Highway Traffic Safety as mandated by the State Legislature. 

The scope of this research effort was to gather pertinent information from 
the results of previously conducted crash tests and statistics on the number and 
severity of injuries resulting from school bus accidents and assess the 
effectiveness of seat belts in enhancing the safety of school bus passengers. Such 
information was collected from the current literature. federal agencies. state and 
public agencies. and school bus manufacturers. In addition. full consideration 
was given to all issues and arguments made by both proponents and opponents of 
safety belts, and an attempt was made to validate or disprove arguments on the 
basis of empirical or statistical evidence that was gathered during the 
investigation of current practices in the state or through the review of the 
literature on the subject. 

This report is a detailed account of that study. It presents facts and views. 
and conclusions and recommendations on seat belt installation in school buses. as 
well as other issues pertaining to school bus safety. 

SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has declared 
school buses to be "the safest form of surface transportation" [1]. This statement is 
correct and can be very well documented by simply glancing at the national 
fatality and fatality rate figures of Table 1 which is reproduced from a recent 
Transportation Research Board study on school bus safety [2 J. School buses. 
having a fatality rate of only 0.5 per million vehicle miles traveled. are about four 
times as safe as passenger cars that have an overall rate of 1.9 fatalities per 
million vehicle miles. and are almost 100 times safer than motorcycles. No matter 
how or where the school bus is compared with other modes of transportation. it is 
always the safest. A Canadian study concluded that "a student is 8 times more 
liable to be injured while travelling to or from school in a vehicle other than a 
school bus" [3]. a California study found that "school buses without seat belts are 
16.2 times more safe than automobiles" [4]. and if a similar comparison were to be 
made for the State of New Jersey. one would have to say that school buses are 
infinitely more safe than automobiles. since there has been no fatality of a school 
bus passenger over the last decade in this State. Obviously. the safety record of 
school buses is unquestionably very strong. However, this should not imply that 
safety improvements are not possible, since accidents involving school buses do 
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,
 
happen, and children continue to get killed and injured, although in relatively 
small numbers. 

Estimated Occupant Fatalities 
Vehicle Miles per Hundred Million 

Occupant Traveled Vehicle Miles 
Vehicle Type Fatalities 3 (Millions) Traveled 

Motorcycles 4,551 9,397b 48.4 

Passenger Cars 24,922 1,301,214b 1.9 
School Buses 17d 3,808c 0.5 

a Fatal Accident Reporting System 1986. NHTSA, U.S. Department of
 
Transportation.
 
b Highway Statistics 1987. U.S. Department of Transportation.
 
c School buses operated at public expense traveled 3,301 million vehicle miles in
 
1986 (School Bus Fleet, 38). This number was factored upward on the basis of
 
enrollment to include private school transportation.
 
d Five-year average based on 1982-1986 data.
 

Table 1: Occupant Fatalities and Fatality Rates by Vehicle Type. 

Since school bus safety is at relatively high levels already, the incremental 
benefit to be derived from any additional efforts would be by necessity rather 
small as indicated in Figure I, where idealized safety levels are plotted against 
efforts to improve safety. As safety levels are approaching the plateau of the 
curve, the safety improvement (S2 - S1) becomes relatively small when compared 

with the efforts (EC2 - EC I ) associated with achieving that improvement. The 

impact from requiring Type I school buses to be equipped with seat belts will, 
therefore, be rather small, irrespective of whether it is going to be beneficial or 
detrimental to overall school bus safety. 

CURRENT STATUS OF SCHOOL BUS SAFETY STANDARDS 

A number of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) are currently 
applicable to school buses. The last time these standards were revised was on 
April I, 1977 and cover a wide range of safety aspects as follows: 

1. FMVSS 105 - Hydraulic Break Systems 

2. FMVSS III - Rearview Mirrors 

3. FMVSS 217 - Bus Window Retention and Release 

4. FMVSS 220 - School Bus Rollover Protection 

5. FMVSS 221 - School Bus Body Joint Strength 
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6. FMVSS 222 - School Bus Passenger Seating and Crash Protection 

7. FMVSS 301 - Fuel System Integrity 

~~ 

52 
'////////////////////////////. ,~ .. joI.51 
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Effort and Cost 

Figure 1: Conceptual Representation of School Bus Safety 

Although each of the FMVSS standards covers an important safety aspect. 
FMVSS 222 is the one that is of particular concern for the purpose of this study. 
since it specifies standards for seats and occupant restraints. This standard 
requires that all school buses manufactured after April 1~ 1977 have forward 
facing. padded. and high back seats which should not be spaced too far apart. 
These requirements are known collectively as "compartmentalization tt because 
they tend to form compartments that can contain the student in the case of an 
impact in the direction of the bus's movement. Type II school buses are also 
required to be equipped with lap belts while Type I buses are not. 

The above are minimum safety standards, and local governments or school 
districts may, if they so desire, improve on them. For example, standees are 
prohibited on school buses in New Jersey, but this is not the case in the State of 
New York, although New York State requires seat belts on Type I buses. According 
to New Jersey State requirements, no pre-1977 school buses should be operating in 
New Jersey after June 1987, and the maximum capacity for a Type I bus in this 
State is 54 passengers, while elsewhere it could be up to 66 passengers. Individual 
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school districts may also specify additional safety equipment when they order 
school buses such as stop arms, escape hatches, safety belts, etc. 

STUDY APPROACH 

The time and funds allocated to this study did not permit the conduct of 
original and capital intensive research such as crash testing, or lengthy 
comparative accident studies. By necessity, secondary sources were primarily 
used. Final recommendations are made on the basis of investigations that covered 
four main bodies of knowledge or information sources. Bus and sled crash tests 
that were conducted for U.S. safety agencies and manufacturers and the Canadian 
Government were the first body of knowledge that provided insights in seat belt 
effectiveness on school buses and they are discussed in Chapter 2. Systematic 
school bus accident investigations and available statistics on school bus accidents 
are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. This information can be useful in determining 
the accident circumstances under which seat belts may improve or worsen 
injuries to school bus occupants. Operating experiences of school districts that 
have their buses equipped with seat belts were the third, and a rather significant 
source of information, and they are presented in Chapter 5. They are used to 
confirm or disprove some arguments made by both proponents and opponents of 
seat belts, and they also serve the purpose of drawing some conclusions on issues 
that are associated with seat bets, but have no direct bearing on their safety 
effectiveness such as implementation difficulties, the carry-over effect, cost, 
liability, etc. Finally, professional and interest group views that were found in 
the literature or were solicited by the study team were given serious 
consideration and are presented in Chapter 6. Opinions of physicians, emergency 
medical services and police personnel, bus manufacturers, contractors, and 
parents were considered, and a survey of all New Jersey school district 
transponation coordinators was conducted as well. 

Lap-type seat belts are not the only restraining system that can be installed 
in a school bus, and Chapter 7 is devoted to a discussion of alternative restrains 
and seating systems. On the basis of the information that the crash tests, accident 
investigations and accident statistics provided, a determination of the 
effectiveness of seat belts for the State of New Jersey was made on the basis of a 
six step process, and the results are presented in Chapter 8. The final Chapter 9 is 
devoted to recommendations on lap belts, as well as other safety improvements 
covering in-vehicle as well as genera] school bus safety. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BUS AND SLED CRASH TESTS 

Evidence on the desirability of using seat belts on school buses that can be 
derived from the actual crash testing of vehicles is rather limited. Over the past 
twenty years there have been only five tests that replicated a small sub-set of the 
total possible accidents that can occur in real situations on the road. Four of these 
tests are discussed in this chapter. The fifth, whose purpose was to evaluate 
alternative seat and restraining systems is presented in Chapter 7. Bus crash testing 
started with two series of tests that were conducted at the University of California at 
Los Angeles (UCLA) in 1967 and 1972. Transport Canada (the Canadian equivalent of 
our U.S. Department of Transportation) conducted bus crash tests in 1984, and the 
latest testing was done in 1985 in this country, and it actually involved one Thomas 
Built school bus. The only known sled crash test was conducted by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in 1976. The purpose of this chapter 
is to give a brief account of all four tests, including a brief description of the tests, 
the conclusions drawn by the teams that conducted them, and the criticisms of the 
testing methods and results that appeared in the literature. Finally, a synthesis of all 
aspects of this body of knowledge is made in order to draw conclusions on whether or 
not seat belts should be required on school buses. 

UCLA CRASH TESTS 

Researchers at UCLA conducted two series of crash tests involving a variety of 
school bus collision modes. The purpose of the tests was to provide specific and 
practical recommendations and solutions to agencies responsible for school bus 
safety. The study had a variety of objectives. It was intended to evaluate a number of 
school bus seat types as well as passenger restraint systems and answer questions 
about their proper design, construction and installation. 

Series I Tests . 1967 

The 1967 collision experiments at UCLA duplicated three types of collisions, a 
head-on, a rear-end, and a right-angle collision. Although the same type school bus 
was struck in all three cases, the types of vehicles used to strike the school bus were 
different, and the passenger restraint types, seat types, and passenger sizes studied 
were numerous [5]. 

Experimental Features 

For tbe head-on collision experiment, a 1965 GMC-Superior school bus 
(weighing 17,500 lbs.) travelling at 30 mph was struck squarely head-on by a 1944 
Mack-Superior school bus (weighing 7,500 lbs.) travelling at the same speed. To 
simulate a rear-end collision, the same type (1965 GMC model) school bus, while 
stationary, was squarely impacted in the rear by a 1960 plymouth 4-door sedan 
(weighing 4,400 lbs.) travelling at 60 mph. In the third experiment, a 1966 chevrolet 
4-door sedan of 4,500 lbs. travelling at 60 mph struck head-on the side at the rear 
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wheel position of the same type (1965 GMC model) school bus while at a stationary 
position. 

The restraint types tested in the experiment were: 

i) no restraint 
ii) lap belt only 
iii) lap belt and diagonal shoulder- strap 
iv) air bag 
v) restraint bar. 

A variety of different seats (11 types) were tested in the experiments. They 
ranged from the conventional standard seats used in school buses at the time, to other 
variations such as seats with high backs, seats with hand rails or armrests, inflated 
air bag seats, united airlines siesta seats, etc. To simulate passenger type variations, 
anthropometric 1 dummies corresponding to ages of 3-, 6-, 13-year olds, and adult 
were used in the school bus. 

The instrumentation involved a large number of transducers and specialized 
photographic systems strategically positioned, and other provisions were made for 
scientific observations. The categories of data recorded included a wide range of 
interacting factors. The experimental study collected data on the kinematics of 
passengers, forces sustained by passengers, loadings on restraint systems, relative 
injury exposure for passengers in different seating arrangements under the same 
collision circumstances, vehicle collision dynamics, and vehicle structural 
performance. 

Test Findings and Conclusions 

The UCLA researchers pointed out that for the head-on collision test, the seat 
back height ahead of the passenger was the primary consideration because it 
generally was the object initially contacted by both the unrestrained and partially 
restrained passengers. For the rear-end collision test, the seat back height was the 
principal variable governing the occurrence of whiplash injury. Side impact 
collisions usually force passengers into direct contact with compartment structures 
or side window glass. Therefore, for the side-impact experiment, the presence or 
absence of restraint systems and arm rests represented the most important 
consideration. These observations are cenainly in conformity with conventional 
wisdom. One has also to keep in mind, that these test~ were conducted before the 
current standards on seat back height became effective. The standard school bus seat 
at the time had a low back with a metal rail along the entire length of the back's top. 

On the basis of data collected during the 1967 crash -tests, the conclusions 
drawn by the UCLA team pertaining to lap seat belts on school buses were the 
following: 

1 The word anthropomorphic used later in this chapter is a synonym to 
anthropometric. Both words mean "resembling the human body". They are 
both used here because studies that have been reviewed prefer one over the 
other. 
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The greatest single contribution to school bus collision safety 
is a high strength and high-back (28 in.) safety seat. High back 
seats (28 in. or more) greatly contribute to the compartmentalization 
of passe ngers, thereby reducing the chances of injuries sustained by 
passengers being hurled against one another, regardless .of their size. 
Next in importance is the use of a three point belt, a lap belt or other 
form of effective restraint. Seat belts are recommended for use with 
safety seats. 

Lap type safety belts would provide substantial additional 
protection to school bus passengers in high-back seats that have 
efficient padding on the rear panel of its back rests.' 

Lap belts should not be used for low seat back units because 
their use substantially increases the highly adverse forces to the 
spinal column resulting from whiplash and they virtually assure 
severe head or neck impacts with low backrests ahead. 

In the absence of armrests, the lap belt does provide some hip 
restraint against sideward movement, thereby reducing forces that a 
displaced passenger may apply to a companion seated beside him 
during a side impact collision. 

In summary, the first UCLA series of tests concluded that a high seat back (28 
in.) is the most important safety feature that can be added to school buses, and seat 
belts would provide substantial additional safety when used with high-back padded 
seats. But, seat belts should not be used in combination with low-back seats. 
However, these recommendations should be carefully analyzed together with the 
results of the Series II UCLA experiments, which provided additional information. 

Series II Tests 1972 

The second series of experiments at UCLA simulated two types of full scale 
collisions, a head-on and a right-angle, both involving the same type of school bus 
[6] . 

Experimental Features 

For the head-on collision a 1969 Superior school bus (60 passenger) travelling 
at 30 mph was struck squarely head-on by a 1962 International 2-ton dump truck 
which was also travelling at 30 mph. For the second test involving a side impact 
collision, the same type school bus, while stationary, was impacted at its side by a 1967 
Ford 4-door sedan travelling at 60 mph. . 

The school bus seat types, restraints, passengers simulated by anthropometric 
dummies, and data collection techniques were similar to those of the Series I 
experiments. 

Test Findings and Conclusions 

On the basis of data collected from the Series II crash tests, the major 
conclusion drawn by the UCLA team pertaining to lap seat belts on school buses was: 
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Seat belts are not recommended for school buses having 
conventional seats with hard surface, weakly structured frames, 
lack of side-force restraint (padded armrests at the aisle) 
and grossly inadequate backrest height. 

In other words, the Series II experiments confirmed the findings of the Series 
I experiments to the extent that the safety performance of lap belts is unacceptable 
in conventional school buses (i.e., pre-1977 standard school buses). However, to 
analyze the overall safety performance of lap belts, the following additional findings 
of the Series Il experiments are of significance: 

The average size school child (13 -years old) would sustain 
smaller head impact forces (44 g versus 67 g) if left unbelted than 
if lap-belted, provided that he was protected by a 28-inch high 
energy absorbing, UCLA-design seat back. 

For side impact exposure, the UCLA padded armrest side 
restraint appeared to provide passenger protection as effectively 
as full use of lap belt restraints. 

For buses provided with safety seats having a performance 
profile comparable to the UCLA design, seat belts will contribute 
significantly to improved safety, especially during severe upset 
collision exposures, provided that extrication procedures can be 
perfected to allow the rapid evacuation of a fully loaded, overturned 
bus, (i.e., removing 40 to 60 children hanging upside down 
suspended by their seat-belts). However, when safety seats are 
used, the researchers regarded further restraint measures, such as 
the installation of safety belts, of minor importance, because of the 
special protection afforded to school buses by their size and 
visibility. 

The UCLA collision researchers have always advocated strongly the continuous 
use of lap-type safety belts in passenger vehicles on all occasions. However. they 
modified their views when school buses are concerned, because school bus seats are 
designed differently and are positioned close together making the use of lap belts 
highly inadvisable unless seat structures are designed, installed and spaced in a 
manner compatible with the use of lap belts. 

In summary, the UCLA researches concluded after both Series of tests that 
taking into consideration the factor of special protection provided to the school bus 
by its size and visibility, the addition of seat-belts would be of minor 'importance 
when safety seats (28-in. high padded seat back) are used. Funhermore, if school 
buses are equipped with safety seats, the most likely contribution to safety that seat 
belts will provide during three of the most commonly occurring accidents will be as 
follows: 

Head-on Collisions: Seat belts will not provide a significant safety enhancement. 
They will rather expose the passengers to a 
higher head acceleration level (67 g). 
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Side Impact Collisions: Seat	 belts. if fully used. will provide equal passenger 
protection as armrests. 

Rollover Upset Collisions: Seat belts will be of substantial assistance. provided 
that appropriate evacuation procedures exist. 

TRANSPORT CANADA CRASH TESTS 

Transport Canada conducted crash tests on three school buses in 1984 [3]. The 
purpose of the Transport Canada testing program was to determine the reaction of 
the belted and unbelted test-dummies in small and large school buses during frontal 
barrier collisions. The tests were intended to assess the effect that seat belts would 
have on school bus passengers. and to determine whether or not school bus standards 
provide the anticipated level of occupant protection. One has to keep in mind that in 
the time that elapsed between the UCLA tests and the Transport Canada tests. 
standards that became effective in the USA adopted the use of the safety seat 
recommended by the UCLA tests. In addition. Type II buses were also required to be 
equipped with seat belts. 

Experimental Features 

Bus types: Three different buses were used for the Transport Canada tests. 
Two of the buses consisted of a mid-sized 22-passenger Thomas Minotour. and a small 
20-passenger Camp Wagon van conversion. The GVWRsl of these two buses were 
10.000 Ibs. or less and they are equivalent to Type II buses. The third bus was a Type I 
bus. a 66-passenger. 1984 Blue Bird with a GVWR of 25.000 lbs. 

Collision type: Each of the buses was subjected to a barrier frontal collision 
at 48 km/h (approximately 30 mph). The resulted impact forces were comparable to 
those resulting from a head-on-collision between the school bus and a car travelling 
at highway speed. 

Anthropometric dummies: Each of the buses contained six 5th percentile2 

female dummies representing large elementary school students. In addition two 
anthropometric dummies representing 6-year olds were used in the Type I bus only. 

Seat spacing and instrumentation: There were 11 rows of seats in the 
bus. The 1st. 6th and 11 th rows were used for the test. The sear spacing was 21 inches 
(maximum seat spacing allowed in Canada) for row 1. 27 inches (a spacing that would 
counter the compartmentalization concept for passive passenger protection) for row 
6. and 24 inches for row 11 (the current standard in the USA). All six 5th percentile 

1 Actual Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) is the sum of the chassis weight. plus 
the body weight. plus the driver's weight. plus the total weight of seated 
pupils. Actual GVW shall not exceed the chassis manufacturer's Gross Vehicle 
Weight Rating (GVWR) for the chassis [33]. 

2 If the entire population is placed in ascending order in terms of size. a 5th 
percentile dummy will represent a person of such a size that 5% of the 
population is smaller than it and 95% bigger. 
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dummies were instrumented to record forces on the head and chest, and three of 
these were also instrumented with femur load cells. 

Three dummies were lap belted and the remaining three were left unbelted. 
The dummies were placed in pairs. with each seat occupied by one restrained and one 
unrestrained dummy for each seat spacing arrangement. The two dummies 
representing 6-year olds that were used in the Type I bus only, were not 
instrumented or restrained. High speed cameras recorded the motion of dummies 
during colI isions. 

Head injury criteria (HIC)1 and chest acceleration rates2 were measured for 
the instrumented dummies. An HIC value of 1.000 and a chest acceleration rate of 60 
g were used as threshold values above which serious injury or death could be 
assumed to occur. Femur loads in excess of 2,250 lb. are unacceptable in U.S. and 
Canadian standards. 

Test	 Findings and Conclusions 

A Summary of the Transport Canada test results is presented in Table 2. Four 
basic observations can easily be made from the data of this Table. 

1.	 Belted dummies experienced higher head and generally lower chest 
accelerations than did the unbelted ones. 

2.	 In both small buses (Thomas Minotour and Camp Wagon)
 
the lap belted dummies experienced HIC values in excess
 
of 1.000. whereas the unrestrained dummies experienced
 
HIC values less than 1,000.
 

3.	 In the large (Blue Bird) bus all dummies (lap belted or unbelted) 
experienced HIC values mu,ch less than 1,000. But. the lap belted 
ones experienced HIC values approximately three times 
greater than those for the unrestrained ones. According to the 
study authors these differences can be attributed to "the fact that 
the restrained dummies' heads struck the seat backs in a manner 

HIC is a measure of the forces the head experiences during a crash. It does 
not measure injury to the neck or facial laceration. The higher the HIC score, 
the greater the likelihood of serious or fatal injuries. The Federal government 
requires that cars equipped with automatic restraints not exceed a HIe of 1,000 
in 30 mph crash tests. However, individuals have a wide range of tolerance to 
injury. Consequently. although there are relationships between dummy test 
results and actual injuries. there is no single cutoff point for serious injury or 
death. Higher scores simply indicate a higher potential risk and lower scores 
indicate a lower potential risk [11]. 

2 Chest deceleration is a measure of the amount of force the belted dummy's 
chest experiences during the crash impact. Higher chest deceleration scores 
indicate that it is more likely that occupants will sustain serious internal 
injuries. The score is given in gravitational units (g). Cars equipped with 
automatic restraints must not exceed 60 g in the 30 mph compliance tests [11]. 
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that did not permit efficient 
backs. Sharp peaks in head 
dummy heads compressed the 
that they 'bottomed out l on 
padding in the seat back". 

energy absorption 
acceleration traces 
seat back padding 

the steel structure 

4. In all cases (lap belted or unrestrained) except one, 

by those seat 
indicate that the 
to such a degree 
underlying the 

the chest 
accelerations were less than the life threatening maximum 
of 60 g. The single exception exceeded the criterion by 
by only 0.4 g. For the Blue Bird (large) and Thomas (small) 
buses the unbelted dummies experienced higher chest 
acceleration than did the comparable belted dummies. 

Dumm) Location 
No. In Bus 

Front LH1 
2 Front RH 

Center LH 

4 Center RH 
3 

Rear LH 

6 Rear RH 
5 

1 Front LH 

Front RH 

3 Center LH 

4 Center RH 

Rear LH 

2 

5
 
6
 Rear RH 

1 Front LH 

2 Front RH 

Center LH3 
4 Center RH 

Rear LH5 
Rear RH6 

* 

Seat Belted(B) HIC Chest 
Spacing Unbelted(U Accel. 

(in) (2) 

21 U 60.4* 
21 B 649 40.8 
27 1/8 B 629 28.1 
27 1/8 U 220 34.2 
24 U 205 48.2 
24 B 731 25.0 
21 B 2,505 40.1 
21 U 893 47.9 
26 1/2 B 1,144 38.6 
26 1/2 U 741 59.8 
24 B 1,173 42.4 
24 U 494 44.9 
21 1/8 B 2,016 32.5 
20 1/2 U 369 21.1 
26 1/2 B 2,195 32.2 
27 U 946 42.0 
24 1/2 B 1 ,711 37.5 
24 1/2 U 607 24.4 

Data not valid due to technical problems. 

Vehicle Data 

Large School Bus 
(more than 10,000 GVWR) 
66-Passeng. Blue Bird 
Veh. Wt. 17,923 lbs 
Veh. Velocity 30.5 mph 
Veh. Decel. 15 g 

Small School Bus 
(less than 10,000 GVWR) 
22-Pas. Thomas Minotour 
Veh. Wt. 8,875 lbs 
Veh. Velocity 29.42 mph 
Veh. Decel. 19.5 g 

School Van Conversion 
(less than 10,000 GVWR) 
20-Passeng. Campwagon 
Veh. Wt. 6,724 Ibs 
Veh. Velocity 29.44 mph 
Veh. Decel. 49 g 

Table 2: Summary of Transport Canada Frontal Crash Tests. 

Femur loads are not shown in Table 2, but measurements on three dummies 
(one belted and two unbelted) were below the limit of 2,500 lbs. 

Belted dummies experienced more severe neck extensions than did the 
unbelted ones due to the angle at which they struck the seat ahead of them. The neck 
extension of several belted dummies was judged to be life threatening. 
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The major conclusions of the Transport Canada tests pertaining to seat belt 
restraints and compartmentalization in frontal collisions are as follows: 

The passive occupant protection of the seating system (known as 
compartmentalization), required by Federal regulations since 1980 (1977 
in the U.S.A.) functions as intended during frontal impacts and provides 
excellent protection for occupants. 

The use of lap belts in any of the three tested sizes of
 
recent model school buses may result in more severe head and
 
neck injuries for a belted occupant than for an unbelted one,
 
in a severe frontal collision.
 

Criticisms of the Canadian Tests 

University of Michigan and Rochester researchers, NHTSA, and professional 
groups criticized the validity of the Transport Canada tests on a variety of grounds. 

The University of Michigan critics [7] concentrated on the following four 
aspects of the Transport Canada tests: 

1.	 There are some questions "as to whether or not a HIC value of 1,000 is 
a conclusive measure of serious head injury, particularly for children". 
Although higher HIC values were measured on the belted dummies, 
the highest value of 731 recorded on the Type I bus is much less than 
the 1,000 limit. 

2.	 The restrained dummy heads contacted the padded seat back (which could 
have been better padded) resulting in higher HIC values. But, 
the unrestrained dummies hit the top of the seat backs with their neck, 
and there were no load cells or accelerators mounted on the necks to 
measure the resulting load. Thus, no reliable injury prediction could be 
made. 

3. There is no biomechanical justification to the Canadian tests' inference that 
the "neck extension of several restrained dummies was judged to be life 
threatening". Humans bend differently from dummies] with stiff neck 
and rigid torso as used in the Canadian tests, and do not tend 10 suffer 
"life threatening" neck injuries in the situations that the tests 
attempted to model. 

4.	 The large Blue Bird bus was occupied by six 5th percentile female dummies, 
representing 14-year old junior high school students, and two six-year 
old size dummies (unrestrained and uninstrumented). Thus, the 
conclusion of the test, if valid, is limited in real wold applications. 
Smaller dummies representing younger children should have been 
used also. One of the 6-year old dummies should have been restrained 
for comparison purposes. 

1 The Anthropometric Test Devices (dummies) used in the Canadian tests were 
dimensioned in accordance with CMVSS 100 and conform to FMVSS part 572 
specifications in the USA. 
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University of Rochester Professor John D. States [8] in another criticism 
disagreed with the Transport Canada findings on the following two grounds: 

1.	 The dummies used in the Canadian tests do not accurately model the 
flexibility of human spines. The additional stiffness of dummy spine 
prevented load sharing contact of the chest. head and upper extremities 
with the seat in front. This contact would have reduced the head 
acceleration and HIC values for the belted dummies. 

2.	 The HIC value of 1.000 is not applicable to children. Considering the results 
of experimental studies on arterial vessel walls in the brain of children. 
and the flexible and elastic characteristics of children skulls, the HIC 
value for children is greater than 1.500 and possibly 2.000. 

Dr. Yeager of the National Coalition for Seat Belts on School Buses [9] criticized 
the selection of the 5th percentile (representing a 14-year old) female dummy 
because of its height. which during impact targets the head on the seat back where 
padding narrowly covers the metal bar. thus causing higher HIC values. 
Furthermore. he questioned the use of a type 572 dummy because of its stiffness that 
produces excessive HIC readings. 

Explaining its position on seat belts on school buses, the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) made the following observation on the 
Transport Canada tests: 

"It should be recognized that "compartmentalization" countermeasures were 
specifically designed to protect the occupant in frontal barrier tests. similar 
to those conducted by the Canadians. The low head injury readings for the 
unbelted dummies is indicative that compartmentalization performs as well 
in production buses as it did in the research tests which perfected 
the concept. " [1] 

In the same report. however. NHTSA pointed out some of the limitations of the 
Transport Canada tests by stating: 

"In examining the Canadian tests. several factors must be considered. 
A 30 mph barrier crash force for a large bus is an unlikely occurrence. 
For example. a head on crash between a large bus and a full-size car. 
both travelling at 55 mph would be less severe to bus occupants than 
the 30 mph barrier test. Also. only one size dummy was used which 
typically represents a junior high school student. The geometry for 
younger children would be significantly different with likely 
different results. Taken together. the results of the Canadian tests 
should be viewed with caution." 

THOMAS BUILT BUSES CRASH TESTS • 1985 

Of the three tests conducted by Thomas Built Buses. Inc. only one (a right side 
impact) can be used for the purpose of comparison of both lap belted and 
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unrestrained dummies. The other two tests (a head-on crash and a left side impact 
crash) either did not involve instrumented dummies or data were partially lost [10]. 

Experimental Features 

The right side impact test involved a 16-passenger 1985 Thomas Minotour Bus 
(GWVR less than 10,000 Ibs.). This vehicle, being a Type II school bus, is currently 
required to be equipped with lap belts. The bus was impacted from its right side by a 
barrier of 4,000 Ibs. moving at 30.8 mph. There was a total of eight dummies in the 
vehicle. Six were instrumented 50th percentile dummies (two lap belted, and four 
unrestrained), the seventh was an uninstrumented 5th percentile dummy (lap 
belted), and the eighth an uninstrumented 5th percentile dummy (lap belted). 

Test Findings and Conclusions 

Of the six dummies that were instrumented, the two lap belted, and three of the 
four unrestrained dummies sustained non life threatening HIC (less than 1,000) and 
chest acceleration (less than 60 g) values. The remaining unrestrained dummy 
suffered a HIC of 67.5 and a chest acceleration of 97.5 g considered to be life 
threatening. Figure 2 contains a pictorial representation of the test. 

On the basis of the obtained results, Thomas Built Buses, Inc. concluded: 

"Compartmentalization works as it was designed to work in frontal or 
side impacts. These tests also indicate that in the case of side impact, 
there seems to be very little significant difference between the belted 
and unbelted dummies in these test conditions relating to head and 
chest injuries". 

The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) reviewing the Thomas crash 
tests noted that "... the Thomas Built Buses crash tests provide an indication of what 
can be expected from a 30 mph side impact involving a school bus transporting both 
lap belted and unrestrained passengers. Since a belted dummy was seated next to an 
unbelted dummy during the test, the test results do not necessarily provide an 
indication of head or chest injuries to be expected if a small school bus transporting 
all lap belted passengers is involved in a side impact, nor for that matter, what to 
expect if all passengers are unrestrained". [11J 

In a critique of Thomas Bus side impact crash tests, the National Coalition for 
Seat Belts on School Buses argued that "The unbelted dummies remained in the 
"compartment" because during the side collision they were thrown into the belted 
dummies. The belted dummies acted like padded side arms and helped keep the 
unbelted dummies in their seating area. Unfortunately, school buses don't have 
padded side arms to contain children during side collisions." [9] This statement refers 
to dummies in positions #4 and #6 on the bus (see Figure 2), which were thrown on 
their belted neighbors in positions #3 and #5. 
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# 4 # 1 
HIC: 6.8 HIC:67.5
 
Ch.Aee: Ch.Aee:
 

1 2.3 97.5 

~----# 7 # 6 
Hie: 82 HIC:171. 

Ch.Acc:Ch.Aee: 
56.2 Direction

46.7 
of 

1m pact 

Key to dummies used: 
Position 1: 50% instrumented unrestrained 
Posi tion 2: 6-year·old restrained by lap belt (uninstrumented) 
Position 3: 5 % belted (uninstrumented) 
Position 4: 50% instrumented unrestrained 
Position 5: 50% instrumented restrained by lap belt 
Position 6: 50% instrumented unrestrained 
Position 7: 50% instrumented unrestrained 
Position 8: 50% instrumented restrained by lap belt 

Figure 2: Thomas Built Crash Test Details 
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NHTSA SLED TESTS . 1978
 

The second best alternative to performing crash tests utilizing the entire 
vehicle, is the performance of crash tests utilizing only a group of seats mounted on 
a sled. Sled tests are conducted by fixing school bus passenger seats with specific 
spacing and restraint systems on an electro-mechanical movable sled mounted on a 
track. Anthropomorphic dummies (restrained and unrestrained) are placed on the 
seats which are fixed with respect to the sled. The sled is then rapidly accelerated or 
decelerated on the track, and the resulting forces exerted on various body parts of 
the dummies are measured. Obviously, lateral impacts cannot be model with sled 
testing since the vehicle body is not present and observations of dummies hitting the 
side walls or other interior features cannot be made. 

Experimental Features 

The NHTSA sled tests were conducted to determine the response of dummies in 
simulated frontal collisions with and without lap belts. Five tests (test nos. 37, 38, 39, 
40, 41, NHTSA) are considered here as each of these tests involved both belted and 
unbelted school bus passenger dummies, thus providing an opportunity to compare 
the performance of both belted and unbelted school bus occupants. In these tests, 
standard school bus seats were subjected to simulated frontal collisions at 15 mph (for 
tests 37, 38, 39 and 40), and 20 mph (for test no. 41). In each of these tests, the 
responses of four 50th percentile, male anthropomorphic dummies (two lap belted, 
two unrestrained) were compared. The school bus seat spacing remained constant at 
20 inches. The front seat was empty, the center seat held two lap belted dummies, and 
the two dummies at the back seat were unrestrained [12]. 

Test Findings and Conclusions 

The test data for all five NHTSA sled crashes are summarized in Table 3. On the 
basis of the measurements obtained during the sled tests on the 50th percentile 
dummies, the following major observations were made by the NHTSA researchers: 

The use of lap belts do not reduce peak head accelerations but in fact, 
in most cases, actually cause an increase in peak accelerations. This may 
be probably due to the fact that the head contact point is moving higher up 
on the dummy head with the use of lap belts. It may also be due to 
the redirection of the head impact into the stiff axis of the seat back structure. 

The effect of seat belts on head acceleration and torso response 
appear to be insignificant. However, on the basis of knee 
response evaluations, the use of lap belts has a slight to moderate 
influence on decreasing femur loads. 

HIC and chest acceleration values for both belted and unbelted 
dummies were within acceptable limits (HIC less than 1,000, chest 
acceleration less than 60 g). 

Passenger containment increases with increasing seat back height, 
and there are no significant additional benefits that can be obtained by 
using lap belts. However, during rebound, the use of lap belts seems to 
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have a positive influence on containment.
 

All seats (with belted or unbelted dummies) appeared to satisfy
 
the established injury criteria for femur loads (i.e., less than or equal 
to 1,700 lbs. for an impact speed of 20 mph.). 

Test Sled Seat Dummy Lap HIC Chest 
No. Speed 

(m ph) 
Spacing 
(Inches' 

No • Belt Accel. 
( 2 ) 

37 14.9 20 1 Yes 181 2 1 I 

2 Yes 155 23 
3 No 77 18 
4 No 116 16 

38 14.8 20 1 Yes 226 1 8 
2 Yes 156 1 6 
3 No 259 25 
4 No 233 24 

39 14.9 20 1 Yes 175 27 
2 Yes 155 30 
3 No 107 17 
4 No 87 13 

40 14.8 20 1 Yes 321 21 
2 Yes 499 25 
3 No 128 15 
4 No 183 19 

4 1 19.8 20 1 Yes 447 5 1 
2 Yes 465 30 
3 No 201 29 
4 No 184 3 1 

• Dummy 1: Left Position, Center Seat 
Dummy 2: Right Position, Center Seat 
Dummy 3: Left Position, Back Seat 
Dummy 4: Right Position. Back Seat 

Table 3: Summary of NHTSA Sled Test Results. 

In effect the NHTSA study results suggest that for frontal collisions, lap belts 
do not appear to have a significant effect on the response characteristics of a 50th 
percentile adult dummy and as a consequence, they cannot make significant 
contributions to increased occupant safety. The use of lap belts increased peak head 
accelerations for most of the belted dummies, seemed to have a positive influence on 
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containment during rebound, and a slight to moderate influence on decreasing 
femur loads. 

NHTSA researchers also reported that they were unable to evaluate the 
potential for serious neck and spine injuries on the unbelted dummies. Film 
documentation of the sled tests revealed that there may be other potentially harmful 
body loadings that were not covered by the instrumentation of the tests. One such 
case involves unbelted dummies impacting the seat back on their throat. It was also 
observed that an unbelted child dummy having stiff knee padding was stopped 
abruptly allowing the torso to rotate until the head made contact with the seat back. 
Then a violent whipping was set in the dummy's spine as it attempted to "beam" the 
inertial loads of the torso to the knee and head contact points. It is not known if this 
"whipping action" is unique to the dummy structure or it represents evidence of a 
real serious injury problem. There are no existing injury criteria to cover these 
potential injury modes, noted the NHTSA researchers. 

REVIE\V OF BUS AND SLED CRASH TESTS 

The series I crash tests at UCLA recommended the use of seat belts in 
combination with padded high-back safety seats. The series II crash tests concluded 
that belted passengers were subjected to higher head impact forces than their 
unbelted counterparts, but no serious injuries were predicted for the belted 
passengers. Both series I and series II tests confirmed that seat belts would provide 
additional protection to passengers in side impact and rollover accidents. However, 
considering the special protection afforded to school buses by their visibility and 
size, the addition of seat belts would be of minor importance. The fact is that even 
with the additional benefit of their greater visibility and size, school buses do get 
involved in accidents in all impact modes. Therefore, the evidence derived from the 
UCLA crash tests that seat belts are beneficial in side impacts and rollovers is 
important in terms of the overall school bus passenger safety improvement. 

The Transport Canada crash tests and the NHTSA sled tests reported higher HIC 
values for belted passengers. But, the results of those two tests are not consistent in 
tenus of their prediction of potential injuries because of the presence of seat bells. 
Whereas the HIC values of the NHTSA sled tests did not even reach half the maximum 
acceptable limit of 1,000, the HIC values measured by the Transport Canada crash tests 
exceeded 2,000 for Type II buses, but were still well below 1.000 fOT Type I buses. This 
should not be surprising, since the Canadian buses were crashed at roughly double 
the speed of the NHTSA sleds. There has been a considerable amount of criticism of 
the high speeds, as well as the instrumentation and test dummies used in the 
Transport Canada tests. Researchers also argued that a maximum acceptable HIC 
value of much higher than 1,000 might be applicable for children. Experts' reviews 
of the Canadian tests noted that the results should be viewed with caution. 

The side impact crash test conducted by Thomas Built Buses Inc. was criticized 
for the inappropriate positioning of belted and unbelted passengers. Thus, the 
validity of this crash test is also questionable. 

On the basis of the conclusions and reviews of the bus and sled crash test 
results, the authors of this report have determined that seat belts may not be 
beneficial in frontal impacts, but in side impacts and rollover accidents they would 
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provide significant additional protection to school bus passengers. Therefore. the 
decision to require the installation of seat belts on all school buses should consider 
both the increase of injury potential in frontal impacts and the reduction of injuries 
in side impact and rollover accidents. This trade-off will be quantified in Chapter 8 
of this report. 
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CHAPTER 3
 

SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Fortunately, the number of school bus accidents. and particularly accidents 
involving fatalities and serious injuries are very small. While this is a comforting 
fact. it poses a serious problem when one wishes to perform comparative studies in 
order to evaluate the effectiveness of a safety device. To determine statistically from 
past accident experiences whether seat belts (or any other safety feature), will 
improve safety. one needs a number of accidents that occurred under very similar 
circumstances and involved buses some of which were equipped with seat belts and 
some were not. Then, a determination of the device's effectiveness can be made by 
comparing fatalities. and the number and severity of injuries that occurred in the 
two groups of buses. This methodology cannot be used to determine the effectiveness 
of seat belts. First of all. Type II school buses are required to be equipped with seat 
belts. while the Type I are not. Therefore. no comparative studies can be done for the 
same class of vehicles. Although there are some Type I buses that are equipped with 
seat belts, their number and accident involvement is so small, that a comparative 
analysis is not possible. 

The next best alternative to a statistical analysis, is to investigate the accidents 
that did happen, and on the basis of expert judgement, detennine what impact the 
presence of seat belts would have had on fatalities or injuries. Only accident 
investigations which covered a significant sample of accidents are considered in this 
chapter. The research team heard and saw in print a number of individual accident 
accounts that took place in the past within the state of New Jersey. They ranged from 
the Pemberton bus driver who thanked God for the absence of seat belts on the bus 
she was driving when it caught fire. to the Newark Police Chief who also thanked God 
but for the presence of seat belts on a bus that overturned after being struck on its 
side by a police car. Other accounts included: 

a) A Type I school bus was hit by a truck. An observer felt that 
compartmentalization was enough since no children were injured. 
Actually the children helped the injured driver (who was not. belted) 
off the bus. 

b) A car traveling at a very high speed (50-60 mph) scraped the front 
bumper of a Type II bus in East Windsor resulting in the injury of a 
student who "sprained muscle from seat belt" according to the report filed 
with the Department of Education. 

c) A Type I bus broadsided a Type II bus in Camden. Of the 20 belted 
children in the Type II bus, only one was injured (suffered a split lip), 
and so was the monitor who was unbelted. Of the 12 unbelted students in the 
Type I bus, eight went to the hospital and six had to be carried off on back 
bards with neck and head injuries. 
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d) A bus in Newark was hit by a snow plow and crashed into a building. 
All students were belted and none were injured. 

e) Seat belts were helpful in the latest serious accident in the state 
(April 1989 in Montclair) 

All of the above accounts are rather anecdotal. They are quoted here just because 
they represent information collected during the course of the study. However, they 
were not used in the decision making process that led to the final recommendations 
because they do not represent a systematic and unbiased investigative effort. 

Only two systematic studies of school bus accident investigations have been 
performed in the past for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of lap belts. 
One was conducted by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the other 
by the Texas Transportation Institute of the Texas A & M University System. The 
remainder of this chapter presents and discusses the findings of these two studies. 
after a brief summary of the injury scales used to classify accidents. 

INJURY SCALES 

There is a number of ways that one can classify accidents according to their 
severity. The school bus accident literature uses primarily two injury scales to code 
school bus occupant injuries. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
injury scale is the most commonly used. The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) is the 
second standard classification scheme. The basics of both injury scales are briefly 
presented here in order to familiarize the reader with their classifications that will 
be mentioned frequently in subsequent sections. 

ANSI Injury Scale 

The ANSI scale classifies non-fatal injuries in the following three levels [2]: 

Level A (Incapacitating Injury) The injury causes disabilities to such a 
degree that the person injured is not able to walk, to drive, or continue with any 
activities which was capable of perfonning before the injury occurred. Level A 
injuries include severe lacerations. broken or distorted limbs, skull or chest injuries. 
abdominal injuries. being unconscious at or when taken from the accident scene. 
and being unable to leave accident scene without assistance. Momentary 
unconsciousness is excluded. 

Level B (Non Incapacitating Evident Injury) Injuries of a 
nonincapacitating nature are evident to observers at the scene of the accident where 
the injury occurred. Level B injuries include lump on head, abrasions, bruises, 
minor lacerations and others. Limping is excluded (the injury cannot be seen). 

Level C (Possible Injury) Any injury reported or claimed that is not a 
fatal InJury, incapacitating InJury, or nonincapacitating evident injury. Level C 
injuries include momentary unconsciousness, claim of injuries not evident, limping, 
complain of pain, nausea, and hysteria. 
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There may be some vanatlons in coding these injuries in different states. 
Furthermore, it is not known how accurately police officers apply this scale when 
reporting the severity of injuries after an accident. The detailed New York State data 
on injuries in Table 10 can provide a better understanding on the types and severity 
of injuries coded in the ANSI injury scale. The Texas accident investigations used this 
injury scale also. 

Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) 

Motor vehicle occupant injuries may be coded in the Abbreviated Injury Scale 
(AIS). The AIS codes used by the Transportation Safety Board's investigations of 
school bus accidents are as follows: [11] 

ALI 
Code Description Example 

Min 0 r Bruises, abrasions, superficial lacerations (less than 
inches on face or 4 inches on body provided they do 
extend into subcutaneous tissue), fractured finger, 
sprained wrist, fractured nose. 

2 
not 

2 Moderate Deep laceration, mild concussion, head injury with 
amnesia about accident and no neurological damage, 
fractured clavicle ("collar bone"), sprained knee, 
fractured foot, fractured ulna in arm. 

3 Serious	 Fractured femur, dislocated hip, brain swelling, contused 
bladder, fractured pelvis, crushed forearm, hand 
amputation, head injury with prior unconsciousness and 
neurologic deficit. 

4 Severe	 Ruptured spleen, amputation of leg above knee, brain 
hematoma less than 100 cc. 

5.	 Critical Pulmonary artery laceration, complete spinal cord lesion 
(quadriplegia or paraplegia), ruptured liver, 
unconsciousness more than 24 hours or penetrating skull 
injury, brain hematoma more than 100 ce. 

6.	 Maximum Torso transection, massive skull crush, spinal cord crush 
(V i rt u all y , with total transection C-3 or above, crushed brain stem. 
unsurvivable) 

7.	 Injured, Insufficient information is available. Or outcome rather 
unknown than injury is described (Le., arm trauma, closed head 
severi ty injury, kidney injury). 

8.	 Unknown Medical report states "redness over eye", "suspicion of 
if injured ___II or no information is available. 
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NTSB STUDY • 1987 

The National Transportation Safety Board investigated the crash performance 
of large post standard school buses (manufactured after April, 1977 with GVWR 
greater than 10,000 lbs) [11]. The investigation concentrated on 43 accidents 
involving 44 school buses (two buses collided with each other in one of the 
accidents). The study focussed primarily on events during crashes for evaluating 
how well the standards worked, how the occupants sustained injuries, if any, and how 
serious the injuries were. The study attempted to analyze also what difference lap 
belts would have made in the final outcome. Namely, whether the number and 
severity of injuries would have increased or decreased, if lap belts were present. It is 
this final aspect of the NTSB study that is of interest at this point, and the sections 
that follow are devoted to it. 

Study Features 

A school bus accident was included in the NTSB study if it met the first and at 
least one of the remaining three criteria listed below: 

1.	 The vehicle was a Type I school bus manufactured after April 1, 1977, 
and was occupied by school age children, and 

2.	 The school bus was involved in a moderate speed collision that disabled 
the bus (occupant injuries need not have resulted), or 

3. The school bus overturned, or 

4.	 One or more of the school bus occupants was seriously injured or killed 
in the accident (the accident could be of any type) 

Of the 44 buses studied by the NTSB, half (22) were involved in rollover 
accidents, but only 8 of them were pure non-collision rollovers (14 were involved in 
a collision prior to rolling over). Of the remaining 22 buses that were involved in 
non-rollover collisions, 16 were impacted from the front or rear, three were 
involved in side impact accidents, and three in multiple impact type collisions. There 
were a total of 1,166 school bus passengers and 44 drivers occupying the buses 
~tudied. There were 13 passenger fatalities and 588 injuries. The injury status of 15 
passengers was not known, and 563 did not sustain any injuries. Four of the 44 buses 
included occupant restraints in the form of lap belts, loop belts (not considered a 
safety device), and secured wheel chairs. Of the 1,166 passengers 1,119 were 
unrestrained and 47 restrained (40 by lap belts). 

Lap	 Belt Effectiveness Analysis Results 

NTSB analyzed the injuries to unrestrained passengers in order to estimate 
what the effect of lap belt use might have been. To perform the analysis NTSB tried 
to seek answers of the following questions for each of the 1,119 unrestrained 
passengers: 

1.	 What InJunes sustained by the unrestrained passengers would have 
been eliminated if they had been lap belted? 
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2.	 What injuries would have been sustained if the passengers had 
been lap belted and held in place? 

The NTSB analysis of the potential impact of seat belts on fatalities and injuries 
of surviving passengers is summarized below: 

Fa ta lit ies: Out of the 13 total school bus passenger fatalities, lap belt use 
would have probably: 

prevented 2 deaths 
made no difference for 10 deaths, and 
the effect could not be determined for 1 death. 

Furthermore, lap belt use would have caused death to three of the surviving 
passengers. Thus, the probable net effect is practically zero. The study stated that, if 
lap belts were present, possibly an additional passenger death would have occurred. 

Injuries: The injuries sustained by the school bus occupants were classified 
according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). The injury levels sustained by the 
1, 106 surviving passengers were as follows: 

Severe to maximum injuries (AIS 4 or above): 4 passengers 
Serious injuries (AIS 3): 24 passengers 
Moderate injuries (AIS 2): 58 passengers 
Minor or no injuries (AIS 1): 1,020 passengers 

The NTSB study dealt individually with each one of the above injury categories 
and reached some conclusions which are summarized in Table 4. For some injury 
categories best and worst estimates were provided, while for other categories only a 
single estimate was made. 

For AIS 4 and above injuries: Out of the 4 passengers injured at this level, 
lap belt use probably would have reduced injuries to an AIS 3 or below for 1 
passenger, worsened the outcome for 1 passenger, and made no difference for 2 
passengers. In effect, lap belt use probably would not have changed the total 
number of surviving school bus passengers with severe or worse injuries. 

For AIS 3 injuries: NTSB estimated that at best the net effect from the 
presence of lap belts would have been to reduce the accident severity fOT 7 
passengers in this category (8 reductions and 1 increase). At worst, the net effect 
would have been to reduce the accident severity for 2 passengers (8 reductions and 6 
increases). 

For AIS 2 injuries: Of the 58 passengers in this category, lap belt use 
probably would have worsened the injury severity for one-fifth (12) of the 
passengers. At best, the injury severity could have been reduced for 9 passengers 
with a net effect of increasing the injury severity for 3 individuals. At worst there 
would be no severity reductions with a net effect of increasing the accident severity 
for 12 passengers. The Board could not detennine the effect that lap belt use would 
have on the majority of passengers in this category. 

For AIS 1 or no injuries: No conclusions were reached for the remaining 
(1,020) unrestrained passengers who sustained minor or no InJurIes. The data were 
insufficient to make judgements for this category, and the report stated that the " 
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Board did estimate in some individual cases the effect that lap belt use could have 
made. Overall, it is not prepared to make the same Injury outcome determinations as 
done for the higher level injuries. It is unlikely that seat belt use would have 
reduced minor injuries." 

Probable Effect of Lap Belt Use 
(Number. of Passen2ers) 

Injury Total Severity Severity No Effect Net Effect 
Severity Injuries Reduced Increased Effect Unknowr 

AIS > 4 4 1 1 2 0 None 

AIS 3 24 8 1 12 3 At best, reduced 
severity for 7 passengers 

8 6 7 3 At worst, reduced 
severity for 2 passen,gers 

AIS 2 58 9 12 0 37 At best, increased 
severity for 3 passengers 

0 12 ° 46 At worst, increased 
severity for 12 passen,gers 

AIS < 1 1,020 1,020 Unlikely to reduce 
minor in iuries 

TOTAL 1,106 18 14 14 1,062 At best, reduced 
severity for 4 passen,gers 

1,106 9 19 9 1,069 At worst, increased 
severity to 10 passengers 

Table 4: Lap Belt Effectiveness on Surviving Unrestrained Passengers 
(NTSB Study). 

Ejected passengers: There were 15 passengers, among the 1,119 
unrestrained, that were totally or partially ejected from the buses. Six of the ejected 
passengers died. Two sustained critical injuries, 5 severe injuries, 2 serious injuries, 
2 moderate injuries, and 4 minor injuries. Discussing the fatalities, NTSB 
investigators concluded that it was not known "... if they died as a result of injuries 
sustained outside the bus, during ejection, or as a result of injuries sustained within 
the bus before ejection. It is not correct to assume automatically that all injuries 
sustained by ejected passengers occurred as a result of ejection and thus, had they 
been restrained, injury outcomes would have improved". 

In an overview of the injury outcomes, the NTSB study noted that 90 percent of 
the 1,119 unrestrained school bus passengers in the study sustained no injuries or 
only minor (AIS 1) injuries, 5 percent received moderate (AIS 2) injuries, only 4 
percent sustained higher than moderate level (AIS 3-6) injuries, and the outcome for 
1 percent was not known. Therefore, the school bus passengers fared very well in 
the accidents investigated, even though they were selected in a way that slanted the 
sample toward the more serious accidents. This observation, however, simply 
reiterates the fact that school buses are indeed very safe vehicles overall. 
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Restrained Passengers in the NTSB Study 

The NTSB study sample included four buses carrying restrained passengers. Of 
the 47 restrained occupants of these buses. 40 were lap belted. The NTSB experts felt 
that they did not have sufficient data to ascertain whether lap belts had a positive or 
negative impact on the injury severity of these passengers and they refrained from 
drawing any conclusions on the effectiveness of lap belts on the basis of the belted 
passengers' injury experience. 

Study Conclusions 

On the basis of all the evidence gathered from the 43 accidents it investigated, 
NTSB summed up its findings in the following two broad conclusions: 

"The Board does not recommend that Federal safety standards 
be amended to require that all new large school buses be equipped with 
lap belts for passengers." 

"The Federal safety standards, providing for "compartmentalization", 
worked well in Safety Board investigated crashes to protect school 
bus passengers from injury in all types of accidents." 

TEXAS SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS - 1986 

The Texas Transportation Institute investigated school bus accident data 
obtained from police reports in the State of Texas for the ten-year period between 
1975 and 1984 [13]. During this period there were 12.669 accidents involving school 
buses in the state. Of these. only 7 percent (887 accidents) were injury or fatality 
accidents. There were 19 fatal injuries. 160 incapacitating injuries (A level; not able 
to walk, drive. etc.), 1.648 non-incapacitating injuries (B level. bump on head. 
abrasions, minor lacerations. etc.). and 2.359 possible injuries (limping, complaint 'of 
plain) 

The 19 fatalities occurred in 13 accidents and were classified as follows: 

Fell out of the open door 1 
Leaning head out of windows 3 
Ejected 3 
Passenger head struck the bus roof 2 
Thrown around within the bus (in rollover) 8 
Severe collision impact at the passenger seating position 1 
Wheel chair tum over (non crash event) 1 

The Texas team analyzed the police report of each accident. and made a 
determination on whether seat belts would have prevented each of the above 
fatalities. Their conclusions were: 

Seat belts would have eliminated the fatal injuries for the student who 
fell out of the bus and was run over by the school bus itself, and for the three 
students who were leaning their heads out of windows. However, appropriate 
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disciplinary measures, which were not always followed, would have eliminated 
these fatal injuries also. 

Two of the three ejected passengers would have been saved by seat belts. 
The ability of a seat belt to prevent injuries to the third passenger was not 
clear, because the impact took place right at the passenger's location. 

Seat belts would have prevented injuries for the two passengers who 
were injured because their head struck the roof of the bus and for the 8 
passengers who were injured as they were thrown around inside the bus in 
rollovers. 

One passenger was severely injured due to a severe collision impact 
near the passenger's seating position, and the benefit of a seat belt could not 
be determined. The passenger who died because his wheel chair turned over 
was not involved in any crash event, and the accident report had no indication 
that the bus was specially equipped to carry handicapped children. 

In summary, the Texas researchers concluded that seat belts would have saved 
12 lives, would have saved fOUf additional ones which could also have been saved if 
the students were properly disciplined, and no conclusion could be reached for three 
additional deaths. This assessment was partially questioned by Kyser who expressed 
concerns about the findings for two accidents that produced 6 fatal injuries [2]. On 
the basis of his personal on-site inspection in the case of one accident, and from his 
personal conclusions based on physical evidence and discussions with the accident 
investigators in the other case, he inferred that there was no evidence which could 
lead one to state that lap belts would have prevented death for the 6 passengers in 
these two accidents. The Texas researchers acknowledged in a memorandum that the 
police officers' information and narratives were marginal at best in their ability to 
determine seat belt effectiveness in passenger fatalities, and that detailed 
information of the type collected by Kyser and others could contribute to a better 
estimate of seat belt effectiveness. However, even if the six disputed fatalities were 
not prevented by seat belts, there were still six fatalities that seat belts could have 
prevented, and four more for which seat belts could have provided equal protection 
as proper discipline 

Another aspect which was not considered in the Texas study was an assessment 
of any possible fatal injuries that might have occurred to the less severely injured 
passengers had they been wearing seat belts. The Texas researchers found that the 
information on the police accident repons was not sufficient to make such an 
estimate. The NTSB investigation of 43 accidents that was discussed earHer, concluded 
that seat belts might have prevented two fatalities but there might have been fatal 
injuries to three other and less seriously injured passengers had they been belted. 
The NTSB study pointed out also that in rollover collisions, the fatalities and serious 
injuries were caused primarily due to the force of impact, and not as much by the 
dynamics of the rollover. It was not clear from the Texas study to what degree the 
collision impact or the dynamics of rollovers contributed to the deaths of the eight 
passengers who were thrown around inside the bus. If the impact was responsible 
for the fatality, then seat belts probably might not have helped. If both the impact 
and rollover dynamics contributed to fatalities, then it was most likely that the 
severity of the fatal injuries might have been reduced by seat belts in the majority of 
the accidents, just as the Texas study inferred. 
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In the cases of incapacitating, non-incapacitating, and possible injuries, the 
effectiveness of seat belts could not be detennined by the Texas study. Summarizing 
their investigation, the researchers observed that the school bus is an extremely safe 
mode of transportation, since only 19 fatal injuries and 160 incapacitating injuries 
were sustained in over 12,600 school bus accidents in a 10-year period. Their major 
conclusions were that: 

The data available do not provide conclusive evidence that lap belts 
are needed in large school buses. 

With the limited funds available, lap belts in school buses are not 
safety cost effective. 

Improved vehicle maintenance, bus driver training and rider training 
may have a greater potential in reducing the frequency and severity of 
accidents over time. 

REVIEW OF ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 

The NTSB investigation of 43 accidents involving large school buses 
detennined that seat belts could have provided additional protection to passengers 
that suffered AIS-3 and above level injuries. A large number of undetermined cases 
in the AIS-2 injury category precludes one from drawing any definitive conclusion 
on the effectiveness of seat belts for these moderately injured passengers. It is 
reasonable to conclude that the benefit or hann that could be contributed by seat 
belts would have been rather marginal. The fact that the sample of accidents 
analyzed in the NTSB study are slanted towards severe crashes, essentially reduces 
the chances that any protective device could have made much of a difference. There 
were 11 serious to critical injuries and only 4 minor to moderate injuries associated 
with the 15 passengers who were partially or fully ejected from the buses. These 
injury outcomes are an indication of the extreme severity associated with ejection, 
and ejection is certainly an event which can be prevented by seat belts. 

Frontal and rear end impacts were the most common collision modes 
investigated by the NTSB study. Although side impacts cause a substantial proportion 
of school bus accidents (about 30 percent), there were just three such accidents in 
the sample of 43. While side impacts were under-represented, rollovers were over
represented in the NTSB sample. Of the 43 cases, 22 were rollovers, contributed either 
by collision (14) or non-collision (8) incidents, while such accidents contribute to no 
more than 25 percent of the total. Seat belts are deemed to improve safety in both 
side impact and rollover accidents. The disproportionately large number of rollover 
accidents may have balanced the disproportionately small number of side impacts 
included in the sample and, therefore, the overall anticipated benefits can be 
considered representative of the results that could have been obtained, if the sample 
was more representative of actual accident frequencies. Overall, due to the severity 
of the accidents included in the Safety Board's investigation, the findings only 
pertain to what might happen to belted passengers during the worst possible school 
bus accident cases. But, even for these cases, the results are not against seat belts. 
Belts would have been neutral for fatalities, severe injuries and minor injuries, 
would have reduced serious injuries, and increased moderate injuries. The trade-off 
is between the reduction of serious injuries and the increase of moderate injuries 
and it should be considered as being overall beneficial. 
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--------- ----------- -----------

The very large sample of accidents investigated by the Texas Transportation 
Institute study makes it more significant in terms of its ability to evaluate the overall 
effectiveness of seat belts in school buses. The Texas study inferred that 10 out of 19 
fatalities could have been, prevented by seat belts. Although this number excludes 
the 6 contested fatalities. it implies an approximate effectiveness rate of 50 percent. 
An assessment of seat belt effectiveness for injuries could not be made by the Texas 
accident investigations due to lack of sufficient data. However, the determination of 
fatality and incapacitating injury frequency by accident type shown in Table 5 is of 
particular importance. It is evident that 63 percent of the incapacitating injuries are 
caused by side impacts and rollover accidents, 28 percent are the result of front 
impact accidents. and rear impacts cause an insignificantly small number of 
injuries. Since these proportions are based on a very large sample of data, they can 
provide insights that can be used for the seat belt effectiveness methodology 
developed in Chapter 8. 

Number and Percent of Injuries 
Accident Type Fa tal Incapacitatin 2 Total 
Rear End 0(00/0 ) 3(20/0) 3(2%) 
Front End 4(210/0) 46(29%) 50(280/0 ) 
Side (non -rollover) 8(210/0) 61(38%) 69(380/0 ) 
Rollover 4(210/0) 41(26%) 45(25%) 
Unknown 3(160/0) 9(5%) 12(7%) 

Total 19(100%) 160(100%) 179(100%) 

Table 5: Injury Frequency by Accident Type in Texas. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS 

NATIONAL EXPOSURE 

According to the Transportation Research Board study, [2] the nation's school 
buses travel approximately 3.8 billion vehicle-miles during an average year. School 
bus transportation is responsible annually for the deaths of 10 school bus passengers 
and 38 student pedestrians. In addition, 19,000 school bus related InjUrIeS occur 
annually. of which 50 percent (9,500) involve school bus passengers, 5 percent (950) 
pedestrians, 10 percent (1,900) school bus drivers, and 35 percent (6,650) other 
motorists. The vast majority of the 950 pedestrian injuries, (808 or 85 perc~nt) are 
students. 

Overall, the severity of injuries sustained by the 9,500 injured school bus 
passengers is relatively moderate. Only 5 percent (475) of the students sustain 
incapacitating (A level) injuries, nonincapacitating (B level) injuries are 25 percent 
(2,375) of the total, and possible injuries (C level) are the overwhelming majority (70 
percent or 6,650). The injuries sustained by the 808 student pedestrians are typically 
more severe than the injuries sustained by school bus passengers. The proportions 
and numbers of incapacitating, nonincapacitating, and possible injuries for student 
pedestrians are 20 percent (162), 30 percent (242), and 50 percent (404) respectively. 
Not only is the frequency of incapacitating injuries for pedestrians four times as 
great as it is for passengers (20 versus 5 percent), but as the TRB study noted "the 
incapacitating injurers sustained by pedestrians appear to be more severe than the 
incapacitating injuries sustained by school bus passengers". An additional fact very 
worth noting is that 35 percent (283) of all students injured as pedestrians are struck 
by their own school buses, while the remaining 65 percent (525) are injured when 
struck by other vehicles. 

Table 6 contains a summary of national school bus accident stratistics by strate 
as reported in the latest available (1987) edition of Accident Facts. Fatalities and 
fatality rates are not included because they are very small. New Jersey was the fifth 
safest state (after North Dakota. Wyoming, Kansas and Nebraska) in terms of 
Accidents per million vehicle-miles with a rate of 4.3, while the national average 
rate was 10.0. In terms of pupil injuries per million vehicle-miles. New Jersey was 
below the national average (1.4 versus 1.9), but 17 states had lower rates. In terms of 
pupil injuries per 1,000 transported pupils. New Jersey had a rate of 0.3 which is 
identical with the national average. 

STATE EXPOSURE 

In the state of New Jersey 13,234 school buses (8,306 Type I and 4,928 Type II) 
travel 124.4 million vehicle miles in a typical year, transporting 626,701 students 
daily for school sponsored activities [34]. 
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!nUAL PUPIL TOTAL PUPILS !CCI.I POPIL IIJ.1 PUPIL 1IJ./ 
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Table 6: National School Bus Accident Statistics By State 
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The New Jersey Department of Transportation and the New Jersey Department 
of Eduction are two sources of school bus accident data for this State. Table 7 contains 
school bus accident statistics that were summarized from Department of 
Transportation repons for the latest available calendar year (1986), and Table 8 
contains a summary of Department of Education reponed accidents for the 1986-1987 
school year. Although the time periods covered in the two tables are not identical, it 
is obvious that the overall numbers involving injury accidents reponed by both 
Departments are comparable. However, property damage only accidents are grossly 
under-reported to the Department of Education (l06 versus 826 in the DOT reports). 
Approximately 60 percent of the State's school bus fleet is operated by contractors 
(7,946 out of the 13,234 vehicles). However, looking at the total accidents by 
ownership type in Table 8, one sees that district operated vehicles were involved in 
256 accidents and contractor operated vehicles in only 98 accidents. The implication 
of this is that contractors generate 27.7 percent of the accidents, while they operate 
60 percent of the vehicles. Unless contractors are able to operate their vehicles quite 
a few times more safely than school districts, this discrepancy is unjustifiable. 
Obviously, contractors tend not to report to the Department of Education many of 
their property damage accidents. Additional data on national and New Jersey school 
bus accident statistics can be found in Appendix B. 

Since there has not been a school bus student passenger fatality in this State 
for quite some time. no average annual passenger fatalities can be estimated from 
New Jersey accident data. However, if the State was equally unlucky as the rest of the 
nation, and had the same average fatality rate per million vehicle-miles, then there 
should be approximately 0.33 school bus passenger fatalities and 1.25 student 
pedestrian fatalities per year. These numbers are demonstrative of the "tricks" that 
the laws of rare events and statistics can play. In the 1986-87 school year there were 
2 student pedestrian fatalities in New Jersey (a boy on a bicycle was also killed). and 
the State more than satisfied its ghastly quota of the pedestrian fatality rate. 
However, 1 student passenger should be killed in New Jersey every 3 years (0.33 per 
year). but none has been killed in the last decade. This simply means that we have 
been lucky in this State lately. No one can predict for how long this streak of luck 
can continue. Twenty more years may pass without a single school bus passenger 
fatality. and then a horrible accident may occur that will kill 12 students inside a bus 
and bring us in line with the national average. 

When the total sample of rare incidents is small. one may develop a false sense 
of security by not observing a class of those incidents at all, and the New Jersey 
school bus passenger fatality rate just mentioned is a good example. When the sample 
is small, one may also falsely determine the relative distribution or proportions of 
incidents. In the case of accidents for example, if the sample is small, the relative 
importance of an injury class or a collision mode may be overestimated or 
underestimated. To avoid problems of this type, and to obtain classifications that 
conform to national practice, New Jersey accident data were used \0 simply obtain 
overall figures. National factors were then used to determine future State 
expectations of accidents by category. Using New Jersey Department of 
Transportation Data for 1983 to 1986, it was determined that in an average year 1,022 
school bus related accidents occur in the state causing injuries to 720 persons. These 
720 injuries, if distributed according to the national averages. will consist of 360 (50 
percent) school bus passengers, 36 (5 percent) pedestrians, 72 (l0 percent) school 
bus drivers. and 252 (35 percent) others (motorists, bicyclists, etc). Of the 36 
pedestrians injured, 30 (85%) should be student pedestrians. Therefore, the total 
number of pupil injuries should be 390. of which 360 will be injured as school bus 
passengers and 30 as pedestrians. Using national factors for incapacitating, 
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Table 7: Summary of New Jersey School Bus Accident Statistics as Reported by NJDOT. 
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------------ -------- ----------

nonincapacitating and possible injuries. the total passenger and pedestrian injuries 
can be allocated to each injury type as indicated in Table 9. The focus of this study is 
school bus passenger injuries. 

Injury Type School Bus Passenger Studen t-Pedes tri an 
Injuries Injuries 

National State National State 
Exposure Exposure Exposure Exposure 

(%) No. (%) (%) No.(%) 

Incapacitating 5% 18(5%) 20% 6(20%) 
Nonincapacitating 250/0 90(25%) 30% 9(300/0 ) 
Possi ble 70% 252(70%) 50% 15(50%) 

Total 1000/0 360(100%) 100% 30( 1000/0) 

Table 9: Estimated Future Annual School Bus Injuries in New Jersey 

In summary. it was determined that during an average future year there are 
going to be approximately 0.33 school bus passenger fatalities in the State. As far as 
annual injuries to school bus passengers are concerned. 18 will sustain 
incapacitating injuries, 90 will sustained nonincapacitating injuries and 252 will 
sustain possible injuries. This information will be used in Chapter 8 to determine the 
overall effectiveness of seat belts on school buses. 

INJURY CRITERIA IN SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENTS 

The distribution of injuries by type is not sufficient to assess the effectiveness 
of a safety measure. Substantially more information is needed such as the physical 
location of injuries on the body. the major causes of injuries. the most probable 
injury-causing contact points inside the school bus. and the frequency of each 
injury type by accident mode. The available literature that can provide this type of 
information is relatively limited. but studies do exist that can provide the required 
insights. 

Physical Location and Type of Injuries Sustained 

The most commonly injured body parts of school bus occupants are the head. 
face. and legs. A study of 12 bus accidents (school bus, chartered bus and cross 
county bus) revealed that u over one third of injuries were to the head and neck, 
principally the face. They consist of lacerations, contusions and fractures. U [14] 
Although these observations were based on investigations of pre-1977 buses when 
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,i the overwhelming cause of school bus passenger accidents was the seat, more recent 
studies by NTSB (1987) and TRB (1989) have also concluded that the head and facial 
region are the major location of injuries, even in the school buses currently on the 
road. 

On the basis of its investigations of 43 post-1977 school bus accidents, the NTSB 
study [11] reported that the head, skull or face was the body region most frequently 
injured in the 189 injuries of AIS 2 and above level, and the frequency increased 
with injury severity. Forty three percent of the serious to critical or above (higher 
than AIS 3) level injuries were to this region of the body. The upper leg was the next 
most common body part to be injured, with nearly one-third of all AIS 3 injuries 
being fractured femurs. 

The TRB study [2] reviewed police reported injuries sustained by school bus 
passengers in New York State accidents between 1980 and 1986. There were 170 
incapacitating (A level), 971 non-incapacitating (B level), and 2,619 possible (C level) 
injuries. The study revealed that approximately one-third of each type of injuries 
sustained were head injuries. Fifty eight percent of A level injuries and 64 percent 
of B level injuries were head and face injuries. Approximately 10 percent each of the 
A, Band C level injuries were at the hip/upper leg and knee/lower leg/foot areas. 
Considering the fact that 78 percent of all C level injuries were just "complaint of 
pain", it is justifiable to concentrate on the A and B level injuries which are more 
serious. Table 10 is reproduced from the TRB study and contains the full details of 
how injuries were distributed according to their location, outcome, and status of the 
victim. 

On the basis of accident statistics collected from 6 states (California, Kansas, 
Maryland, Michigan, New York and North Carolina) the TRB study estimated that the 
national injury distribution would be 5 percent incapacitating (A level), 25 percent 
non-incapacitating (B level) and 70 percent possible (C level) injuries. 

Major Injury Causes and Probable Contact Points in the Bus 

It is very difficult to determine exactly how injuries were caused, and when 
the accident is very serious, even a detailed investigation may not produce the 
desired information because the victims are found after the accident in a location 
different from that they were occupying during the accident, and some victims are 
not able to give an account of what transpired. A study of pre-1977 buses noted that 
severe injuries were caused for three reasons [14]: 

"The individuals seated in the immedia1e prOXJffilty 10 the deformed
 
structure are exposed to envelopment by the structure and panels"
 

"Other individuals seated in the vicinity of the collision location are
 
subjected to potentially inju rious deceleration forces."
 

"Those individuals who are located close enough to the impact area 
experience sufficient deceleration to catapult them from their seats and they 
move in relation to the impact area. Since the interior panels for these types 
of impacts often separate, injuries of a lacerative or slicing nature are 
produced. " 
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Injury Severity (%) 

A Level B Level C Level 
(incapacitating) (nonincapacitating) (possible) 

(N= 170) (N=971 )	 (N=2,619) 

Location of Most Severe Physical Complaint 
Head 33.4 31.7 27.9 
Face 10.0 32.7 6.1 
Eye 14.1 1.4 0.0 
Neck 5.9 1.1 12.6 
Chest 2.4 2.0 3.2 
Back 1.8 1.1 9.3 
Shoulder/upper arm 4.1 3.1 5.9 
Elbow/lower arm/hand 7.1 8.7 4.8 
Abdomen/pelvis 4.7 0.5 2.7 
Hip/upper leg 5.9 2.9 2.7 
Knee/lower leg/foot 6.5 12.8 10.0 
Entire body 1.8 0.4 5.9 
Unspecified 2.3 1.6 8.9 

100.0 100.0	 100.0 

Most Severe physical Complaint 
Amputation 0.6 0.0 0.0 
Concussion 27.0 0.0 0.0 
Internal 9.4 0.0 0.0 
Minor bleeding 6.5 30.9 0.0 
Severe bleeding 14.7 0.0 0.4 
Minor burn 0.6 0.6 0.0 
Moderate burn 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Severe burn 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Fract ure/di sloca ti on 24.7 0.0 0.0 
Contusion/bruise 0.6 53.0 0.0 
Abrasion 0.6 15.5 0.0 
Complaint of pain 12.9 0.0 77.7 
Non visible 2.4 0.0 16.9 
Unspecified 0.0 0.0 5.4 

100.0 100.0	 100.0 

Victims' Physical and Emotional Status 
Unconscious 4.7 0.0 0.0 
Semiconscious 11.8 0.0 0.0 
Incoherent 2.9 0.0 0.0 
Shock 3.5 1.1 1.3 
Conscious 77.1 98.9 98.7 

100.0 100.0	 100.0 
------ .. ---------------------------------------------------- ...._--------------._._-
Table 10:	 Injury Distribution by Body Location, Outcome, and Victim 

Status. (NY State Data as Reported by TRB SR222). 
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The NTSB investigation of 43 school bus accidents concluded that: 

Contact with the side wall was most often specified. 

Contact with the seat back caused very few moderate and above injuries. 

Contact with other school bus passengers (i. .e., being thrown on top of 
each other during rollovers) caused only minor injuries with just one 
exception. 

The NTSB investigators found that intrusion played a major role in injury 
causation, inflicting from 45 to 66 percent of all AIS 3 and above level injuries. 
"Intrusion here includes both injuries resulting from contact with side walls, roofs, 
etc., damaged by intrusion, and injuries resulting from transmission of forces 
released during the intrusion event. All of the moderate and above injuries traceable 
to roof contact, were injuries caused by contact with a crushed roof. When 
unrestrained passengers were known to have contacted an intact roof (during 
rollover) only minor injuries were caused. Some of the injuries caused by contacting 
a side wall involved contact with a crushed side wall. The addition of padding on the 
side wall could conceivably reduce the number of injuries caused by contact with the 
side wall. " Table 11 presents the probable contact points that are responsible for 
injuries on school buses. 

It is evident from Table 11 that for a large number of injuries the probable 
contact point could not be ascertained. Nevertheless, the study identified the side 
walls, side window or window frames, and roof as the most probable contact points 
that are causing the larger proportions of moderate and above level injuries (AIS 2
6). If the injuries caused by unknown contact points are distributed according to the 
proportion of injuries of known contact points, then it might be said that side walls, 
window/window frames, and crashed roof cause approximately 50 percent of AIS 2-6 
(moderate and above) injuries and 75% of AIS 3-6 (serious and above) injuries. The 
seat (seat legs, seat back) caused very few injuries in these post-1977 buses, while 
with pre-77 buses, "the overwhelming cause of injury in a school bus collision was 
the seat" [33]. 

It is obvious that a large number of injuries have been eliminated due to the 
high back and padded seats of the post-1977 standard buses. However, possibilities of 
improving the side walls, windows and roof should be given serious consideration, 
since they have been identified as probable contact points causing the majority of 
moderate, serious and above level injuries. As the NTSB study pointed out, the 
addition of padding should be given consideration for further safety improvements 
of school buses. 

Accident Types and Injury Outcome 

Accidents in school buses may be broadly classified into non-collision type and 
collision type. A collision type accident generally involves one or more of the three 
impact modes -- frontal, side or rear end. Both collision and non-collision accidents 
may also cause a bus to roll over. Thus, rollover accidents can be classified into non
Icollision and collision (involving frontal, side or rear end impact) types. 
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Moderate and Serious and 
above injuries above injuries 

(AIS 2-6) (AIS 3-6, excludes 
moderate injuries) 

Probable No. of No. of 
Contact Injuries % Injuries 

Side wall 
(includes 

%
 

intrusion) 14 97 21
 
Side window or 

window frame 13 7 5 12 
Roof 

(crash only) 8 4 6 14 
Stanchion or 

modesty panel 
Overhead 
Luggage racks 

6

6
 

3 3
 7
 

3
 o
 o
 
Seat legs 6 3 1 2 
Seat backs 2 1 
Other(*) 16 9
 

2
2
 

1
1
 

Unknown 118 62 1 6 38 

189 42 

(*) No injury serious and above was known to be caused by contact with the bus floor. Only 
one moderate injury was known to be caused by contact with another bus occupant. 

Table 11: Probable Injury-Causing Contact Point on School Buses (NTSB). 

Frequency of Accident Types 

No reliable national or state data are available on the proponion of different 
types of accidents involving school buses. The NTSB study [11] quoted a NHTSA study 
which, based on newspaper reports of school bus accidents over a 5-year period (July 
1968 to June 1973), found that 34.2 percent of all accidents involved front or rear 
impacts, 14.2 percent side impacts, and 8.4 percent rollovers (with or without impact). 
However, for 41.3 percent of the accidents, either the type was unknown or it 
involved a pedestrian or non-collision. The study had its limitations. The large 
number of unspecified accidents was one of them, and secondly, only serious 
accidents tend to receive media attention. A larger database (police reports of 
Canadian school bus accidents in 1981), suggests that approximately 55 percent of all 
accidents involving school buses result from head-on type collisions. 
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The Texas study that investigated school bus accidents over a 10-year period 
reported a proportion of different accident types involving fatality and 
incapacitating injuries as indicated in Table 12. 

Accident Number and Percent of Accidents 
Type 

Fatal Incapacitating 

Front end 4 (31 0/0) 20 (28%) 
Side 4 (31%) 28 (40%) 
Back end o ( 00/0) 2 ( 30/0) 
Rollover 2 (15%) 13 (18%) 
Unknown 3 (230/0) 8 (11 0/0) 

Total 13 (100%) 71 (1000/0) 

Table 12: Frequency of Fatal and Incapacitating Injury Accidents by Type 
(Texas Data 1975 - 1984). 

The Transportation Research Board committee analyzed for its report FARS 
(Fatal Accident Reporting System) data from 1982 to 1986. Passenger fatalities were 
distributed by accident type as indicated in Table 13. The 26 fatal accidents included 
in the table were responsible for 60 passenger fatalities. Nine of the 26 accidents 
involved rollovers and caused 25(42%) of the 60 total fatalities. The large proportion 
of front impact accidents (54%). must have including front impact rollovers. and 
must have also caused a significant proportion of the total fatalities. 

The distribution of school bus accidents by impact or collision mode cannot be 
ascertained very accurately from the available studies, since their results are not 
very close with each other. Nevertheless. one can easily recognize the fact that more 
than half of the fatalities are caused by rollover and front impact accidents. In tbe 
final analysis. however. it is the distribution of fatalities and injuries by accident 
type that are more important than the frequency of accident types themselves. 

Frequency of Fatalities and Injuries by Accident Type 

It was observed in the preceding discussion of TRB's analysis. that rollover and 
front impact accidents cause the majority of fatalities. This observation can also be 
made easily from the evidence that NHTSA collected [1] utilizing FARS data that 
contained 34 school bus passenger fatalities (3 were ejections). The results of that 
study are summarized in Table 14. 
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I 
f .
 

Point of Number of accidents involving fatality 
Ini tial (FARS 1982-1986, TRB) 
Impact Initial Impact(*) Principal Impact(**) 

Front 14 (54.0%) 11 (42.0%) 
Side (Right 

or Left) 5 (19.0%) 5 (19.0%) 
Rear 3 (11.5%) 2 ( 8.0%) 
Under Carriage o 1 ( 4.0%) 
Top o 3 (11.5%) 
Non Collision 3 (11.5%) 3 (11.5%) 
Unknown 1 ( 4.0%) 1 ( 4.0%) 

Total 26 (100%) 26 (100%) 

* Initial point of impact produces the first propeny damage or personal injury. 

** Principal point of impact produces the greatest propeny damage or personal 
injury. 

Table	 13: Frequency of School Bus Fatal Accidents by Initial Impact Mode. 
(FARS 1982-86, TRB). 

Impact direction Percent of Passenger Fatalities 

No rollover Rollover Total 

Collision: 
Front 20.6 35.3 55.9 
Side 14.7 o 14.7 
Rear o o o 
Under Carriage 2.9 o 2.9 

Non collision 
Rollover 14.7 14.7 
No rollover 11.8 11.8 
Other, unknown o o o 

Total 50.0 50.0 100 

Table 14: Frequency of School Bus Passenger Fatalities by Impact Mode. 
(FARS 1981-1983, NHTSA, 1985). 
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Point of NUITlber of accidents involving fatality 
Ini tial (FARS 1982-1986, TRB) 
Impact Initial Impact(*) Principal Impact(**) 

Front 14 (54.0%) 11 (42.0%) 
Side (Right 

or Left) 5 (19.0%) 5 (19.0%) 
Rear 3 (11.5%) 2 ( 8.0%) 
Under Carriage o 1 ( 4.0%) 
Top o 3 (11.5%) 
Non Collision 3 (11.5%) 3 (11.5%) 
Unknown 1 ( 4.0%) 1 ( 4.0%) 

Total 26 (100%) 26 (100%) 

Initial point of impact produces the first property damage or personal injury .
 
Principal point of impact produces the greatest property damage or personal
.*• 

injury. 

Table 13: Frequency of School Bus Fatal Accidents by Initial Impact Mode. 
(FARS 1982-86, TRB). 

Impact direction Percent of Passenger Fatalities 

No rollover Rollover Total 

Collision: 
Front 20.6 35.3 55.9 
Side 14.7 0 14.7 
Rear 0 0 0 
Under Carriage 2.9 0 2.9 

Non collision 
Rollover 14.7 14.7 
No rollover 11.8 11.8 
Other, unknown 0 0 0 

Total 50.0 50.0 100 

Table 14: Frequency of School Bus Passenger Fatalities by Impact Mode. 
(FARS 1981-1983, NHTSA,1985). 
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The Texas accident investigation revealed that the 19 school bus passenger 
fatalities and 160 incapacitating injuries were distributed by accident type as shown 
in Table 15. The Texas data confirm that a large number of fatalities and 
incapacitating injuries are caused by rollover accidents. This study, because of its 
large sample size and long time period that it covered, may be considered to be a true 
representation of the school bus accident experience. Therefore, the reported results 
can offer substantial assistance in determining the distribution of fatalities and 
injuries by accident mode. 

Accident Type Number and Percent of School Bus Passenger 
Fatalities and Incapacitating Injuries 

Fatal Incapacitating 

Front End 4 (210/0) 46 (29%)
 
Side (not rollover) 8 (420/0) 61 (38%)
 
Rear End o (0%) 3 (20/0)
 
Rollover 4 (210/0) 41 (26%)
 
Unknown 3 (160/0) 9 (50/0)
 

Total 19 (1000/0) 160 (100%) 

Table 15: Fatal and Incapacitating Injuries to school bus passengers 
(Texas Experience, 1975-1984) 

REVIEW OF INJURY OUTCOMES AND FREQUENCY OF INJURIES 

On the basis of the available reports on injury criteria, passengers' physical 
Injury locations and bus interior contact points, it can be determined that 
approximately 50 to 70 percent of all school bus passenger fatalities occur during 
frontal impact and rollover accidents. The rollover accidents (involving both 
collision and non collision) are of particular importance, since they are causing 
approximately 40 to 50 percent of all fatalities. Passenger ejection is mostly a 
phenomenon associated with rollovers, and it is generally accompanied by a high 
probability of passenger fatality or severe injury, and as such, it has to be 
emphasized. Although an exact school bus passenger fatality distribution by accident 
mode could not be clearly ascertained from the available literature, the authors of 
this report determined that the distribution presented in Table 16 can be used as a 
reasonable approximation of the accident types by impact mode that can be expected 
to be occurring in the future. 

The New York State accident data suggest that 70 percent of all incapacitating 
and non incapacitating injuries occur on the head, face, eyes and legs. More than 40 
percent of the pupils that suffer incapacitating injuries die, 25 percent sustain 
concussions, and another 25 percent suffer fractured or dislocated bones. The NTSB 
analysis of rather severe accidents identified that side walls, window frames, crushed 
roofs. and stanchions (modesty panels) as the major contact points in the bus interior 
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causing more than 50 percent of all moderate to critical (AIS 2-AIS 6) injuries. These 
bus elements become even more predominant (75 percent) in their contribution to 
serious and above level (AIS 3-AIS 6) injuries. 

Accident Type Percent of School Bus Passenger 
Fatali ties 

Rollover (including both 
collision & non collision) 50 

Front End (no rollover) 20 
Side (no rollover) 20 
Rear End (no rollover) 5 
Other (passenger suddenly 

falling out of bus, keeping 
head out and struck, etc.) 5 

Total 100 

Table 16: Anticipated Future Distribution of School Bus Passenger 
Fatalities by Accident Mode. 

The Texas accident investigations indicate that side impacts cause injuries most 
frequently, followed by frontal impacts and rollovers. The frequency of injuries 
caused by rear impacts is very low. The general applicability of this distribution is 
reasonable, if one also considers the evidence on the distribution of injured body 
parts and injury-causing contact points in the interior of the bus. Rollover injuries 
can be caused by both collision and non-collision accidents. Even a small number of 
rollover accidents may cause a substantial number of injuries, because of the high 
severity associated with this type of accidents. On the basis of the Texas study, which 
is the most comprehensive, and the remaining literature that has been already 
discussed, the authors of this report determined that the distribution presented in 
Table 17 can be used as a re.asonable approximation of incapacitating and 
nonincapacitating injuries by accident type that can be expected to be occurring in 
the future. 

The distribution of possible injuries by accident type was not considered, 
because, according to New York State data, 78 percent of all possible injuries are just 
complaint of pain, another 17 percent are "none visible", and the remaining 
percent are unspecified. In addition, in 99 percent of possible injury cases the 
victim remains conscious, and in only 1 percent of the cases the victim is in shock. 
Therefore, possible school bus occupant injuries are by their nature of minor 
importance. Emphasis should be placed first on how to prevent or reduce occupant 
fatalities and incapacitating injuries, and second on non-incapacitating injuries. It 
should be expected that possible injuries would automatically be reduced also, if 
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effective devices can be provided or measures taken that protect school bus 
passengers from fatal t incapaci tating and non-incapaci tating injuries. 

Accident Percent of School Bus Passenger Injuries 
Type 

Incapacitating Non-incapacitating Possible 

Front End 29 35 No 
Side Impact 38 30 infere
Rollover 26 20 nce on 
Rear End 2 10 % figures 
Unknown is made 

(presumably 
non collision) 5 5 

Total 100 100 

Table 17: Anticipated Future Distribution of School Bus Passenger 
Injuries by Accident Mode. 
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CHAPTER 5
 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH SEAT BELTS ON
 
SCHOOL BUSES
 

Both proponents and opponents of seat belts. in order to substantiate 
their views. present rather elaborate scenarios on what might or might not 
take place when seat belts are going to be installed on Type I school buses. 
While well thought out and argued hypotheses may be quite convincing. the 
best way of ascenaining possible behavior under a given set of circumstances. 
is through observations of what actually is happening in situations where 
those circumstances are already present. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

There .are three known surveys that investigated the operating experiences of 
distriCls, which in the absence of federaJ requirements. decided to equip their 
Type I school buses with seat behs. The major objective of these studies was to 
collect factual infonnation (e.g.. use rates). and substantiate arguments about a 
variely of issues associated with school bus seat bells that do not have a direct 
impact on the device's safety effectiveness (e.g.. carryover effect). Two of the 
studies - performed by NHTSA and TRB - were national in scope. while the 
third s::ollected data in the State of New York for two consecutive years. 
subsequent to that state's requirement that Type I school buses should be 
equipped wIth lap belts. 

NHTSA StudJ . 1985 

NHTSA surveyed in April 1985 nine school districts. which at the time. 
operated B5% (125) of the 143 large school buses equipped with seat belts in the 
United States. The school districts included were Glencoe. Wilmette. and Skokie 
districts ~ 68 and :it 72, in Illinois; West Orange and West Windsor in New 
Jersey; Ardsley. Comerwogue and Greenburgh in New York; and Hartland in 
Vermont 115]. The operating experience of belt equipped buses in these 
districts varied from six to twenty months at the time of the study. The sites 
included both TUral and suburban communities with middle class population. 
All nine school districts represented in the study were credited with above 
average academic ratings in their States. had no major discipline problems 
such as school vandalism or high dropouts. and had comprehensive operating 
budgets and funding for bus belt programs. Mandatory car belt laws were in 
-effect or were awaiting implementation in the States which included 8 of the 9 
disuic1S. Parents in the communities of the districts were reponed to be safety 
conscious with self reported safety belt llsage rates of 80 to 100 percent. 
whereas the national self reported average rate was about 35 percent and the 
nationally observed rate was about 19 percent at the time of the study. Each 
site had some kind of educational program for students on school bus seat belt 
mechanics and policy. School administrators, transportation directors 
(though initially opposed), drivers and parents were reponed to be supportive 
of the school belt program. 
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The study was performed through one day ViSItS to each of the school 
districts, field investigations, and informal discussions with school officials, 
transportation coordinators, bus drivers, parents, and students. The study's 
objective was to answer the following set of three questions: 

What are the seat belt use rates and what factors are associated with 
higher use rates? 

Is there a carryover effect? 

What is the impact of bus belt use on student behavior? 

New York Association of Pupil Transportation Survey 
1988 and 1989. 

The New York State Legislative Commission on Critical Transportation 
Choices recommended in 1986 that safety belts should be standard equipment 
on every school bus operated in that state and manufactured on or after July 1, 
1987. That recommendation become NY State law, but although the buses are 
equipped with belts, the state does not mandate their use which is left up to 
individual districts. The Commission justified partially its recommendation on 
the operating experiences of two school districts which were operating seat 
belt equipped buses for a considerable period of time. The Commission noted 
that two school districts - Ardsley and Greenburgh Central 7 - claimed 80 
percent usage of seat belts either with or without monitors. Furthermore, 
Greenburgh's large school buses had no monitors, and Ardley's eleven buses 
equipped with seat belts had monitors. Nevertheless, each district reported the 
same usage rate [16]. 

It is evident that the Legislative Commission's recommendation was 
based on real world experiences of high belt usage rates in two districts. 
However, when seat belt installation became mandatory in New York State and 
more school districts mandated the use of seat belts, the usage rates reported by 
the majority of the districts was not impressive as it is evident from two 
surveys conducted by the New York State Pupil Transportation Association 
surveys in 1988 and 1989 [28]. The major topics that the surveys addressed 
included seat belt use rates, seat belt related problems that the districts 
experienced, injuries resulting from seat belt use as well as other causes, the 
operating costs associated with seat belts, and bus down time for belt repairs. 
The surveys were reported to have responses from 502 and 476 districts in 1988 
and 1989 respectively, representing a 65 percent response rate. 

Transportation Research Board Survey 1989. 

This survey was part of the comprehensive Transportation Research 
Board study on "Improving School Bus Safety", which has been already 
mentioned [2]. The survey posed questions that were similar to those of the 
NHTSA study. It was conducted in the Fall of 1987 and was addressed to 24 
school districts in different states that operated lap belt equipped Type I school 
buses. The number of responding districts was 16. 
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The contents of the above three reports and other relevant studies are 
used to discuss in subsequent sections the following issues: 

a) Seat belt use on school bus.
 
b) The carryover effect.
 
c) Impact of seat belts on student behavior.
 
d) Program benefits and problems.
 

SEAT BELT USE RATES 

The NHTSA study reported that the elementary school student usage rate 
was 80 to 100 percent, while among high school students the reponed usage 
rate was 50 percent or less. Most of the habitual belt users were 
predominantly those who had previously worn belts in family cars. Many 
students who lacked initiative, needed to be reminded by drivers or monitors to 
buckle up. Younger students were more likely to buckle themselves because 
they were told to do so by an adult (driver, monitor, teacher or parents). The 
older students, who did not use seat belts in the school buses, considered bus 
belts to be limiting their personal choice of freedom, creating discomfort and 
inconvenience, and that belts were rather appropriate for younger children, 
and not for themselves. 

The NHTSA researchers observed the following patterns associated with 
school bus seat belt use: 

Some school districts achieved high usage rates fairly early through 
"hands-on" bus belt training and early on-board monitoring, whereas in other 
di stricts. where educational and training programs were rather limited, belt 
usage rates increased slowly. 

Multi-year increases in belt use were reported in three school districts 
which were early starters of the bus belt program. The outcome was credited 
to their multi-year seat belt education programs, and continued entry into the 
system of elementary school children who were already accustomed to the use 
of child safety seats and other preschool occupant restraints. However, for the 
same trend to occur in other districts, it might require classroom 
reinforcement, and several years' time of seat belt presence in order to 
acquire the habit of use. 

Some school officials expressed optlmJsm that "growing public support 
for belt use and state mandatory belt laws for cars would make future bus belt 
usage more socially acceptable to students and drivers. II However, 
administrators and drivers expressed doubt that even with these elements in 
place, high belt usage rates could be achieved among older students, because 
drivers would most likely be reluctant to enforce belt laws with this group, and 
monitors would not usually be assigned to ride with older students. 

The site visits of NHTSA researchers revealed that sanctions were rarely 
invoked for student non use of school bus seat belts. It was found that 
discipline problems on the bus rather than noncompliance with safety belt 
policies was most likely to trigger sanctions. 
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NHTSA investigators observed that the nine school districts studied were 
unique with respect to their self-initiated school bus belt programs. They 
were middle class socially and academically. had adequate funding. were 
involved in various bus safety efforts before they installed belts. had 
innovative transportation coordinators. committed school officials. and 
supportive. belt wearing parents. These may not be the characteristics of most 
U.S. school districts. The researchers. therefore. concluded: 

"Achieving or surpassing the student belt use rates reported in this 
study would not be reasonably expected in districts where these traits were 
not present to affect all aspects of program development and implementation." 

The New York State survey found in 1989 that 85.3 percent of the 
responding districts had 20-passenger or larger school buses equipped with 
seat belts in service. The proportion of districts that had similarly equipped 
vehicles in 1988 was 58.7 percent. Although the availability of seat belts 
increased considerably between the two years. districts were very slow in 
mandating their use. The proportion of districts that mandated the use of seat 
belts increased slightly from 8.4 percent (42 out of 502) in 1988 to 10.59 
percent (52 out of 476) in 1989. The reported seat belt use rates from the 
districts that did mandate their use were as follows: 

Reported student belt use rate No. of districts (%) 

1988 1989 

1 250/0 27(64%) 34(65.45%) 
26 50% 4(9.5%) 7(13.5%) 
51 750/0 5(11.90/0 ) 4(7.6%) 
76 100% 6(14.3%) 7(13.50/0) 

42(100%) 52(100%) 

It is apparent that approximately 65% of the districts that mandated seat 
belt use reported a use rate that was less than 25% percent. 

The Transportation Research Board survey discovered a wide variation 
of use rates among the responding districts as the following findings indicate: 

Fairfax county. Virginia operated 293 Type I school buses equipped with 
seat belts transporting 25,248 students. Seat belt use was optional and the 
reported usage rate was less than 20% 

Skokie (Fairview). Illinois district # 72. was transporting 555 students in 
belt-equipped buses. Each bus had a monitor on board. Seat belt use was 100% 

West Orange, New Jersey operated 26 type I belt-equipped buses 
transporting 2.000 school children. Seat belt use was reponed to be 95%. 
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On the basis of their own survey and other available studies, the TRB 
committee concluded that "If all type I school buses were equipped with seat 
belts, roughly one half of all passengers would use them. However, 
considerable variability exists in seat belt use rates among school districts with 
some reponing rates as low as 20 percent (Fairfax County, Virginia) and others 
reporting rates approaching 100 percent (Skokie, Illinois). If seat belts had 
been routinely available in school buses, and if seat belt use had been 
rigorously enforced, higher usage rates might have resulted." 

CARRYOVER EFFECT 

On the issue of whether the use of seat belts in school buses has a habit 
forming effect on students that carries over to their behavior to make them 
use seat belts in private automobiles, the NHTSA study concluded on the basis of 
the experiences of 9 school districts that "Evidence of 'carryover effects' was 
inconclusive. On the one hand, some informants said students who had 
previously used car belts increased their frequency of car belt use after riding 
belted buses and students who rode these buses were more likely than other 
students to prompt other car passengers to buckle up. On the other hand 
parent car rules and attitudes, mandatory car belt use laws, and classroom 
education programs appeared to play more dominant roles in students' car belt 
use than bus-belt carryover effects." 

The NHTSA researchers emphasized that a habit formation of bus belt 
use by students must be demonstrated for any carryover effect to occur. The 
experiences of the researchers in the nine study sites were that occasional or 
supervised bus belt use did not lead to clear demonstrations of habitual 
behavior. The study pointed out, that it is possible that formation of bus belt 
use habits might take several years and require classroom reinforcement and 
education. Therefore, carryover effects would not be clearly perceived in the 
short term. 

Long term carryover effects were not easy to prove, the NHTSA 
researchers explained, even if high seat belt use on school buses were to 
somehow be achieved, because, as states would enact mandatory car belt laws, 
an increasing number of students would be wearing car belts regardless of 
provisions for bus belts, leaving a greatly reduced student 'hold-out' 
population to be influenced. In addition, higher school bus seat belt use rates 
must reflect new habit formation (rather than reflect imposed behavior), if 
carryover is to occur. 

IMPACT OF SEAT BELTS ON STUDENT BEHAVIOR 

On the issue of whether seat belts on school buses have an impact on 
student behavior, the NHTSA researchers observed that "Improved student 
conduct on the bus appears to be one of the major benefits of a belted school 
bus program. Students riding with belt equipped and non-equipped buses 
reponed this effect." 
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Administrators. transportation directors and drivers reported improved 
student behavior on the buses equipped with belts. The site experience of the 
NHTSA investigators revealed that students were seated and there was little or 
no standing or roaming in aisles. Instances of putting hands or heads out of 
windows were few. and fewer fights or rowdy behavior were observed. The 
drivers were less distracted and required to speak to the students less 
frequently. Even in the district with the lowest reported seat belt use rate, the 
drivers reponed that the belt program had a significant effect on improving 
student behavior. A similar view was reiterated by the Fairfax County district 
considered by the TRB study. Although the use rate was reponed to be only 
20% and vigorous objections to installing seat belts on Type I school buses 
were raised. it was acknowledged that seat belts can improve student-conduct 
on school buses. 

On the basis of available research and its own survey, the TRB 
committee concluded that the use of seat belts in school buses might improve 
student behavior and reduce driver distractions somewhat. 

Not many research papers are available on whether disruptive student 
behavior causes school bus accidents. A 1980 study of accidents in three North 
Carolina Counties estimated that the true number of accidents due to drivers' 
distraction would probably lie somewhere between 1.5 and 5 percent [17]. 
Another study did not quantify the relationship. but it concluded that 
"Perhaps in the final analysis the exact number of accidents precipitated by 
disruptions is secondary. the tragic facts are that drivers are distracted by 
behavior and needless accidents do occur..... " [18]. 

PROGRAM PERCEPTION, BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS 

The NHTSA researchers observed the following during their visits to the 
nIne districts that had self-initiated seat belt programs: 

School administrators perceived that seat belts increased student 
safety and improved student conduct. 

The transportation directors. although initially opposed to a trial 
bus belt program subsequently supponed installation of seat belts on 
school buses. 

Drivers in most sites. and parents uniformly supported the program. 

Students generally favored the program. younger students 
reported positive feelings while the older students voiced most objections 
to be belted. 

The Transportation Research Board survey found that most of the 16 
districts that responded were pleased with their seat belt programs and few 
were not. 
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Evidence of overall program benefits could not be clearly ascertained 
from the results of the New York Pupil Transportation Association survey. 
since it was not designed to look for such benefits. 

Addressing problems that may be associated with seat belt programs. 
NHTSA researchers made the following observations: 

Belt related vandalism and mischief did not occur In most of the 
districts. The few reported instances of vandalism and mischief were 
limited to removal of buckles from straps and stuffing belts within 
the seat cushions. 

Some students fail to tighten the belts and wear them in a proper 
manner. 

Each belt has to be adjusted on each trip because of the varied size 
of students transported by the buses. Retractable belts that tighten 
automatically were ordered by at least one district. 

The New York State Legislative Commission on Critical Transportation 
Choices offered the following suggestion about seat belt adjustments: 

"The question of how many lap belts to install for a standard 
39-inch seat depends on whether large or small children are being 
transported. The user makes the decision when ordering by specifying 
the number of belts per seat. Consideration should be given to ordering 
belts with retractors as the feature encourages proper fit of the lap 
belt. Alternatively, providing bus monitors would assure correct 
belt positioning." 

Although retracting seat belts would tighten any slack of the belt when 
worn, either separate buses would be required to transport younger and older 
students or, some or all buses of a district would be required to have some of 
their 39-inch seats fitted with 2 and some with 3 seat belts to accommodate both 
young (small) and older (large) students. The operating problems and cost of 
such an arrangement are considerable. 

The TRB survey found that in Fairfax county. Virginia seat belt use as a 
weapon was a minor problem. but vandalism of belts and theft of belt buckles 
had been major problems. As mentioned earlier. most of the 16 responding 
districts in the TRB survey were pleased with their bus belt program. No major 
problems were reported by other districts. 

The 1989 New York Pupil Transportation Association survey uncovered a 
number of problems associated with seat belts: 

Of the 406 districts operating belt-equipped buses. 69 districts reported 
that seat belts caused 204 injuries. The cited causes were belts used as weapon, 
tripping, and metal splinters. 

Of the total 476 responding districts, 71 districts reponed 170 injuries 
that did not involve seat belts. The cited injury causes were fighting/horse 
play, bumps from the road. and tripping. 
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Of the 406 responding districts operating belt-equipped buses 34.5% 
(140/406) reported multiple problems with seat belts. The problems as cited 
were cut belt, buckle removed, broken buckle, improper adjustment, and belts 
tied together. 

The survey report concluded that while school bus transportation 
remained one of the safest modes of transport, the apparent rising incident of 
seat belt related injuries must be addressed, and that additional monitoring and 
training in proper belt use by the students might be required. 

In an earlier study, South West Institute researchers, investigated the 
operating experience of a Houston school district that installed seat belts on 
pre-1977 buses. The Houston Independent school district had 246 buses 
equipped with seat belts, and was transporting daily 21,000 students. The 
district attempted a massive safety program during the 1973 school year, 
which included an intensive seat belt use campaign. The district did not 
experience bus accidents where seat belts would have made a material 
difference to those that were reported as injured. The investigation concluded 
that the positive benefits from seat belts had been minimal, and it was not 
recommend that seat belts should continue to be purchased and installed [4] 

REVIEW OF OPERATING EXPERIENCES 

The use rate is the most important factor of a seat belt implementation 
program. The available literature and the information obtained by the 
authors of this report from New Jersey school districts indicates that a 
satisfactory use rate can be achieved, provided that the use is mandated and 
the program is implemented properly. The NHTSA study observed 80 to 100 
percent use rates among elementary school children and 50 percent or less 
among high school students. TRB concluded that a 50 percent overall use rate 
can be expected, and a higher rate might be achieved with a rigorous 
enforcement policy. The authors of this report consider that with proper 
enforcement an overall use rate of 50 to 75 percent can be achieved within the 
first 5 years of implementation, and a rate of 75 percent and above can be 
maintained on and after the 10th year of implementation. This increasing use 
is based on the fact that with the passage of time, the habit formation will 
proliferate through the ranks of the student body as the younger children 
who have been observed to use seat belts at very high rates grow older and 
influence the overall use rate. 

The operating experience demonstrates conclusively that seat belts 
improve student discipline in the bus, drivers are distracted less, and as a 
result accidents may be reduced by 1.5 to 5 percent. Overall injuries could be 
reduced by a similar proportion. Although this is an item that merits 
consideration, it is not included in the determination of seat belt effectiveness, 
because of the conservative nature of all factors derived for the purpose of 
effectiveness calculations. 

Because of the limited operating experience that we have to date with 
seat belts, there is no clear evidence in the literature to support any clear 
carryover effect. However, habit formation does develop over a longer period 
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of time. Therefore. 5 to 10 years after the implementation of a mandatory 
school bus seat belt use law a carryover effect can be obtained. provided that it 
is not countered by school personnel and parental attitudes. If a carryover 
effect really exists, it is sufficient by itself to justify the installation of seat 
belts on school buses. However. because no conclusive evidence was found in 
the reviewed literature. it was not considered in the derivation of seat belt 
effectiveness. 

There is evidence from the operating experience of belt-equipped 
school buses in New York State that seat belts may cause as many minor 
injuries as other collision or non accident causes. However, if seat belts are 
proven to be effective in reducing fatalities and incapacitating or non
incapacitating injuries. any minor injuries that may be caused by belts due to 
their misuse are of minor importance. and insufficient to invalidate the seat 
belts' overall effectiveness. Furthermore. the minor injuries contributed by 
seat belts can be reduced by effective administrative policies. which are 
essential in order to achieve any benefit from a school bus seat belt program. 
The New York State survey also reported vandalism and multiple problems 
such as broken buckles, cut belts etc.. whereas such problems have not been 
reported as a major factor in the districts studied by NHTSA. Therefore, these 
problems may be reduced substantially with a better disciplinary policy. 

It is apparent from the studies that were summarized above. that school 
districts that have mandated and are enforcing the use of seat belts have better 
experiences with their seat belt programs. On the other hand. where seat belt 
use is optional or enforcement is not strict. the success of the program has 
been offset by low use rates, misuse of the belts. and other problems. The fact 
that the majority of school districts (including those of New York State) 
reported a usage rate of less than 25 percent. is not enough to dismiss as 
generally impossible to achieve the experience from some school districts like 
West Orange, NJ and Skokie, IL that report 95 to 100 percent use rates. 
Rigorous enforcement policies. educational programs. administrative support. 
driver co-operation. transportation directors' support. and parental safety 
awareness are all necessary to reap the benefits from the installation of seat 
belts on school buses. The primary purpose of seat belts on school buses is to 
protect passengers in accidents. The limited operating experience to date. 
essentially provides no basis for determining the benefits of seat belts in 
terms of reducing injuries or fatalities. However. it can be used to determine a 
future use rate, which in turn can be used to determine the overall 
effectiveness of seat belts. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROFESSIONAL AND INTEREST GROUP OPINIONS
 
AND ASSOCIATED ISSUES
 

Expert opinion should be given special consideration, particularly when the 
issue is as hotly debated as the one under consideration here. In .these situations, 
statements can be made by proponents or opponents which may be perfectly logical 
to a lay person, but may not be justifiable if one had the knowledge of the expert to 
make a critical evaluation. The purpose of this chapter is to present the views of the 
experts on the subject of seat belts on school buses. Experts here are considered to be 
persons or organizations who because of their professional training or work 
experience have an intimate knowledge of school bus safety and as such can predict 
not only the effectiveness of seat belts in preventing accidents, but can also offer 
their considered opinion on associated issues that are not directly related to safety. 
Before the opinions of experts are presented, the standards that govern school bus 
safety are presented briefly, because most of the discussions are centered about the 
issue of whether existing safety measures are adequate. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS 

The U.S. Department of Transportation specifies safety standards for school 
buses. Thirty of the fifty Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) apply to 
buses, including school buses. Three of these standards are of particular importance 
to the present study. They became effective in April 1977, and apply to school buses 
only. 

FMVSS 220 • School Bus Rollover Protection This standard establishes 
performance requirements for school buses during rolIovers. The purpose of the 
standard is to insure that the school bus body structure can withstand forces 
encountered during rollovers, thus reducing the number of fatalities and injuries 
that may be contributed from failures of the school bus body structure. This standard 
applies to all school buses. 

FMVSS 221 • School Bus Body Joint Strength This standard establishes 
requirements for the strength of school bus body panels. Its purpose is to reduce 
fatalities and injuries resulting from the structuraJ co)Japse of school bus bodies 
during crashes. The standard applies to large school buses over 10,000 lbs. 

FMVSS 222 • School Bus Seating and Crash Protection The standard 
establishes occupant protection requirements for school bus passenger seats and 
restraining barriers. Its purpose is to reduce occupant fatalities and injury severity 
from school bus occupant impacts against structures within the vehicle during 
crashes and sudden driving maneuvers. The standard applies to all school buses and 
provides passenger protection through the "compartmentalization" of the vehicle. 
This standard also specifies the required deflection criteria, head and knee impact 
requirements, and establishes criteria for cushioning sufficiently the head and leg 
impact zones. The seat back height is required to be 20 inches above the Seating 
Reference Point (SRP). The maximum spacing between the rear surface of the front 
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seat and the SRP of the immediate back seat is specified to be 24 inches (in the 
horizontal plane). 

Prior to the specification of seat back height and seat spacing standards. 
NHTSA conducted sled tests that included seat back heights of 20. 22 and 24 inches and 
seat spacings of 20. 22 and 24 inches. While adopting a seat back height of 20 inches 
above the SRP. NHTSA does not dispute the argument that a properly constructed 
higher seat can provide even more protection. but the 20-inch seat adopted by the 
agency provides reasonable protection [2]. UCLA researchers who conducted the 
1967 crash tests. recommended seats that are 28 inches high (approximately 24 
inches above the SRP). Currently. two states (New York and Illinois) require 24-inch 
high seats (4 inches above the Federal standard). The TRB study found that these 
states have no operational problems with the higher seat backs. and recommended 
that the minimum seat back height should be raised from 20 inches to 24 inches. form 
the SRP [2]. 

Effectiveness of FMVSS 

The changes incorporated by Federal standards in post-1977 school buses 
improved safety significantly. FMVSS 222 requires closely spaced seats with high 
padded seat backs intended to contain or compartmentalize the passenger in the 
event of a crash and thereby providing passive protection to school bus occupants. 
NHTSA reviewed the effectiveness of FMVSS 222 in 1980 and concluded that seat belts 
are probably effective in reducing 69 percent of the injuries in the vast majority of 
school bus accidents which usually involved minor damage to the bus. and at most 
few passenger injuries at minor or moderate injury levels. In addition. the seats 
probably reduced 29 percent of the injuries in few violent school bus accidents that 
produced fatalities. In the relatively rare cases of very violent accidents involving 
roll overs. crashes with trains etc.. where the passengers are thrown into contact 
with broken glass. walls. roof. and other interior objects. or are ejected from the bus. 
the standard had only limited success. [19] 

The TRB study concluded from its reviewed of the available literature on the 
effectiveness of Federal standards that tithe three school bus safety standards issued 
in 1977 (FMVSS 220. 221 and 222) have been highly effective in reducing school bus 
passenger injuries. tI [2] 

Federal Standards and Seat Belt Use 

Federal standards do not require seat belts in large (GVWR over 10,000 lbs) 
school buses. But. the small school buses (GVWR less than 10,000 lbs) are required to 
be equipped with seat (lap) belts. FMVSS 209 (Seat Belt Assemblies). and FMVSS 210 
(Seat Belt Assembly Anchorage) provide the requirements and specifications for seat 
belt installation. NHTSA says that seat belts are necessary and effective for occupant 
protection in small buses. because of their similarity to passenger cars. For large 
school buses. NHTSA said: "In view of the effectiveness of current safety standards 
and excellent safety record of school buses generally. we do not believe that a federal 
requirement for safety belts in large school buses is warranted tl The National• 

Transportation Safety Board reviewed this matter in 1983, and found that "current 
NHTSA standards appear to be effective in eliminating or substantially reducing the 
majority of school bus passenger injuries. tI [1] 
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In summary, the Federal standards governing school buses, and particularly 
those incorporated in post-1977 buses, improved school bus passenger safety 
significantly. The available research results suggest that increasing the seat back 
height to 24 inches from 20 inches above the SRP may provide additional protection. 

Installation of Seat Belts in New Buses 

Although Federal regulations do not require the installation of seat belts in 
Type I buses, NHTSA, emphasizes that the Federal standards specify the minimum 
safety requirements applicable to school buses, and "Nothing prohibits a state or 
local jurisdiction from purchasing buses equipped with seat belts." [1] 

Regarding the capability of large post-1977 large bus seats to withstand belt 
loads, Diane K. Steed of NHTSA stated that seats in the Superior and Thomas 
manufactured buses passed the required tests of seat integrity and seat anchorage to 
withstand the belt load. However, there is no requirement that these buses do so, 
because seat belts are not required to be installed in them. [9] 

Booz Allen and Hamilton Inc. conducted a study of seat belts in school buses for 
the California Highway Patrol [20]. Bus manufacturers were reponed in this study as 
supporting the view that current seat frames would require additional 
strengthening, if lap belts were to be installed. Answering a similar inquiry, Joseph 
Levin, chief counsel of NHTSA said: 

"Manufacturers who indicate that seats or floors of larger buses are not 
strong enough to install the seat belts probably misunderstood the belt 
requirements for large buses. Seat belts can be installed for passenger seats 
without complying with any existing seat belt requirements. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration suggests that states adopt the belt load 
requirements previously proposed for standard No. 222. School bus seats 
currently in production should be sufficiently strong to withstand the former 
proposed belt load requirements 1. "[ 9] 

The installation of safety belts in passenger cars and small buses conforms to 
the requirements of FMVSS 208 (Occupant Crash Protection), FMVSS 209 (Safety Belts) 
and FMVSS 210 (Safety Belt Anchorages). However, since FMVSS 222 does not require 
seat belts in large buses, the purchasers have no explicit guidelines concerning 
their installation. NHTSA noted that most manufactures who instaJJ belts and 
anchorages at the request of purchasers, voluntarily comply with these standards, 
although they are not required to do so [1). 

The Booz Allen and Hamilton study pointed out that the manufacturers stressed 
the need for seat belt installation standards for large buses, since without standards 
they could be held responsible for lap belt failures even if the installation had been 
engineered to the highest standards possible. The National Coalition for Seat Belts on 
School Buses suggested the following guidelines for the installation of seat belts: [9] 

NHTSA considered the possibility of installing seat belts in all school buses 
in 1973. However, in 1977 when FMVSS 222 was issued, lap belts for passenger 
seats in large buses were not required. 
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"Young children find it easier to fasten belts on the front center of the 
abdomen. Also, larger children find it difficult to buckle a belt at the side hip 
position when three to a seat. Therefore, NCSSB recommends that the short 
end be 16" and the long end be 29" from where the seat back meets the 
cushion. This permits an easier center abdomen fastening of the seat belt. 
The aisle positions must have the short 16" end to avoid a tripping hazard. The 
belts should be attached to the posterior seat frame under the seat cushion and 
not to the walls of the bus or the leg of the seat. The color of the webbing for 
the middle seating position when there are three belts per seat, should differ 
from the color of the webbing of the two outside set of belts. The buckles 
should be light-weight and only one end of the belt should be adjustable, not 
both ends. Similar buckles should be attached at the aisle positions so the belt 
can't be attached across the aisle." 

The bus and sled crash tests indicated that in frontal collisions the belted 
dummies experienced higher HIC values than the unbelted ones. The New York State 
Legislative Commission whose recommendations were the basis for requiring Type I 
buses to be equipped with seat belts in that State, also recommended that improved 
padding on seat backs and metal cross bars should be required on all school buses 
equipped with seat belts. The purpose of this last recommendation was to reduce the 
severity of the head impact during front end collisions. But, the Transport Canada 
sled test results [22] showed no improvement of HIC values even with increased 
padding on the seat backs. 

In summary, it is apparent from NHTSA's position, that although seat belts are 
not required by Federal standards for post-1977 large buses, the buses manufactured 
in conformance with FMVSS 222 should be capable to withstand the belt load, and any 
local jurisdiction is at liberty to make its own decision to equip the large buses with 
seat belts. However, when this libeny is exercised by a school district, there exist no 
Federal standard on how to install the belts on large buses, and manufactures are 
concerned about liability in the event of lap belt failure. 

Retrofitting School Buses with Seat Belts 

Since the state or any local jurisdiction is permitted to equip the school buses 
with seat belts. it is possible that seat belts may be added to new as well as old buses. 
NHTSA has pointed out that several major companies that manufacture large school 
buses (Amtram, Blue Bird, Carpenter, Crown. Superior. Thomas and Wayne) did not 
advise to retrofit a school bus (either pre-1977 or post-1977 construction) with lap 
belts nor did they recommend that their dealers do so. The Insurance Institute for 
Highway Safety (IIHS) referring to NHTSA and Wayne corporation remarks reponed 
that school districts that retrofit their school buses with lap belts should be very 
careful about installation, and "under no circumstances should belts be added to buses 
that were manufactured before 1977. The old bus seats have an exposed rail. Because 
of the dynamics of a crash. lap belts would actually increase the force with which an 
occupant's head would strike the rail." [21]. NHTSA said that industry officials cited 
several problems that prevent the successful retrofitting of pre-1977 buses. They 
include seats that might not have padded covering, and seat construction that might 
not be strong enough resulting in a collapse from the loads generated by lap belts. 
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Regarding post-1977 buses, NHTSA reported that none of the manufacturers 
was willing to retrofit them with lap belts, because after a few years of use the bus 
floors deteriorate and are less capable of withstand the forces that belted passengers 
may place on them in the event of crashes. All systems, and particularly the floor, 
must be of the same strength and condition as that of a new bus, if retrofitting is to 
take place. NHTSA recommended that school districts wanting to retrofit post-1977 
school buses with belts should first make sure that the belts meet FMVSS 209 (safety 
belts). Furthermore, if the manufacturer sold buses that had a lap belt option, school 
districts should check to see how they were installed and, if possible, follow the 
manufacturer's installation method [1]. The National Coalition for Seat Belts on 
School Buses (NCSSB) stated that the coalition has no position on the issue, and was 
unable to make any blanket statement on retrofitting. However, NCSSB suggested 
that each bus must be individually examined for possible retrofitting. 

In summary, it is evident that pre-1977 school buses should not be retrofitted 
with seat belts. If any school district wishes to retrofit post-1977 school bus with 
belts, the bus should be carefully examined with regard to seat frame, floor strength 
and condition, and in the absence of any specific guidelines, NHTSA 
recommendations for retrofitting should be followed. 

Liability Issue Associated with Seat Belts 

Some districts are concerned with the liability issues that the installation of 
seat belts in school buses may create. The major liability questions that may arise, 
compiled by Thomas Bus Inc. [23], are who would be liable if: 

A child is not wearing the seat belt and is injured in a bus accident. 

A child is not wearing the seat belt properly (belt too loose or tight) and is 
injured during an accident. 

A child is injured by tripping over a belt or is hit by a belt. 

A child is not wearing the belt because it does not operate properly (vandalized 
earlier in the day). and is injured in an accident. 

There have been no cases to date involving the above mentioned questions in 
school districts that are operating belt-equipped buses throughout the nation. The 
survey of 81 school districts in Texas did not find liability to be an issue of critical 
importance at the time of the survey. However, several administrators reported that 
the liability issue would become a problem, if safety belts were mandated [13]. 

The National Coalition for Seat Belts on School Buses presented some 
viewpoints on the issue. In a letter, dated July 1985, and addressed to this 
organization, a Texas law firm argued: 

"Of all the red herring resorted to, to avoid putting seat belts in school 
buses, the liability aspect has got to be the most fraudulent. I would 
recommend your contacting a local plaintiffs attorney to give a talk to the 
school board to explain how a school board's failure to install seat belts may 
give rise to substantial liability, and actually installing seat belts and adopting 
a program to insure their use would go a long way toward avoiding not only 
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InJunes but liability. A school district would not have to guarantee that every 
seat belt is used. only adopt a reasonable program to encourage their use." 

Similar views were also expressed by another letter, dated February 1986, to 
, the Denver Board of Education by a Denver law finn which argued: 

"... .if the court allows the jury to decide the amount of care that sh ou Id 
~ taken, a case could just as well be based on the question of whether seat 
belts should have been installed when they were not, as on the failure to insist 
on proper use if they were installed.... it would not be in the district's best 
interest for the jury to perceive that safety equipment was omitted because the 
school district felt that the policy would lessen liability or costs." (NCSBSB, 
Third Edition, 1986). 

Although court cases involving liability issues associated with seat belts in a 
belt-equi pped bus are not available. Carol Fast (of the NCSBSB) in her testimony to a 
Nassau County (New York) public hearing (December 1984) reported that two law 
suits had arisen in the county out of the non-existence of belts in buses. A child was 
killed in one case and in the other the child was paralyzed. Arthur Yeager 
(Physicians for Automotive Safety) provided the following information on cases that 
arose from the failure to install seat belts: 

Jose Jesus Aguire vs. Dario Hinjosa. et al Corpus Christi, TX. Child was 
decapitated by a pole as he stuck his head out of a window as the bus started to 
pull away from the curb. It was argued that if seat belts had been provided and 
he was belted he could not have put his head out of the window. The bus 
manufacturer and bus distributor contributed about 40% of the over half 
mill ion doll ar settlement. 

Terry vs. Northern Kentucky Transit Cincinnati, Ohio. When bus 
stopped suddenly. the teacher in the front right seat was thrown over the 
modesty panel into the stairwell and suffered injury. Settlement was against 
the bus operator for about $50,000.00. 

Leon Lewis, et al vs. Galveston Independent School District Alvin TX. 
About 43 passengers were injured and one died as a bus which was struck by a 
car crashed through a guardrail and fell 30 feet onto its side. Passengers were 
hurt as they were thrown violently from right to left as the bus fell on its side. 
There was little defonnation of the vehicle and injuries were attributed to the 
lack of passenger containment in their space leading to contact with seats, seat 
legs and sidewall. Many were seriously injured with long hospital stays and 
permanent injury. Case is awaiting trial. 

IMO Karen Mc Bride Philadelphia PA $2.5 million solar settlement for 
permanent severe brain damage from being thrown from seat into sidewall 
when bus skidded into a guardrail and tree. 

Ralph G. Lee vs. Board of Education of Howard county et al Columbia, MD. 
Brain injury as a result of concussion as bus rolled on its side after collision 
with a car. Case was settled but the level is unknown. 

Canadian researchers expressed the following views regarding the liability 
aspect of mandatory child restraint system laws for passenger automobiles: 
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"...where parents fail to take appropriate measures to ensure that their 
children are adequately placed in a restraint assembly, and these children 
suffer injuries di.rectly caused by such failure, an action will lie against their 
parents for negligence. Where a parent with a young child improperly places 
the child in a system or does not put the child in one at all and is involved in a 
collision, even though the collision may be entirely the fault of someone else, 
the defendant will have available the seat belt defense to the extent that the 
injuries suffered by the child may be directly attributed to the improper use or 
the failure to use the child restraint system. That amount that is offset against 
the global award may be claimed by the child against his or her parent. Here 
the standard of the reasonable parent will likely be determined by the 
manufacturer's standards for the use of the child-restraint system set out in 
one type of legislation and by legislation that mandates the use of such a 
system." [24] 

If seat belts are installed in school buses, the school district may be found to 
have responsibilities similar to those of the parent in the above child-restraint law 
case. Although a district may be sued whether seat belts are present in a school bus 
or not, the available evidence indicates 
probability of substantiating negligence. 

that the absence of belts increases the 

The authors of the report are of the 
consideration in deciding whether to have 
primary consideration should be the safety 

opInIOn that liability should not 
seat belts in school buses 
effectiveness of the device. 

or 
be a 
not. 

major 
The 

EXPERT VIEWS 

Medical Views 

Expert medical opInIons can be found that are in favor of and against seat belts 
as a restraining device. Although most of the experts acknowledge the safety 
benefits of seat belts for adults in motor vehicles, some are concerned that the same 
may not be true for young children. 

Several expert medical views were collected by Ed Mehler for his testimony 
before the Sub-committee on Commerce and Finance, on BiJJ HR-4187 (School Bus 
Safety Act of 1973) and were reproduced in the 1986 report of the National Coalition 
of Seat Belts on School Buses [9]. They are summarized below: 

Dr. Donald Harrington, an orthopedic surgeon said that any injury to the hip 
or back caused by wearing a seat belt occurs only in high trauma (severe impact 
accidents) and that any injury occurring in this manner would be minor compared 
to the extensive injuries that would have occurred if a belt had not been used. He is 
reported to have said that there is no question about seat belts providing greater 
safety for school children in buses. 

Dr. Haller of Johns Hopkins Hospital said: "it is unlikely that there would be 
internal injuries due to use of seat belts. Especially not in children or slender adults. 
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If the impact of an accident is severe enough for a seat belt to cause injury then that 
passenger would be dead without one." 

A similar opinion was expressed by Dr. Frank Sin. an orthopedic surgeon. He 
said: "any injury sustained by passengers· due to seat belts would. in nearly all cases. 
be far less severe than the resulting injuries caused by no seat belts being used." 

On the other hand, there are views expressing concerns about injuries that 
may occur from seat belts. A Maryland Department of Education (1974) study quoted 
Dr. Noer, an orthopedic surgeon saying: "If the seat belt is permitted to ride up above 
the iliac crest, there is nothing from a skeletal standpoint to prevent lesions 
produced by seat belts, including crashed kidneys, ruptured bladders, and damage to 
the pregnant uterus. If the seat belt is worn properly as a lap belt, it hooks between 
the thigh bones and the interior - superior iliac spine of the pelvis. These are broad 
strong bony projections hanging slightly downward. that completely prohibit such 
injuries which can occur only when the seat belt is worn too loose and thus patient 
slides out from under it, or else worn too high.· But in a child, these bony 
prominances are too rounded. The thigh is relatively larger and the pelvis itself 
smaller. Therefore it is almost impossible to apply a seat belt to a youngster in such a 
way that with a decelarative force. the child's weight will not be thrown directly 
upon the viscera." 

The Maryland study however noted that Dr. Noer was very much in favor of 
appropriate restraint devices. In Ed Mehler's testimony, Dr. Noer was quoted as 
having said that other safety improvements such as adequate strength of bus bodies, 
better anchorage of belts and a better seat design such as the one recommended by 
UCLA. and escape hatches should be made first. Furthermore, the seats should be 
turned around. Under these conditions he would recommend seat belts in all school 
buses. 

Dr. Verone Robert of the University of Michigan has been quoted in a 1972 
paper by David Soul (a fonner NHTSA highway safety specialist) to have said that 
children are not miniature adults. they are built differently and the adult lap belt is 
not acceptable for the child. However Ed Mehler referring to his conversation with 
Dr. Robert said in his testimony that Dr. Robert's statements were made for toddlers, 
not for school children, and according to Dr. Robert seat belts would be of tremendous 
value in saving lives and preventing injuries in the event of a school bus accident. 

Thomas Built Buses, Inc. compiled several medical experts' opinions. The 
sources and views are: [23] 

In Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics (September 1970) a medical expert 
reported that 

1) lap type seat belts prevent more injuries than they cause, principally 
because they prevent the victim from being thrown out of the automobile, or 
being harried with it. 

2) lap type seat belts redirect the decelerating forces from the head and 
chest to the lower pans of the abdomen. 

3) when the belt is worn improperly, renal contusions and ruptures of 
the liver, pancreas and spleen have occurred. 
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Dr. Charles L. White (Annals of Surgery, April 1968) said that the physical laws 
of colliding bodies suggest that forcible impact between abdominal wall and seat belts 
may tear and rupture the hollow viscera. 

The views of medical experts are of great importance because they are the 
ones who treat injured school children after accidents. However, the views 
summarized so far were expressed before the implementation of current Federal 
safety standards, whose contribution to increased safety has been acknowledged by 
all. The experts that were already quoted, may not express the same opinions for 
post-1977 buses. Recent medical opinions from individual medical experts are not 
available in the literature. However, the present position of a number of medical 
associations is very clear. The National Coalition for Seat Belts on School Buses 
summarized in its 1986 report the following resolutions or statements of medical 
assoc iati ODS: 

The American Medical Association resolved (June 1984) to "support 
legislative action to promote availability of effective seat belts in all school 
buses in the United States." 

The American Academy of Pediatrics supports the posltlon that: "Seat 
belts should be required on all newly manufactured school buses, regardless of 
their size and the number of pupils transported." (October, 1984) 

The American College of Preventive Medicine supports the "immediate 
installation of seat belts in new school buses as immediate preventive action to 
protect the health of children." (June, 1984) 

The Society for Adolescent Medicine position statement (May 1985) 
stated that the Society "whose primary concern is the health and welfare of 
youth strongly supports the use of seat belts when riding in school buses." 

The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery resolved 
that "by its board of Trustees, Committees and Fellowship, endorse, advocate 
and counsel the use of seat belts, safety restraints, or combinations thereof in 
all motor vehicles with compartments for the carriage of passengers, 
including school buses; to patients and the public in general." 

In summary, although individual opinions may differ, the assocIatIons of 
medical professionals endorse the instaJJation of seat belts on school buses. 
Therefore, the majority of medical experts favor seat belts on school buses. 

Manufacturers Views 

The California Highway Patrol sponsored study [20] sought the opinions of 
school bus manufacturers, and they expressed the following views: 

In frontal impacts lap belts would not be beneficial. 

In rear impacts lap belts would not be beneficial and in some instances 
the belt could increase the accident severity. 

The responses were mixed for side impacts to assess an overall opinion. Some 
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felt that belts would not make any difference as far as head and neck 
injuries are concerned. 

In rollover accidents lap belts would help reduce injuries by protecting the 
passengers from being struck from the side and roof of the bus. 

Two problems associated with FMVSS compliance were pointed out. 

(a)	 The refitting of belts is undesirable because the floor strength of an 
old bus would not be sufficient to withstand the belt load. 

(b)	 Several new FMVSS chapters would be needed if lap belts are 
installed. The current seat frames would require additional 
strengthening, which in turn would require additional seat 
back padding to confonn with the standards. The increased 
rigidity of the seat may counter the deflection criteria of the 
seats required by the current standard. 

Four additional points were made associated with implementation 

(a)	 Seat belt installation standards in automobiles would not apply to 
school buses. Therefore, an anchoring system has to be designed. 
Without standards, product liability is of concern. Seat spacing 
and seat frame strength standards would have to be changed due 
to the higher HIC values associated with belted students. 

(b)	 One manufacturer pointed out that if belted students ride with 
unbelted students, a double loading could result when an unbelted 
student hits the rear of the seat in front that contains a belted 
student. Such an impact could cause seat anchor failure and 
produce more severe injuries. 

(c)	 Several pointed out that seating capacity would be reduced, if only 
two belts were required to be installed in the current 3-seat 
bench. This would have an adverse effect on the school districts 
since additional buses and funds would be required. 

(d)	 Installation is feasible because an engineering solution can be 
developed. However, it will be costly. 

Morris Adams of Thomas Built Buses Inc. during an interview with School Bus 
Fleet [25] expressed the following views: 

The requirement of belts in automobiles should not be equated with the need to 
install belts on school buses too. ...School buses are built in such a way that they can 
absorb greater impact forces. School bus joints have strength standards that no 
other vehicles made in the United States have to meet. ...Upon impact, school bus 
passengers are not thrown on the dashboard or wind shields. School bus passengers 
are not seated near the door, and there is no possibility of a school child thrown out 
of the bus unless the roof got tom off the bus. .. .School buses travel at low speed in a 
friendly environment on a regular schedule and are easily visible by their color. 
...Compartmentalization and padding of the seats provide adequate safety to school bus 
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passengers. However, if belts are added on school buses, some "performance 
standards" must be formulated. 

The school bus manufacturers'· view that their vehicles are already safe 
cannot be disputed. However, while seat belts may increase injuries in some cases, 
they may also reduce injuries in some other cases (e.g., rollovers). Lack of 
installation guidelines and "performance standards" for seat belts on Type I buses are 
legitimate reasons for concern, considering the litigious nature of our society. The 
concerns expressed about seat frame and bus floor strength requirements were 
addressed in the preceding section on installation of belts on new buses. 

Survey of New Jersey Transportation Coordinators 

The opinions of school district transportation coordinators throughout the 
state were solicited through a mail-back questionnaire. The New Jersey Department 
of Education provided a list which contained 217 different individuals. The overall 
response rate was 34 percent. 

The most important findings of the survey were: 

a) The majority of school districts (75 percent) do not favor legislation 
that will mandate the installation of seat belts on Type I school buses, 11 
percent favor such legislation and 14 percent are undecided or did not express 
any opinion. 

b) If seat belts are mandated by the State, then 55 percent of the districts 
favor lap-shoulder belts, 31 percent prefer lap belts, and 14 percent did not 
express any opinion. 

c) Responding on why their Type I buses are not equipped with· seat 
belts, four major reasons came up with a response rate greater than 50 percent 
(multiple responses were allowed): 

1. Belts are not required by law (80%), 
2. Belts may cause more injuries than they will prevent (63%), 
3. Belts may be used as weapons (60%), and 
4. Belts may not improve safety (53%). 

Forty percent of the responding districts expressed concern about liability. 
The cost of the belts does not appear to be much of a concern. 

Most respondents wrote lengthy comments. The following appeared with 
relatively high frequency: 

The school bus is already a safe mode of transportation and seat belts are not 
needed. 

It is difficult to attain satisfactory usage rates. 

Seat belts may be a hazard in emergency evacuation situations such as when 
the bus rolls over or catches fire. 

Adult	 monitors or attendants may be required to enforce and supervise the use 
of belts. 
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Several studies and the Transport Canada tests have shown that seat belts are 
not recommended for school buses. 

Seat belts would be a maintenance problem. 

Seat belts may be misused. 

Attention should be focussed on ingress and egress zones. 

Driver training and increased vehicle maintenance would give better results. 

More details about this survey are presented in Appendix C. 

IMPLEMENTATION COST 

No matter how beneficial a measure may be, before it becomes a requirement 
that everyone should abide by, its cost should also be considered, since we live in a 
world of limited resources. The cost of equipping all New Jersey school buses with 
seat belts is estimated in this section, as well as the cost of providing monitors in all 
school buses. 

Cost of Seat Belts 

The total number of school buses in New Jersey is currently 13,234. Of that 
8,306 (63%) are Type I and 4,928 are Type II buses. The Type II buses are required to 
be equipped with seat belts by law, and only the additional cost required for 
installation of seat belts in Type I buses should be considered. Approximately 50 Type 
I buses are already equipped with seat belts and are currently in operation in 
different school districts. Therefore, the cost of seat belt installation on 8,256 buses 
needs to be estimated. 

It is estimated that the cost of installing seat belts in a Type I school bus is 
$1,000.00. The annual maintenance cost is approximately $35.00 per bus. Seat belts 
can remain in service for 15 years after installation, and have no salvage value. A 
five percent interest rate is assumed. 

On the basis of above estimates, jf all school buses are required to be equipped 
with seat belts, the additional cost in the State of New Jersey will be $1.084 million 
annually as the following computations indicate: 

TC = (I C	 i (1 + i) D + M cJ N
 
(1 + i)D. 1
 

where: TC = Total additional annual cost for belts on all school buses 
IC = Installation Cost = $1,000 per bus 
i = Discount rate =5% 
n = Service life of belts = 15 years 
MC = Annual Maintenance Cost = $35 per bus 
N = Number of buses to be equipped = 8,256 

Hence, TC = (1000 X 0.09634 + 35) X 8526 =$1,084,343 
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The feasibility of improving school bus safety by installing seat belts is 
detennined in this study independently of the decision on whether monitors should 
be used also. However, because monitors are the most effective safety measure, they 
are briefly considered in the next section. 

Use and Cost of Monitors on School Buses 

Adult monitors on school buses can be of substantial help in improving school 
bus passenger and student pedestrian safety. Their contribution and assistance can 
be useful in a variety of areas: 

They can assist children at loading and off-loading zones to cross the 
street (when necessary). A considerable number of student pedestrian 
fatalities and injuries can be prevented if adult monitors are present. 

They can maintain discipline by ensuring that the children are seated 
and do not stand on the seats, roam the aisles, keep their head or hand outside 
the windows, fall out of the door, or fight. 

Monitors, if not injured themselves, can expedite the evacuation 
process. 

If buses are equipped with belts, they can ensure that belts are worn 
and buckled up properly. 

There is no doubt that monitors can substantially improve school bus safety. 
The only argument against having monitors is their high cost. The TRB study 
considered monitors to be 25 to 75 percent effective (the highest effectiveness rate of 
any other safety measure) in preventing or reducing all school bus passenger and 
student pedestrian fatalities and injuries. If each of the 13,234 school buses in New 
Jersey is provided with an adult monitor, the cost would be S64.3 million per year 
(assuming $4,860.00 per monitor, hired at the rate of S5.40/hr., working 5 hr./day, 
180 days/year [2]). 

A California law requires that students in grades K through 8 must be esconed 
by the driver when crossing the road during off-loading. There are operating 
problems associated with this requirement, since longer delays are caused 10 other 
traffic at bus stops, and leaving children unattended on a parked bus creates the 
potential for mishaps. However, California reports few problems with the practice. 
The TRB study attempted to use J982-1986 FARS data to evaluate the effectiveness of 
this law. Although no definitive proof could be obtained. the California law appeared 
to be having a beneficiaL and perhaps substantial effect in improving safety. 

Monitors should be and are used in school buses transponing handicapped 
children. The decision to use monitors on all school buses should be made 
individually by each school district that is better able to determine if it can afford the 
cost associated with them The California law that requires the driver to escort 
children at off-loading zones should be studied funher for possible implementation 
in New Jersey. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ALTERNATIVE SEAT AND RESTRAINING SYSTEMS 

The high back, padded seats currently used in US school bus fleets are 
obviously not the only, and possibly, not even the ideal seats. Lap belts, which are 
the main objective of this report's focus, are also not the only passenger restraining 
system that can possibly be installed in school buses. The purpose of this chapter is 
to present a review of what has appeared so far in the literature on the safety 
effectiveness of various school bus seats and seating arrangements, as well as 
alternative restraining systems. Most of the evidence on the safety effectiveness of 
alternative seats and restraints stems from the UCLA tests that were already discussed, 
[5] and a set of Transport Canada sled crash tests that were specifically performed 
three years ago with that purpose in mind. 

UCLA TESTS . 1967 

The discussion on the UCLA tests in Chapter 2 concentrated only on the 
evidence those tests provided on the effectiveness of lap belts. However, the UCLA 
crashes tested a variety of alternative restraining systems as well, including 
armrests, restraint bars, air bags, and lap-shoulder belts. 

Armrests 

If armrests are added to the eXlstmg seats, every school bus passenger seating 
position can become really "companmentalized". The existing high back seats 
provide passenger separation in the vehicle's direction of travel, and arm rests could 
add some separation in the direction perpendicular to the vehicle. The UCLA 
investigators concluded from the crash tests that seats having strong but well padded 
armrests provide important lateral constraint. In addition, the seats become more 
comfonable due to their additional body support. However, these seats are a little 
difficult to enter, sit down in, or exit. If armrests are provided for every passenger, 
they contribute significantly to safety improvements during side impacts by 
preventing the bus passengers from being ejected from their seats laterally to strike 
passengers across the aisle, and by preventing larger passengers from crushing 
against a smaller passenger who may be seated in his path. The UCLA team suggested 
that "as a minimum requirement, each school bus seat should have an armrest on the 
aisle side". 

Although armrests provide significant lateral restraint, they also have 
significant operational disadvantages, as the study realized. In addition, they do not 
provide substantial protection in rollovers. Furthermore, they reduce the seating 
capacity of the bus, if they are provided for all passengers. If only one armrest per 
seat is provided at the aisle side, the passengers seating at the aisle seats run the risk 
of suffering additional or more serious injuries during side impacts. Therefore, 
armrests are not a desirable restraining device. 
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Restraint Bars 

This restraint consists of a swing type bar anchored at the seat back and 
positioned in front of the passengers next to their laps. Restraint bars may provide 
some protection in frontal impacts, but they are of little value in side impacts. The 
UCLA researchers described them as an impractical solution due to their injury 
producing potential and considering the advantages of seat anchored lap belts. 

The TRB study [2] reported that at least two companies have recently 
undertaken the development of a lap bar restraint system similar to that tested by the 
UCLA experiments as an alternative to lap belts. The TRB committee reviewed the lap 
bar restraint system test results and identified the following potential problems: 

The instability and poor positioning of the bar could result in intrusion 
injuries to the upper abdomen, fractures of the lower spine, or crushing 
InJunes to the upper legs, whereas a belt worn across the lower pelvis will 
remain in that position and passively follow the direction of body movement. 

One bar restraining two or three passengers of different sizes 
complicates the optimum positioning of the bar relative to the pelvis. 

Finally. there would be no lateral restraint to the passengers in a side or 
oblique impact. 

On the basis of the available evidence. restraint bars do not appear to provide 
any potential improvement to school bus passenger safety. 

Air Bags 

The air bag system tested by the UCLA team had several technical, operational, 
and maintenance problems associated with it. Furthermore, airbags are considerably 
costlier than other alternatives. Therefore, their use in school buses was not 
recommended. 

Lap-Shoulder Belts 

This belt is the standard restraining system in the front seats of passenger 
automobiles, and it has been credited with the saving of many lives. Unfortunately, 
it cannot be as effective in school buses. If the cross-chest portion of the belt has an 
anchor point at the rear and substantially above shoulder level, then the belt passes 
across the throat in a manner which produces sufficient forces of lacerative nature 
to cause neck as well as back injury during side and head-on collision. The 
asymmetrical restraining of this device causes the upper torso to rotate from behind 
the belt. Therefore, to prevent injuries from the cross-chest portion of the device, 
the upper anchor point has to be located at shoulder level. However, considering the 
wide variation of heights in common school bus passengers, anchor points would 
have to be provided over a wide range in order to accommodate the varying sizes of 
the passengers. This would require a rigid structure at shoulder level that could 
cause injuries to all but the shortest child. The UCLA study concluded that the 
potential gain from the use of cross-chest belts for school bus passengers is too 
questionable to warrant further consideration, and the restraint is not recommended 
for use in school buses. 
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TRANSPORT CANADA SLED TESTS - 1986 

The original Transport Canada school bus crash test results indicated that the 
lap belted dummies pivoted about the lap belt and struck their head very severely on 
the seat back in front. These dummies compressed the seat padding to such a degree 
that they "bottomed out" on the seat structure underlying the seat back. The belted 
dummies suffered higher Head Injury Criteria (HIC) values. The results of these 1984 
crash tests led the Canadian researchers to investigate further the entire seating 
system, in order to ascertain under what circumstances seat belts should be installed 
in school buses. To achieve this, Transport Canada conducted a series of sled tests in 
1986, experimenting with various seating concepts each of which incorporated a 
restraint system [22]. 

Test Features 

This Transport Canada study attempted the evaluation of the following five 
different alternative types of seating systems: 

a) Contoured padded seat back with lap belt: This system included 
additional padding on the top and the rear of the seat back to cushion 
any head impact. 

b) Less aggressive seat back and lap belt: This was a deformable 
seating system to allow greater seat back deflection when struck from 
the rear. 

c) Rearward facing seat with lap belt: The passenger seats faced 
towards the rear of the bus for this alternative. The seat back was 
increased in height and reinforced. 

d) Lap-shoulder belt: The seat frame structure was considerably 
reinforced and a lap-shoulder belt was used for this alternative. 

e) Multi-point restraint system: This system incorporated a harness type 
restraint consisting of a lap and two shoulder straps. The seat structure 
was considerably reinforced. 

An unal tered standard bus seat witb lap belts was tested, in addition to 
the above five seating systems, for base line comparison purposes. 

Systems a), b) and c) incorporated lap belts with emergency locking 
retractors. System d) used automotive type lap and shoulder belts, and system e) and 
the unaltered seat were equipped with manually operated belts. 

The seat spacing for each test was approximately 26 inches (660 cm.) from the 
rear surface of the front seat back to the front surface of the rear seat back. This 
corresponds to approximately 21 inches (533 rom) from the rear seating reference 
point (SRP) to the back surface of the front seat back. 
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For each test. two 5th percentile adult female anthropomorphic test devices 
(ATD) were placed on two seats. and one of the seats was located in front of the other. 
The rear seat dummy was instrumented to record head and chest acceleration. femur 
and seat belt loads. The front seat dummy was not instrumented and was used for 
loading purposes only. 

Each of the seating systems. including the unaltered seat. were tested by 
mounting them on sleds for two collision modes. The first simulated a head on impact 
and the second an oblique impact (30 degree from head on). The peak acceleration 
and the maximum velocity applied were 30 g and 30 mph respectively for both impact 
modes. 

Test Findings and Conclusions 

The HIC and chest acceleration values measured during the tests are 
summarized in Table 18. All seating systems were evaluated on the basis of threshold 
values of 1.000 for the HIC. and 60 g for chest acceleration. A brief summary of the 
conclusions drawn about each system is provided below: 

Head-on Impact Oblique Impact 
Seat Series HIC Peak Chest HIC Peak Chest 

Accel. (I!) Accel. (I!)
 

Unaltered 1,116.6 58.9 1,181.4 79.8
 
Contoured Padded 1,082.0 71.6* 1,154.9 68.2
 
Less Aggressive 1,079.8 48.6 1,423.8 65.0
 
Rearward Facing 275.9 35.1 309.2 35.4
 
Three-Point Belt 634.6 60.3 917.6 72.2*
 
Multi-Point Belt 558.8 65.3* 834.5 68.7*
 

...	 Value exceeded 60 g for more than 3 millIseconds. which IS not acceptable 
by U.S. and Canadian standards. 

Table 18: HIC and Chest Acceleration Values In Transport Canada 
Sled Tests. 

Contoured Padded Seat With Lap Belt 

Additional padding was used to increase the thickness of the seat back in order 
to reduce the severity of any head impact. However. the HIC values experienced by 
the dummies in this seating system for both impact modes tested, showed no 
improvement over the standard unaltered seat with lap belt. The chest accelerations 
also exceeded the threshold value of 60 g. Although the test film data showed that the 
contoured padded seats with lap belts reduced the neck extension substantially, they 
were not able to do the same with the HIC and chest acceleration values. 
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Less Aggressive Deformable Seat With Lap Belt 

This seat was designed to allow the top portion of the seat back structure to 
deform upon impact. and thereby absorb sufficient energy to reduce the head 
acceleration substantially. The test results of this seat suggested that the peak head 
acceleration was significantly lower and the chest acceleration was somewhat lower 
than that of the unaltered seat. However, the HIC value was essentially the same as 
that produced when impacting the unaltered seat. 

On the basis of the sled test results of the two improved forward facing 
seats (contoured padded seat and less aggressive seat) with lap belts, Transport 
Canada concluded that these seats were not effective in reducing the HIe 
values to acceptable levels. 

Rearward Facing Seat With Lap Belt 

This seating system produced the best results of all configurations tested. The 
resulting HIC value for the head-on and oblique impact modes were 275.6 and 309.2 
respectively. whereas the HIC values for the unaltered seat were 1,116.6 and 1,181.4 
for the same impact modes. This seating arrangement was also capable of reducing 
the chest acceleration values substantially in comparison to the values that the 
unaltered seat produced (from 58.9 g to 35.1 g for the head-on collision. and from 79.8 
g to 35.4 g for the oblique impact). 

Transport Canada concluded that the rearward facing seat was effective 
in reducing all injuries to acceptable levels, and it recommended that the rear 
facing seat should be the subject of further investigation and testing. 

Three-Point Restraint System (Lap-Shoulder Belt) 

The seat incorporated a lap belt and a shoulder belt. The sled test results 
indicated that restraining the upper torso by the shoulder belt of this three point 
system reduced the HIC value to acceptable levels. but it did not improve the resultant 
chest acceleration. It was evident from the sled test results that further research 
would be necessary to reduce chest accelerations to acceptable levels in three point 
systems. Transport Canada further emphasized that if three point lap shoulder belts 
were to be used with school bus seats. it was imperative that belts would have to be 
worn at all times. Otherwise any injuries to unrestrained occupants striking the seat 
back would be more severe than they would have been with an existing seat, because 
of the increased seat rigidity required for the mounting of a lap shoulder belt system. 

Transport Canada observed that ·three point seat belt systems have the 
potential to improve occupant protection, but further design work would be 
necessary by the bus manufacturers to reduce chest loading and' to determine 
if it would be necessary to strengthen the floor construction." 

Multi-Point Restraint System 

This seat system consisted of a lap belt and two shoulder straps. The sled test 
results showed that the HIC values for both head-on and oblique impact modes were 
within acceptable limits. However the chest acceleration values exceeded 60 g for 
more than three milliseconds. The other major concern of the system was that it 
permitted submarining of the test ATD. 
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Transport Canada concluded: "The multi-point system should not be 
considered further since problems were encountered with submarining. The 
system was judged to be cumbersome and difficult to put on and adjust 
properly. " 

Reward Facing Seats With Lap Belts 

The Transport Canada sled test results demonstrated that high-backed, reward 
facing seats with lap belts provide a substantial potential for increasing occupant 
protection during frontal and near collisions. Since a rearward facing seat is a 
rather novel concept, Transport Canada undertook a demonstration project to 
evaluate the seats under nonnal operating conditions [26, 27]. 

Demonstration Project Features 

The normal forward facing seating arrangement of three school buses were 
replaced by passenger seats that faced towards the rear of the bus. Three seat belts 
with emergency locking retractors were installed in every 39 inch seat. Seat height 
for the demonstration buses was increased by approximately 10 inches over that of 
standard seats in order to provide adequate head restraint for the seat occupants. Seat 
spacing was marginally closer than what normally exists on a regular bus. The three 
demonstration school buses were put into operation on regular school bus routes 
during the 1987 - 1988 school year. The bus routes combined both urban and rural 
settings, included highland and lowland areas, and a variety of Canadian road 
conditions. 

The demonstration project was evaluated through data and information 
obtained from a variety of sources, including surveys, questionnaires, and personal 
visits by the project researchers. The evaluation procedure relied on the following 
five sources: 

1. Students in kindergarten through grade 5 (under 11 years of age) 
who rode the demonstration bus took home questionnaires to be completed by 
their parents. The questionnaire provided an opportunity for both students 
and parents to express their opinions about the demonstration bus. The 
response rate was 50 percent. 

2. Students in grades 6 and higher (11 to 18 years of age) who rode the 
demonstration bus were given the opponunity to comment through self-
completed questionnaires. The response rate was 51 percent. 

3. Sixteen school bus drivers who had the opportunity to drive the 
demonstration buses were interviewed either by telephone or in person. 

4. Research staff took school bus rides in order to observe student and 
dri ver reactions. 

5. Transportation supervisors, students, drivers, and other people 
involved with the project were interviewed after the project was completed. 
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Demonstration Project Findings and Conclusions 

A problem with the rearward facing seats was passenger discomfon. Parent 
respondents to the questionnaire indicated that the school bus made their children 
feel sick at rates that were four times as great for the buses equipped with rearward 
facing seats (20.7 percent for the demonstration buses versus 5.2 percent for the 
regular buses). However, only 8.2 percent of the parents whose children were using 
the demonstration buses reported that feeling sick was a problem. Of the student 
respondents (11 to 18 years of age) 43.4 percent reported feeling sick on the 
demonstration bus, compared to 6.0 percent reporting the same while using regular 
buses. But, 20% of the demonstration bus group reported that feeling sick was a 
problem. The researchers observed that although there were some complaints of 
feeling ill, in most cases the students overcome the problem in a few days, and they 
seemed to be very adaptable to the new concept. 

Other problems that were cited by the student respondents (11 to 18 years of 
age) with relatively high frequency were uncomfortable seats (9%), insufficient 
space between seats (8%), and too high seats (6%). These problems were also 
confirmed when the research staff personally visited the sites and had discussions 
with the students. The demonstration bus seats were marginally closer than the 
standard regular bus seats but the perceptual effect of the increased seat height by 
25 cm (10 inches) seemed to give a feeling of decreased seat space. Funhermore, the 
installation of three seat belts in every 39-inch seat were uncomfonable for older or 
larger students. The researchers noted that modifications in seat spacing and seat 
belt positions could lead to positive reactions from older students and possibly 
increase their belt use. 

All sixteen drivers mentioned that due to the very high seat backs, they had 
some visibility problems when trying to observe traffic at the right side of the bus. 
Student discipline on the demonstration buses was normal. The drivers reponed that 
students' motion sickness was not a big problem, and they did not receive any 
complaints from their passengers. The study concluded that the school bus drivers 
generally coped very well with the demonstration buses, although they preferred 
the usual forward facing seats which allowed them to supervise the students better. 

There were two isolated instances where the demonstration bus was totally 
unacceptable to students. In one case a group of 25 students (grades 10 to 12) riding 
the demonstration bus complained of lack of leg room, uncomfortable seats, and 
dislike of rearward facing seats. The driver in this bus also had a great dislike for 
rearward facing seats. As a result the demonstration bus was replaced by a regular 
bus on that route. After talking to students and the driver, the researchers concluded 
that although the students had some complaints, they would have ridden the bus, had 
it not been for the driver's attitude who refused to listen to any more complaints and 
disliked the bus himself. In the other incident, a student simply did not like the 
demonstration bus and exhibited violent behavior. He was then accommodated in a 
regular bus. 

The belt usage rate for elementary school children was not known from the 
questionnaire sent to the parents of these children. The self-completed 
questionnaires of the older students revealed that 42.1 percent of them used belts in 
more than 6 of the last 10 trips taken. The drivers reponed that belt use rates for 
elementary school children was in the 90 to 100 percent range, and for the junior 
and high school children the rate was about 40 to 75 percent, except for one district 
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(Surrey, B.C.) where the usage was close to zero. But, the students of Surrey, B.C. 
reported seat belt use in cars with a mean of 9.4 times in the last 10 trips taken by 
them. The researchers stated that the same studenis' nonuse of seat belts in the 
demonstration bus indicated that "positive attitudes and high usage rates of seat belts 
in cars do not predict belt use on school buses". The older or larger students 
complained that the installation of three belts per 39-inch seat was uncomfortable. It 
was also pointed out that drivers' attitude towards seat belts and enforcement of their 
use were important factors affecting belt usage rates. The majority of the drivers 
indicated that seat belts were not necessary for safety purposes. Similar findings of 
high belt usage for younger students and the significant decline of belt usage for 
older students were also reported by the field visitors of this project. 

There was no instance of a belt used as a weapon. There were three instances 
of belts being knotted deliberately to prevent their proper functioning. The 
researchers recommended belts with emergency locking retractors. 

The self-completed questionnaires of the students revealed that they perceived 
the safety level of the demonstration bus to be higher (mean rating of 4.1 on a 5 
point scale) than that of the regular school bus (mean rating of 2.9 on the 5 point 
scale). However, 17-year olds were less convinced than younger children about the 
safety benefits of the demonstration. Parents who had the opportunity to examine 
the bus, liked the concept of rearward facing seats with seat belts. They felt that this 
arrangement would provide more protection in a head-on collision. 

Summarizing the discussion on the evaluation data -on the operational 
experience of the demonstration buses the Canadian researchers concluded: 

"... the rear facing seat with seat belt configuration was generally 
accepted by elementary and intermediate level students. With some 
modification as suggested by the students themselves, the seating arrangement 
could be made more acceptable to high school students. However, this would 
not guarantee an increase in seat belt usage by senior students who seem to be 
aware that school buses were already comparatively safe vehicles". 

A recommendation was also made that the Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standards on school buses should be modified to allow rearward facing seats. 
However, before any such modification is made, the seat back height and seat spacing 
should be carefully reviewed. Furthermore, benefits that could be derived from rear 
facing seats without seat belts should be investigated. 

REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE RESTRAINT SYSTEMS 

There is sufficient evidence (UCLA tests) to demonstrate that annrests, lap 
bars, and air bags either do not have the potential of improving school bus passenger 
safety, or require further development in order to be cost effective. Multipoint 
restraint systems are not a solution either, because of the submarining effect they 
cause, and the inherent operational difficulties associated with their cumbersome 
use. Contoured padded seats and less aggressive defonnable seats do not offer a better 
alternative to the unaltered (presently in use) seat, as the Transport Canada sled tests 
proved. The lap-shoulder belt, although dismissed by the UCLA tests, it performed 
reasonably well in the Canadian sled tests, which also proved that rearward facing 
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seats appear to have a very substantial potential in improving school bus safety. 
Therefore, these two devices merit some additional consideration. 

Lap-Shoulder Belt (Three-Point Restraint System) 

The three-point system appeared to produce more acceptable HIC values in the 
Transport Canada sled tests. However, the chest acceleration rate values did not fall 
below the acceptable threshold level. Moreover, this restraint system has been 
judged to cause more injuries to unrestrained passengers, because of the stiffer seats 
that the system requires. Taking into consideration this fact, a NTSB study [9] noted 
that one or more of the following changes might be necessary before lap-shoulder 
belts can be installed in large school buses: 

Federal standards setting performance requirements for school bus seats may 
have to be amended to allow stiffer seats, thus reducing the benefits of 
"compartmentalization" . 

The shoulder portion of lap/shoulder belts must be attached to a point other 
than the frame of the school bus seat, so that excessive loadings would 
not occur (but no other location seems obvious). 

A Federal standard for lap/shoulder belt anchorages applying to school buses 
would have to be developed. 

It is evident from all currently available research that the lap-shoulder belt 
(three-point restraint system), in its present state of development, does not provide a 
viable alternative solution to the lap belt. 

Rear\vard Facing Seating System 

On the basis of the Canadian experience, it appears that rearward facing seats 
on school buses can contribute to further safety improvements. The Transport 
Canada sled test results established that rearward facing seats generate HIC and chest 
acceleration values that are not only well below the threshold limits, but also well 
below the values generated by any other forward facing seat, with or without seal 
belts. The operating experience of three school buses with rearward facing seats in 
Canada did not suggest any significant problems regarding the adaptability and 
acceptability of this seating system. However, further research is necessary, if 
rearward facing seats, with or without belts, are to become standard school bus 
equipment. With the present state of knowledge, rearward facing seats should not be 
considered as a feasible alternative to the forward facing seating system. Further 
experimentation with rearward facing seats is certainly worthwhile and it should be 
encouraged. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SEAT BELT EFFECTIVENESS 

The lack of sufficient data. that has been mentioned repeatedly in previous 
chapters. makes the estimate of a school bus seat belt effectiveness very difficult. 
However, to derive a quantitative measure of any possible benefit or harm that the 
installation of seat belts in school buses may generate, such an estimate is necessary. 
The Transportation Research Board committee that investigated the subject. assumed 
an overall seat belt effectiveness that ranged between zero and 20%, without 
providing any justification for this choice. Using this effectiveness range, and 
further assuming a 50% usage rate, TRB estimated that seat belts will save each year 
nationally up to 1 fatality. up to 48 incapacitating injuries, up to 238 non
incapacitating injuries and up to 665 possible injuries. Given these statistics, and a 
$43 million total cost of equipping all Type I school buses with seat belts, the TRB 
committee concluded that seat belts on school buses would not be cost-effective. 

Instead of estimating an overall effectiveness range, seat belt effectiveness is 
considered to be variable in this study, and depending on the impact modes that a 
school bus may experience in an accident, as well as the severity level that the school 
bus occupants may sustain. A major advantage of a variable rate of effectiveness is 
that the obtained estimates are much more accurate. Furthermore, seat belts may 
improve safety under a given set of circumstances, but they may reduce it, if those 
circumstances are altered. Variable rates of effectiveness have an additional major 
advantage, since they are capable of incorporating into the analysis these trade-offs. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the methodology used to derive variable seat 
belt effectiveness rates and generate these rates on the basis of the available 
evidence presented in previous chapters. 

SEAT BELT EFFECTIVENESS BY IMPACT MODE 

School bus occupant fatalities and injuries are caused by accidents involving 
either impacts (front end. side. or rear end). or rollovers. Rollovers mayor may not 
be preceded by an impact. There is also a small number of accidents where no 
impacts or rollovers are involved. For example, a school bus may run of[ the road 
and eventually stop without colliding or rolling over, but its occupants may be 
injured from the uncontrolled motion of the bus. The accident statistics that are 
available from previous studies and which were presented in Chapter 4 can be used to 
estimate the effectiveness of seat belts for each accident category. 

Fron tal Impacts 

The bus and sled crash tests that were conducted in this country and in Canada, 
revealed that in frontal impacts belted school bus passengers experienced higher HIC 
values than unbelted passengers. There is a considerable amount of variation among 
the results that the various tests produced. Although the UCLA tests measured higher 
head accelerations for a belted dummy, no serious or harmful injuries were 
considered to result from the restraint. The NHTSA sled test results showed higher 
HIC values in most of the belted dummies, but all the values were within the 
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acceptable threshold value of 1,000. The NHTSA sled tests also revealed that some 
harmful loadings occur on the throat and spine of the unbelted dummies. The 
Transport Canada tests predicted severe head injuries for belted passengers, although 
the highest HIC value experienced by an unbelted dummy in the Type I bus was 731. 
Transport Canada's second series of tests showed HIC value of higher than 1,000 for 
the belted dummy in the current bus seating system, but in this case no unbelted 
dummy was tested in the same sled test, making any comparison impossible. 
Transport Canada's crash tests were also criticized by researchers on several 
grounds. 

Most of the experimental studies investigated direct frontal impacts. The 
possibility of an unrestrained aisle seat occupant being thrown in the middle of the 
bus during an angular impact, and the chances of getting injured by contacting seat 
legs, stanchions, etc. was ignored. Any possible benefit from using seat belts in these 
cases was not discussed. It is reasonable to expect that in angular frontal impacts, 
"compartmentalization" will not contain those seated at aisle seats, and seat belts can 
provide them with additional protection. 

It is evident that although there exists a considerable amount of controversy 
over the validity of the crash tests' injury predictions and conclusions, the 
experimental studies suggest that seat belts may not provide additional benefit to the 
school bus occupants, and may even expose them to additional injuries. The 
"compartmentalization" effect generated by FMVSS 222 compliance has been judged 
to provide adequate protection to school bus occupants in frontal impacts. 

Overall, seat belts do not appear to be effective in frontal 
impacts. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the device may be 
negative in a number of accidents of .this type. 

Side Impacts 

The experimental evidence on this type of impact in rather limited. The 
Thomas Buil t crash tests were criticized for the inappropriate seating positions of 
belted and unbelted dummies. The UCLA crash test researchers concluded that 
additional protection could be afforded to school bus occupants by seat belts in a side 
impact collision. A UCLA Trauma Research Group researcher who investigated school 
and other bus accidents said that in side impacts "The occupant may be catapulted 
from his seat to strike the edge of the seat across the aisle, or the opposite side 
interior, or the floor. Injuries incurred include bruising, abrasions, lacerations and 
simple fractures of the lower extremities to deeper lacerations and more complex 
fractures of head/face. Injury frequency data is not available, but the clinical in
depth studies indicate that these injury patterns are most common for low speed 
collisions. "[ 14] These observation were based on pre-1977 buses, but. the body 
mechanics of passengers in side impacts would not change significantly, if post-1977 
buses are involved. 

The NTSB study of 43 large school bus accidents concluded that a lap belt would 
not provide upper torso restraint to the passenger. Hence passengers would remain 
free to strike one another when seated together, and also to strike windows when 
seated at the window seat. However, the NTSB study noted that the belted passengers 
would not be thrown into the next row of seats or into the aisle. 
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It is evident from the limited number of available studies that during side 
impact accidents seat belts can provide substantial additional protection to school bus 
occupants. A belted passenger seated at the window seat may suffer some injuries 
even if he/she is belted. However. a seat belt can prevent further injuries by not 
allowing the passenger to be thrown out of the seat. The current closely spaced. high 
back seats contain passengers in frontal or rear impact accidents but provide 
practically no containment during side impact. 

Overall, seat belts can provide substantial additional 
protection, and they will be highly effective in side impact 
accidents. 

Rollover Accidents 

The UCLA crash test investigators said that additional protection would be 
provided to school bus occupants in upset collisions. provided that the extrication 
process is perfected. NTSB's study of crashworthiness of large post-standard buses 
identified that in a collision rollover. it is the primary impact and not the rollover 
motion. that was the primary cause of casualties. However. in a non-collision 
rollover. the rollover dynamics was the major cause of injuries. Discussing the 
motion of lap belted passengers in rollover accidents. NTSB said that the passengers 
seated away from the side on which the bus would come to rest would gain additional 
protection for not sustaining the ground impact. But. the passengers seated on the 
other side. would not be protected. as they would be able to contact the windows and 
side walls. 

The Texas accident investigations identified eight fatalities that might have 
been caused to passengers who were thrown around within the bus in rollover 
accidents. A UCLA researcher noted that "when a rollover occurs. the injury 
patterns reflect those found as a result of lack of restraint within a seat. as well as 
full and partial ejection through collision openings and through windows or window 
openings." There is sufficient proof to establish that an ejected passenger sustains 
more severe injuries. Even in the NTSB study. which argued that seat belts were not 
needed in school buses. 15 passengers were ejected. of which nine received serious or 
critical injuries. four sustained moderate injuries. and two minor injuries. Although 
the windows of school buses are partitioned and ejection is difficult. passengers have 
been ejected partially or fully in real world school bus accidents and suffered 
fatalities or serious level injuries. The moment a passenger is ejected. the 
possibilities of suffering further injuries are increasing substantially. The UCLA 
researcher found that "... an ejected (non-restrained or non-contained) bus occupant 
has a potential exposure to critical on fatal injuries of greater than 80 percent (i.e .• 
he has a four in five chance of critical or fatal injuries)." Ejections, commonly a 
phenomenon which occurs in rollovers, demand special consideration due to the 
extreme severity of the injuries associated with them. 

Seat belt opponents have been expressing concerns that in rollover accidents 
the belted passengers may suffer additional injuries as they are hanging up-side
down from their seats. The proponents of seat belts argue that the belted passengers 
would be better off hanging from their seats rather than being thrown around 
inside the bus contacting every possi.ble hazardous point and sustaining injuries. 
Expert medical opinion appears to concur with the proponents. Medical professional 
associations favor seat belts in school buses and are not concerned with injuries to 
belted passengers dangling from their seats. The recent United Airlines' Flight 232 
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accident in Sioux City, Iowa provides evidence that supports the arguments of the 
proponents. Although aircraft should not be compared with buses, passengers 
hanging by their seat belts up-side-down in the sections of the airliner that did not 
fail structurally, walked away from the crash site uninjured, even though the plane 
tumbled several times at a very high speed. 

Overall, seat belts can provide substantial additional 
protection, and they will be highly effective in rollover 
accidents. 

Rear Impacts 

In rear impact collisions seat back height constitutes the major factor of 
protection, because the occupants' primary contact is with the seat back. NHTSA's sled 
tests suggested that the major consideration in detennining seat back height should 
be the whiplash of the head over the top of the seat back in rear impacts. The 
authors of this report support the TRB study recommendation to increase the seat 
back height to 24 inches (the current federal standard is 20 inches) above the 
Seating Reference Point (SRP) in order to provide additional protection in rear 
impacts. Seat belts may add some protection in containing the passengers in angular 
rear impacts, but no significant benefit should be expected. 

Overall, seat belts will not provide meaningful 
additional protection in rear impact accidents, but they will not 
increase the injury potential either. Their effectiveness is, 
therefore, neutral for this type of accidents. 

DETERMINATION OF SEAT BELT EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS 

On the basis of the review of all available research on the subjects of seat belt 
behavior and accident causes on school buses, seat belt effectiveness factors were 
developed for fatalities and injury accidents by type. 

Fatalities 

The available research suggests that fatalities are primarily caused at the 
proximity of the point of impact. In severe impacls, inlrusion may occur, and in 
rollovers, partial or full ejection may lake place. Passengers sustaining fatal injuries 
in cases of severe intrusion and crashing of the roof at their seating location will not 
benefit from seat belts. But, a severely injured passenger in rollovers, side impacts 
or prior to ejections may sustain fatal injuries due to being thrown around within 
the bus or out of the bus. NTSB's and UCLA's studies [5, 6] proved that ejection is 
dangerous and it does happen, though rarely, in school bus accidents. The Texas 
study also proved that over 50 percent of the fatalities caused by rollovers and 
impacts could have been prevented by seat belts. The Texas study also indicated that 
seat belts are a substitute for discipline, saving an additional 25 percent of the total 
fatalities. Seat belts can prevent some fatalities in rollovers, ejections, side impacts, 
and also in lack of discipline related mishaps. Seat belts on the other hand, may in 
frontal impacts convert some severe or critical injuries to fatal injuries as it was 
inferred by the NTSB study. 
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The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing fatalities was 
determined rather conservatively to be in the range of 2S to 3S 
percent. 

Injuries 

To determine seat belt effectiveness in preventing or reducing occupant 
injuries, incapacitating (A level) injuries were of major concern because of their 
potential to inflict permanent disabilities (e.g., loss of sight, inability to walk, etc.). 
The experimental studies predicted higher HIC values for belted passengers in 
frontal impacts. It is recognized that the "comparunentalization" afforded to 
passengers by the current seating system provides adequate protection, and seat belts 
may cause additional injuries. In angular frontal impacts seat belts can provide some 
protection to the aisle seat passengers. The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing 
incapacitating injuries in frontal collisions was determined to be in the range of -20 
to 5 percent. In side impacts and rollovers, except where intrusion is the major cause 
of injuries, belts can provide substantial protection, as it was demonstrated in the 
previous section. The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing incapacitating 
injuries in side impacts and rollovers was detennined to be in the range of 40 to 70 
percent. In rear impacts seat belts would be of minor importance. Considering the 
facts that in direct rear impacts a passenger may suffer higher HIC values during the 
rebound, and that in angular rear impacts a passenger seated at the aisle seat may be 
contained within the seat if belted, the effectiveness of seat belts in preventing 
incapacitating injuries in rear impacts was determined to be in the range of -5 to 5 
percent. 

Non-incapacitating (B level) Injuries are caused by rather minor impact 
forces. TRB's analysis of New York State accidents (1980 - 1986) revealed that 53 
percent of these injuries are contusionslbruises, 30 percent minor bleedings, and 16 
percent abrasions. Containment of passengers within the seat can provide additional 
protection for these types of injuries. Therefore, seat belts are considered to be 
effective in all types of accidents to prevent non-capacitating injuries. However, the 
effectiveness of seat belts in preventing non-incapacitating injuries in frontal 
impacts was determined to be in the range of -10 to +20 percent with the 
understanding that some belted passengers sustaining non-incapacitating injuries 
in a front end collision involving substantial impact force may suffer additional bead 
injuries because they are restrained. In rear impact generated non-incapacitating 
injuries there is no problem with the rebounding of a belted passenger. Therefore, 
the effectiveness of seat belts in preventing non-incapacitating injuries in rear 
impacts was determined to be in the range of 0 to 20 percent. For side impacts, 
rollovers, and other accidents seat belt effectiveness for non-incapacitating injuries 
was determined to be the same as it is for incapacitating injuries. 

Regarding possible (C level) injuries, TRB's analysis of New York State data 
revealed that 78 percent of these injuries are mere complaint of pain, 17 percent are 
"none visible", and the remaining 5 percent are unspecified. These injuries are for 
all practical purposes insignificant and irrelevant in comparison with the other 
injuries discussed above. Seat belts may prevent some of these injuries, but they may 
also cause some of them either in accidents or because they were misused by the 
passengers. Determining the effectiveness of seat belts for these injuries is of no 
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consequence. Therefore. no determination of seat belt effectiveness is made for 
possible injuries. 

The effectiveness of seat belts in preventing injuries varies 
according to accident and collision type, and it was determined to 
be as indicated in Table 19. 

Accident Type Seat Belt Effectiveness 

Incapacitating Non -incapacitating Possible 

Front End 
(with no rollover) -20 to 5 -10 to 10 * 
Side 
(with no rollover) 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
Rollover 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
Rear End 
(with no rollover) -5 to 5 o to 20 * 
Others 40 to 70 40 to 70 * 
(non-collision, 

non-rollover) 

II< No inference on effectiveness is made 

Table 19: Seat Belt Effectiveness by Accident and Injury Type. 

SEAT BELT ACCIDENT REDUCTION POTENTIAL IN NEW JERSEY 

The derivation of the quantitative impact that seat belt installation in all 
school buses will have in the State of New Jersey was performed by a six step process 
using facts obtained from the literature and this study team's own determination of 
parameters. Ranges are provided for most parameters, so that a sensitivity analysis 
can be performed. The details associated with each step follow: 

Step 1: Seat Belt Usage 

The percent of students that are going to be using seat belts, if school buses are 
equipped with them, is a critical parameter. Obviously, a zero percent use rate will 
not have any differential impact on safety, while a 100 percent use rate will generate 
the maximum possible impact. As it was stated in Chapter 5, a 75 percent average seat 
belt usage rate can be expected. Usage rates of 50 percent and 100 percent are also 
used in the computations to represent respectively a most pessimistic and an ideal 
scenario. 
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Step 2: Accident Base 

Before estimating fatality or injury reductions or increases, the number of 
expected fatalities and injuries on which seat belts will have an effect (accident base) 
has to be known. As it was demonstrated in Chapter 3, in the State of New Jersey 0.33 
fatalities may occur in an average year. The estimated total school bus passenger 
injuries per year are 360. of which 18 are incapacitating injuries, 90 non
incapacitating injuries. and 252 possible injuries. 

Step 3: Injury Frequency by Accident Mode 

Since seat belts have a different effect depending on accident type. a 
distribution of accidents is needed to perform the calculations. On the basis of the 
Texas school bus accident experience. a distribution of injuries by accident type was 
produced and it is presented in Table 20. The incapacitating injury column of this 
table is a modification of Table 5 with the difference being that the unknown 
injuries of Table 5 were now distributed among the other accident types. The 
nonincapacitating injury percentages are estimated on the basis of the remaining 
literature. 

Accident Type Percent of school bus passenger injuries 

Incapacitating Non-incapacitating Possible 

Front End 29 35 no 
Side 38 30 inference 
Rollover 26 20 on 
Rear End 2 1 0 distribution 
Unknown IS 

(Pres u rna bly made 
non-collision, 
non-rollover) 5 5 

Total	 100 100 

Table 20:	 Expected School Bus Occupant Injury Distribution by 
Acciden t Type 

Step 4: Seat Belt Effectiveness 

The effectiveness of seat belts was discussed at length in this chapter. The 
factors used are: 

For fatalities:	 25 to 35 percent. 

For injuries:	 Factors depend on injury type according to Table 19. 
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Step 5: Injury Distribution by Accident Mode 

Since the effectiveness rates depend on accident type, the number of total 
accidents in the state has to be distributed among the various accident types also. The 
information provided in steps 2 and 3 can be used to generate an estimate of the 
number of school bus passenger fatalities, incapacitating, and non-incapacitating 
injuries that can be attributed to the various accident modes. 

The number of fatalities per year is 0.33. Since it is a very small number, and 
only one overall range of effectiveness rates was determined, fatalities are not 
distributed among the various accident types. The number of injuries that can be 
expected to occur during an average year in the state are distributed by accident type 
as indicated in Table 21. 

Acciden t Type No. (percent) of Future Annual School Bus 
Passenger Injuries in New Jersey 

Incapacitating Non-incapacitating Possible 

Front End 5.22 (29%) 31.50 (35%) Not 
Side 6.48 (380/0) 27.00 (30%) distributed 
Rollover 4.68 (26%) 18.00 (20%) by 
Rear End 0.36 (2%) 9.00 (10%) accident 
Others type 
(non -collision, 
non-rollover) 0.90 (50/0) 4.50 (5%) 

Total 18 (100%) 90.00 (100%) 252 (100%)
 

Table 21: Estimated Number of Occupant Injuries by Accident Mode
 

Step 6: Determination of Seat Belt Accident Reduction Potential 

The estimates of fatalities and injures that can be prevented or reduced by seat 
belts in the state of New Jersey during an average year are computed" using the 
information provided by Steps 1, 4, and 5, and the following formulae: 

Fatalities that may be prevented = Total no. of fatalities x 
Percent of belt use x Percent of belt effectiveness 

Injuries that may be prevented = Total no. of injuries x 
Percent of belt use x percent of belt effectiveness 
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Fatalities That Can be Prevented by Seat Belts 

Table 22 determines the number of school bus passenger fatalities that may be 
prevented by seat belts during an average year in the State of New Jersey. If the 
mid-range of the estimate is used. and a 75 percent seat belt use rate is assumed. 0.074 
fatalities per year will be saved. This is equivalent to saving one life every 13 years. 
Under the most pessimistic assumption (lowest end of effectiveness and a 50 percent 
use rate) 0.049 fatalities per year will be saved. or one life every 20 years. Ideally 
(highest effectiveness and 100 percent use rate). 0.099 lives per year will be saved. or 
equivalently one life every 10 years. 

Total no. Belt No. of fatalities that may be 
of fata Belt effect prevented or reduced by seat 
Ii ti e s usage iveness belts. 

Total Mid range 

0.33 50% 25-35% 0.041-0.058 0.049 
0.33 75% 25-35% 0.062-0.086 0.074 
0.33 100% 25-35% 0.082-0.099 0.099 

Table 22: Future Fatalities to Be Prevented by Seat Belts in New Jersey 

Injuries That Can be Prevented by Seat Belts 

Table 23 determines the number of school bus passenger lDJunes that may be 
prevented or reduced by seat belts in an average year in the State of New Jersey. 
Using the mid range of the estimates and a 75 percent use rate. about 5 incapacitating 
and 21 non-incapacitating injuries should be prevented annually. Under ideal 
conditions 9 incapacitating and 40 non-incapacitating injuries should be prevented. 
Under the worst case scenario. the incapacitating and non-incapacitating injuries 
prevented will be approximately 2 and 8 respectively. The effectiveness of seat belts 
is not determined in this study for the 250 possible (C level) injuries that take place 
during an average year in the state. Overall. there should not be any significant 
difference in the number of possible injuries with or without belts. However. by the 
10th year of implementation when the seat belt program is fu]]y operational. and 
provided that use is rigorously enforced. even a considerable number of possible 
injuries may also be prevented. 

In summary. if seat belts are insta]]ed in all school buses operating in this 
State. fatalities and injuries will be reduced. The overall number will be small, but 
approximately 22 percent of the fatalities, 27 percent of the incapacitating injuries 
and 23 percent of the nonincapacitating injuries will be prevented. These reduction 
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rates will materialize provided that the seat belt use rate is about 75 percent, and this 
is a very realistic assumption under an appropriate attitudinal and enforcement 
climate. 

Belt No. of injuries that may be prevented or 
usage reduced by seat belts 

Incapacitating Non-incapaci tating Possible 

Total Mid range Total Mid range 

500/0 1.95-4.49 3.22 8.32-19.80 14.06 No 
75% 2.93-6.73 4.83 12.48-29.70 21.09 estimate 
100% 3.91-8.97 6.44 16.65-39.60 28.12 is made 

Table 23: Future Injuries to Be Prevented by Seat Belts in New Jersey 
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CHAPTER 9
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

SUMMARY
 

School buses are without any doubt the safest mode of transportation. 
Furthennore, a greater proponion of school bus pupil fatalities occurs outside 
rather than inside the vehicle. However accidents do happen and pupils 
continue to get injured or killed in the interior of the bus. Requiring the 
installation of seats belts in all school buses will improve the vehicle's overall 
safety perfonnance. as it was calculated in detail in the previous chapter. The 
benefits from the installation of seat belts will not be very significant, because 
the fatality and injury base that seat belts can affect is very small. In addition, 
the estimation of factors that were used in the derivation of seat belt 
effectiveness was rather conservative. An argument can even be made that 
justifies seat belts in terms of their cost effectiveness. Seat belts will cost the 
taxpayers of this State about $1 million per year. In return, approximately 
0.074 fatalities. 5 incapacitating injuries. and 21 nonincapacitating injuries 
will be prevented per year. Without placing a dollar value on the life of a 
child. or the cost of medical care until recovery (or for life in some instances). 
and given the conservative nature of the estimates. the money appears to be 
well spent. It has been estimated that many environmental and occupational 
safety and health regulations cost between $7 million and $132 million per life 
saved [31]. Seat belts on school buses will be at or below the lower end of this 
range. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON SEAT BELTS 

Since seat belts were found to be effective. it is recommended that both 
Type I and Type II school buses should be required to be equipped with seat 
belts in the State of New Jersey. 

It is obvious that seat belts can be effective only when they are used. 
Therefore. it is further recommended that seat belt use for all occupants 
(students, monitors, drivers. teachers, parents) is also mandated in all buses 
that are equipped with seat belts. Simply installing seat belts without 
mandating their use will be a waste of resources. 

Because of technical problems, the retrofitting of eXlsttng school buses 
with seat belts is undesirable. Seat belts should be introduced into the State's 
school bus fleet gradually as the fleet is renewed. It is recommended that seat 
belts should be required on Type I school buses purchased after the effective 
date of the Bill that will establish that requirement. The requirement of seat 
belt use on Type II vehicles and the seat-belt equipped vehicles already in 
service should be effective immediately 

The seat belts required should be of the lap belt type. Although this 
type of belt may provide less protection than some alternative restraints. the 
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technical and operational problems with these alternatives more than cancel 
out their additional benefits. 

Since no stands exist that specify how seat belts should be installed in 
Type I vehicles. the specifications for anchoring them should be the same as 
those followed by the manufacturers when installing them in Type II buses. 
The National Coalition for Seat Belts on School Buses recommendations on belt 
color coding. matching buckles. etc that were quoted on page S9 should also be 
followed in order to make the use of seat belts easier and minimize their 
misuse. 

Seat belts are safety devices and their use should be treated with the 
seriousness they deserve. Their use should be strictly enforced, just like the 
use of protective equipment in sports events that students participate. 

Parents. principals. teachers. transportation coordinators, mechanics, 
and drivers have to cooperate if seat belts are to be effective. Parents should 
be informed and asked to remind their children to "buckle up" when they 
leave home in the morning. Principals should establish seat belt programs 
ranging from evacuation drills to insure that students can exit the bus in an 
orderly manner during an emergency. to policies on penalties to students that 
refuse to use their belts. Teachers can contribute by urging their classes 
before they are dismissed after the last period that they should "buckle-up" 
when they get on the bus. Transportation coordinators should educate their 
drivers and mechanics on the benefits of seat belt use. Mechanics should pay 
as much attention on seat belts as they pay on other safety features of the bus 
such as its brakes or mirrors. Drivers should be reminding their students to 
"buckle-up" often. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 

The installation and use of seat belts. will obviously not eliminate 
fatalities and injuries completely. although a small step will be taken in the 
right direction. The progress of research on rearward facing seats should be 
followed closely. The concept has the potential of improving further the 
safety of school buses. and when conclusive results are available supporting 
its use. New Jersey should adopt it also. New Jersey has provided in the past a 
leadership role in highway safety (e.g., the Jersey barrier). It can do the same 
again by conducting evaluation experiments with buses equipped with 
rearward facing seats. similar to those conducted in Canada. The cost will be 
relatively small, but the potentia] benefits could be very substantial. They 
may provide the next substantial step towards improving school bus safety, 
and generate benefits similar to those achieved by the 1977 standards. 

The fatalities and injuries occurring outside the bus are tragic and 
unjustifiable. and measures should be taken to reduce them. Monitors will be 
effective. but they are very costly. Mechanical gates, electronic sensors, video 
monitors. STOP arms, and better driver training are all alternatives for 
monitors but much less effective. This problem deserves more attention and 
study than seat belts. When the seat belt issue is settled, both proponents and 
opponents of seat belts should concentrate their efforts in improving safety 
on the outside of school buses. The authors of this report found that all groups 
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are genuinely interested and concerned with school bus safety, no matter 
what their stand on seat belts was. When these groups of energetic individuals 
join their forces, the only possible outcome can be better protection for our 
children which are our society's most precious resource. 
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A 2326 

INTRODUCED FEBRUARY 29, 1988 

By Senator RAND 

APPROVED NOVEMBER 9, 1988 

Chapter 152, 1988 

AN ACT directing the Office of Highway Traffic Safety in the 
Department of Law and Public Safety to conduct a study on the 
safety of using seat belts in certain public school 
transportation vehicles, and making an appropriation. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 
State of New Jersey: 

1. The Office of Highway Traffic Safety in the Department 
of Law and Public Safety shall conduct or cause to be conducted 
a study on the safety of the use of lap seat belts in all Type I and 
Type II school vehicles as defined pursuant to R.S. 39: 1-1. 

This study shall include: 
a. A comprehensive review of crash testing research; 
b. Commentary and supported opinion on the accuracy and 

reliability of the current body of research including, but not 
limited to, the 1984 Transport Canada crash testing study which 
was conducted by Arvin Calspan Industries of Buffalo, New York; 

c. The efficacy of the United States Department of 
Transportaion's Highway Safety Manual volume 17, also known 
as "Standard 17"; and 

d. Recommendations as to the required use of lap type seat 
belts for large Type I school buses and smaller Type II school 
vehicles. 

2. Within nine months of the effective date of this act, the 
Office of Highway Traffic Safety in the Department of Law 
and Public Safety shall make a report of its findings and 
recommendations thereon to the Legislature, the 
United States Department of Transportation's National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, the National Transportation 
Safety Board and the National Safety Council. 
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3. Prior to the submission of the report pursuant to section 2 
of this act, a preliminary report by the Office of Highway 
Traffic Safety in the Department of Law and Public Safety shall 
be reviewed by the Department of Transportation and the 
Department of Education. Commentary and supported opinion by 
the Department of Transportation and the Department of 
Education shall be included in the report submitted. 

4. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the 
Department of Law and Public Safety $35,000.00 
to effectuate the purposes of this act. 

5. This act shall take effect immediately. 

TRANSPORTAnON 
Motor Vehicles 

Directs the Department of Law and Public Safety to study and 
report on whether use of seat belts in school vehicles is harmful 
or beneficial to passengers; appropriates $35,000. 
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The purpose of this appendix is to present some additional school bus accident 
statistics. Its contents are as follows: 

Pages 99 to 102: National school bus accident statIstIcs by state for 1986 and 
1985. Similar data for 1987 were presented in Table 6. 

Pages	 103 to 106: New Jersey school bus accident statIstIcs as reported by the 
Department of Education for School Years 1986-87 and 1987-88. Page 103 
is a repetition of Table 8. 

Pages	 107 to 108: New Jersey school bus accident statIstIcs as reported by the 
Department of Transportation for calendar years 1986 and 1985 by 
County. 

Pages	 109 to 129: Detailed New Jersey school bus accident statIstIcs by 
municipality for 1986 as reported by the Department of Transportation. 
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ACCIDEIT 'ACTS IDITIOI 19a& 
------------------------_.---_. 

ADOAL PUPIL TOTAL PUPILS ACCI.I PUPIL IlL I PUPIL 111./ 
BUS IILAGE TiUSP. BUS I1JUiEO IILLIOM IILLIO. 1000 TWSP. 

STATB VEHICLES (000) DAILY ACC. flB.-IlLE VlR.-KILI PUPIL 
... ...........................--_.... ........._--------.----_._.---_._._----_._--_._._--_.-._---._----_.-----_ __ 

1 -ALABAU T,048 54,000 403,181 312 IS 5.a 1.1 0.1 
2 !LUU 650 T,100 40,000 95 13.2 
3 -UItOI! 194,519 101 ao O.f 
4 -UUISAS 4,233 3T,&00 2&5,91& 230 4& &.1 1.2 '.2 
5 -CAL IFOilr U 15,088 174,&34 881,541 1, TH 591 1.3 2.2 I.T 
I -COLORADO 5, IT9 43,153 U3, &40 299 81 1.9 1., I.f 
T_COnECTICUT 215,491 '40 90 0.4 
a »ELAYAlE,
-DIST. OF COL. 

1,174 
151 

16,011 
2,000 

U,043 
1,415 

15 
55 

IT 
0 

4.T 
32.5 

5.4 
0.0 

1.1 
0.0 

10 -FLOUD! 8,610 138,980 144,185 '38 311 5.T 2.2 0.4 
11 -GEOiGU 10,0%8 90,150 814 ,8U 191 149 11.0 2.8 0.3 
11 -ulAn 169 6,781 38,900 
13 -IDAHO 1,001 19,918 111 ,000 135 19 5.a 1.0 0.2 
14 ILLINOiS- 189, T34 2,414 176 0.3 
15 UDIANA- 10,522 58,436 14T,101 156 lOT 14.6 1.1 1.2 
16 -IOVA &,811 61,516 248,368 500 81 8.0 1.3 0.3 
IT -UISAS 
18 -nnoclY 

5,H4 
6,144 

45,236 
76,645 

158, "6 
453,1OT 

248 
514 

21 
IT5 

5.5 
11.5 

0.5 
2.3 

1.1 
'.4 

19 -LOOISUU T,U9 65,108 57& ,516 TTT 301 11.9 4.6 0.5 
20 -IAlIE 2,399 29,436 165,183 191 44 5.5 1.5 0.3 
21 -IHUArD 4,915 T6,2T5 442,387 1,0&5 2T 14 .0 0.4 1.1 
11 USSACBUSETTS- 50T,035 1,0&0 119 0.3 
13 IICHIGH- 13,HO 114,145 164,293 30 1 0.3 0.0 0.0 
24 -IIlnSOTA 10,500 116,03 131,214 Tn 5.1 
25 -IISSISSIPPI 5,100 39,14T 359,435 381 59 9.6 1.5 0.2 
2& -IISSOUiI a,U! 58,534 451,090 132 IT4 &.4 La 1.4 
21 -IOlTAI! 1,321 IT,016 58,&43 14 T 4.3 0.4 0.1 
U -IIBRASU 3,H2 30,5ZT 56,151 123 30 4.0 1.0 0.5 
U -lEVAn! 519 12,491 55, IT4 51 1'5 5.0 1.1 '.3 
30 -nv BAIPSBIi& 1,941 12,4&& 9&,3T1 166 U 13 .3 1.2 '.3 
31 -nv HiSEY 12, &28 130,436 519,004 582 202 4.5 1.5 0.3 
31 _lEV IAIleO 2,056 19,525 131,081 233 31 11. 9 1.& '.2 
33 -ltV Ton 1,l5a,O&3 U& 2&1 0.2 
34 -IORTS CAlOLIIA 
35 -IORTH DAlOT! 

13,002 
1,8TT 

115,1&5 
25,516 

TU,4" 
49,015 

1,168 
2& 

572 
4 

10.1 
1.0 

4., 
0.2 •••0.1 

36 _OHIO - 1,310,1&0 1,354 311 0.1 
3T -OlLASOU &,40T 58,245 U&,3U 42' 10 T.3 1.0 '.1 
38 _OIlGOK 
39 -PlnSTLYAIU 

4,556 
19 ,814 

43,110 
243,153 

2U,a" 
1,381,331 

343 
I,T52 

10 
110 

T.' 
1.1 

0.1 
O.T 

•••
1.1 

40 -DODE ISLAID 
41 -SOUTS CjlOLU! 
42 soon DUOTA-

5,9U 
1,2T9 

53,150 
8,555 

441,384 
41,311 

196 
T5 

519 
29 

12.5 ,., 
3.4 

I.f
I.' 

43 -TUlissn ',3T3 14,011 556,484 131 148 13.0 2.3 0.3 
44 TIDS- Z4,500 lIZ ,000 1,000,000 1,221 551 5.T 3.1 0.1 
45 -VT!B lU,1I9 102 1 0.0 
4& -noolT 
4T -VUGUlA 9,312 13 ,03t T25,333 186 153 1.3 1.0 0.1 
U -VASIIIGTOI 384,62T 310 U '.1 
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UIUU PUPIL TOTAL PUPILS ACCL/ PUPIL 111./ PUPIL 111./ 
BUS IILAG! tiUSP. BOS I1JOiiD IILLIO. lILLIO. 1000 nusp. 

STAn VEHICLES (OOOj DULY ACC. "R.-MIL! VER.-KIU PUPIL 
_____________ . _____ .. __________ .. __________________ . __ .•••_--------._---_._-----------------------.--------- ___e. ,U UST YliGUlA 1,994 39,182 185,650 565 11.0 0.1 '.0-

50 -VISCOISII 6,U9 13 ,508 464,548 86& 140 11. 8 1.9 0.3
 
51 -nOlllG 1,560 14,910 .0,191 34 19 1.3 1.3 0.5
 

OS TOTAL 350,000 3,400,000 21,600,000 18,000 13,000 8.1 6.8 1.1 
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ACCIDE'T FACTS EOITIOM 1985 
---_._------....._.._._-_ ..... 

1IIUAL PUPIL TOTAL PUPILS ACCI./ PUPIL UJ./ PUPIL I1J./ 
BUS nLAGg TiANSP. BUS UJUUO IILLrOV IILLIOJ 1000 TUISP. 

sun VEHICLES (0001 DAILY ACC. VEa. -rILE VEa.-ULE PUPIL 
---_....----_...-....----_......... -----_....._---.......-_...._------_. __ ...._----._._-_.-._---_._._-----------

1 -ALABAU 51 ,105 386,139 258 9T 5.0 1.9 0.3 
2 _!LASU 600 ',200 39,000 114 11.2 
3 -nrzou 3,316 35,1(5 199,986 199 12 5.6 1.0 0.4 
4 -nUNSAS 4,180 39,428 263,US 230 5' 5.8 1.4 0.2 
5 -CALIFOUU 11,248 2H,555 861 ,549 1,282 286 5.2 1.2 0.3 
i -COLORADO,

-COIMECTICUT 
8 DELAVAU,

-DIST. OF COL. 
10 -FLOUDA 

4,686 
1,252 

144 
, ,18' 

15,&32 
2,0'3 

243,000 
11 ,043 
2,600 

T38,OO' 

20' 
188 
II 
58 

519 

3', 
6 

24 

5.8 
18.0 

0.4
I.' 

0.1 
0.1 
2.3 
0.0 

11 -GgOiGU 9,413 803,390 969 230 0.3 
1% -HAWAII '35 , ,314 38,048 36 10 4.9 1.4 0.3 
13 - IDAHO 1,OO~ 18,989 120,000 99 1% 5.2 0.& 0.1 
H - ILLUOES 15,'91 180,000 894,'48 2,485 215 13.8 1.5 0.3 
15 - INDUNA 8,619 59,529 663,834 128 0.0 2.2 8.2 
16 -IOU 6,841 62,829 253,031 511 41 8.1 0.' 0.2 

l' -U'SAS 
18 -unocn 
19 -LOUISIANA 
20 -Uln 

',29' 
',511 
2,280 

11,548 
65,83' 
26,680 

462,204 
583,959 
161,OO~ 

941 
Til 
148 

148 

"3 

13.2 
10.8 
5.5 

2.1 
1.1 
0.1 

0.3 
0.1 
1.1 

21 -IUYLUD 4,880 11,940 444 ,222 1,032 U 14. 3 0.3 0.0 
22 -USSACBUSETTS ',2'9 66,613 512,259 1,010 143 15. 3 1.1 0.3 
23 -nCHIGU 
24 -IIXKESOTA 
25 -IISSISSIPPI 

9,913 
5,300 

90, ITO 
42,801 

'00,000 
358,388 

615 
211 

185 
12 

1.5 
6.3 

2.1 
1., 

0.3 
0.2 

26 -IISSOUiI 9,241 96,119 453,662 599 193 &.2 1.0 1.4 
2T -10NTANA 
28 -UBlASU 
29 -UVADA 
30 -WEV aUPSHIiE 
31 -lEV JUSEY 

1. 320 
3,622 

814 
1,82' 

12,600 

l' ,U' 
31,139 
11.218 
10,193 

120,000 

63,108 
61,42' 
55,1" 
94,482 

628,412 

55 
153 

52 
190 
513 

4 
14 
15 
59 

206 

3.1 
4.9 
5.5 

11 .6 
4.8 

0.1 
0.4 
1.3 
5.5 
1., 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
1.1 
'.3 

32 -lEV rAIICO 2,021 23,330 130,&91 IiI 14 6.9 0.& '.1 
33 In YOil- - 1,9",009 611 111 0.1 
34 -lonB cnOLIXA 
35 JOUH DUOT! 

12,815 
1,891 

110,511 
25,484 

125, '31 
41,281 

1,246 
39 

513, 11. 3 
1.5 

5.5 
0.3 

0.1 
0.1 

3& _OHIO 
37 -OlLAHOIA 
38 -OUGOI 

14,314 
5,395 
3,812 

153,10' 
58,509 
39 till 

1,319,505 
295,&54 
215,150 

1,1&5
3"
330 

US 
212 

13 

10.9 
&.4 
1.3 

1.5 
3.& 
0.3 

t.l 
0.7 
0.1 

39 -PEUSYLVUIA 19,521 230,112 1,545,995 2,011 142 8.T 0.& 0.1 
40 - lEOOE ISLUD 1,&52 15,119 103,192 10' 13 1.0 0.' t.l 
41 -SOUTH CAlOLIU 5,941 59,SS' 438,11' 134 311 13.9 6.5 o.t 
U -SOUTH DllOTA 
U -nlnssu &,3&4 fa, '03 569,900 55' 113 t.& 1.& •. ! 
44 -TillS U,481 941,110 I,UO 316 '.3 
45 -UUB 
4& -VllIon 
4T -VliGIIIA ',042 19,500 120,984 199 119 8.8 1.5 •• Z . 

U -VASBIIGTOf &,005 il,OU 311,11' 248 50 4.1 0.1 1.1 
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UlOAL POPIL TOTAL POPILS ACCI./ POPIL UJ./ PUPIL 1IJ./ 
BOS riLAGE TiUSP. BOS I1JDUD rr LLION fILLIOK 1000 TWSP. 

sun VEHICLES (000) DAILT Ace. VIS. -rIL! VlB. -fiLl PUPIL 
--------------------_._--------.----- .._._--------------------------.-.--------_._----.---------_..-.-----------

49 nST VliGUa %,941 31,338 %9%,061 690 %9 18.5 0.8 0.1-
50 VISCONsn 6,859 13,801 46%,34T 541 8.T 0.0 0.0-
51 -VTon.G I, %89 13,014 41,32% 52 3 4.0 0.2 '.1 

OS TOTAL 340,000 3,400,000 %%,100,000 29,000 5,500 8.5 1.6 0.% 
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SCRoot BUS ACCIDIIT IIPOIT 
DIYISIOJ OF FIJAICr 
BUIEAU 0' PUPIL TIAISPOITATION 
IgW JURSKJ STATK DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

I U8&-BT 

REPOiTABLE DAMAGE AND INJURY IMCOLVrlC 

,
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I

,
: ::: PUPIL : KIIOI:: : :TYPR OF OnKISBIP: COLLISIOR VITI :: :: ASSOCUTIOI : 
: : TOTAL :PIOPKITY: 'IJUIY : PUPIL:: : :-----------------:----------------------------:IUI: 01: :-----------------: 
: : I OF : DAUGR :II KlCRSS: INJURY : BUS :IIOTOIIST/: : : : :on/IIORl: RR: :'I1RD:OFF : BOARD: : 81roiK : Ann : 
: COUITY :ICCICRNTS: ONLY : OF t15 :UXDKI SI5:DIIYKI:PRDKSTIIAI:FATAL:DIST.:COWT. :S.V.:VRRICLRS:TIAIN:BICYCLR:OBJRC:IOAD:ACCIDRNT:OTBII:IIT. BUS:LIY. 101: 
' ' : ' ' 1 '----------'-----'-----'------:----'--------: : : ' ' ' ' ' I 

l-lTLAITIC 15 : 9 10 6 4 T 2 10 5: 2 1l: -: -: 2
 
2-BIIGII IT : 5 U 6 3 4 - 3 14: 9 15
 
3-IOILIIGTOI 19 : 1l IT 6 3 9 - U 2: 8 U: -: -: 1
 
4-CAIDII 30 : 4 8 2 & ,- Z3 7: 5 19: -: -: 1
 
5-C1PI lAY 4 : Z - - 1 - - 2 Z: - l: -: -: Z
 
I-COIBIILUD , : - 1 - 3 I - & 1: 1 5: -: -: 1
 
T-15511 3 : 3 2 1 1 - - I Z: 3 3
 
I-GLOOCISTII 15 : 8 30 9 5 ,- 19 6: 4 23: -: -: 2
 
'-IODSOI
 

10-101'11001 13 I - - 1 1 - 10 3 1 11 - - 2 
11-lnCIi 21 5 3 4 1 2 - 14 T 2 1& - - 3: -: I: 1 

,lZ-IUDLI SEI 14 4 IS 18 4 5 2 15 9 13 20 - - -: 1: -: 3 
:13 -IOIlOOTI 39 T 1& 11 9 T % 35 4 12 35 - 1 1: 1: -: 1 
'U-IOIlIS 31 I 3 12 5 T 1 %0 9 13 U - - 5 

IS -OCIAI 45 13 Z0 10 & 10 1 43 2 13 39 - - 3: %
 

Ii-PASSAIC I - 3 4 - 1 - 4 4 2 8
 
IT-SiLn 8 1 I - 1 I - 5 3 1 T
 
II-SOIKISET 15 I 3 % 1 1 - 11 5 8 14: -: -: 1
 
1'-SOSSII & 3 - - - - - 3 3 3 5: -: -: 1
 

,20-01101 '2 I 5 % % - 4 5 3 T: -: -: 1
 
: %I-lUlU & 4 4 I - 1 - 1 5 3 4: -: -: %
 

:-----------------------------~------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

l' TOT AL : 351: tol: 1&1: 11%: 5&: 13 :.8 : %56: 98 :t01: 301: -: I: Z8: 6: 4: 10: -: 3 :
 
:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:

.'ATALITIIS - 2 PUPILS 

I 5 DII'IIS or OTIII 'IRleLIS
 
I 801 01 BICYCLE
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SClooL BUS aCCIDIIT IIPOIT
 
DIYISIOI 0' 'IIAICI
 
101lAU 0' PUPIL TRAMSPOITATIOI
 
IIV JUISIJ STATI DKPARTWIIT OF IDUCATIOI
 
19'&-81
 

101-iRPOITABLI DANACI AND INJUIT INCOLVIIC 

1 I1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
: ::: 11101:: :TTPH 0' OIURSRIP: COLLISIOM VITH :: :: ASSOCIATIOI : 
: : TOTAL :PlOPKin: PUPIL:: :---- -------------: ------ ----------------------: iUI: 01: :-----------------: 
: : '0' : DAUCI : UJuar : BUS :IfOTOIIST/: : : :on/llou: II: :'IIID:O" : lOUD: : BlFOU : '"Ki : 
: CODITT :ACCICIITS: ONLT :UIDII SI5:DIIVIR:PIDISTIIAI:DIST.:COIT. :S.V. :VIBICLIS:TRAII:BICTCLI:OBJIC:ROAD:ACCIDIIT:OTHIR:IWT. BUS:LIV. HU~:,---------- 1 ---,-- 1 1 , ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 , 

l-nLAITIC 13 3 - - - 10 3 3 10
 
1-lIlGlI 10 3 - - - 5 5 5 10
 

I3-IOILIIGTOI 45 1 - - - 39 6 13 3& : - , - 11 8 
I4-ClIDiI 41 - - - - 36 5 1 31: - 1 - 1, 4
 

5-CAPIIAT 4 - - - - 4 - I 3
 
, 1 1'-CUUIILAID • -_ , - - - 8 - I 1 - 1 - 11 1
 

'-ISSII 5 - - - 3 2 4 3 ' 1 - 1 
I - ,

I I
 
I-CLODCISTlI U, 2 - - - 25 3 4 25: - ,1 - I

I 2
 
!-IODSOI 3 - - - - 3 - - 3 

10-101TIIDOI lZ 3 - - - 8 4 I 9 - - 3
 
11-WIiCIi 32 3 2 I 1& 8 25
- 1& - I & 
lZ-IIDDLI SII 3& I - - - U , 14 31 - - 5
 
13-IOIIIOUn 3& 1 - - - 3Z 4 11 31 - - 5
 
14-101l1S 38 , - - - 3Z & , 30 - 5 : 2
-
IS-OCRAI U 3 - - - 4& - 5 31 - - 9 
15-PlSSUC 14 I - - - 13 I 4 11 - - 3 
U-SnD I I - - - 8 - 2 1 - - I 
II-SOIl15lT lZ - - - - 8 4 5 10 - - 2 
U-SOSSII 5 1 - - - 2 3 - 5 

11O-U1I01 20 4 - - - If 3 1 - I& 15 : - 1 5 ,:U-IUIII 5 
I 

I 
2 - - - I : 4 I 3 : - 1 - I ZI 

.-------------------------- ------------------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------1  

I 
I- I

•I TOT AL , UI : U: 1 : - ,1 I : 345 : 1& : 102 : 348 : - ,
1 I : &5: 4 : 1 3 : - 1 2 : 

:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

-.. '04 .. 
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SCIOOL BUS ACCIDKNT REPOIT
 
OI'ISIOl 0' 'llAMCI
 
8011&0 0' POPIL TIANSPORTATIOI 
III JURSEI STATK DEPARTMENT OF KDOCATIOI
 
1"'-88
 

JOI-REPORTABLE DAKAGE AND IIJURI IICOLVIIG 

,-.----_._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,1 

:
, 

::: rINOR:: :TYPE OF OVURSBIP: COLLISION VITa :: :: &SSOCIATIOI :' 
: : TOTAL :PIOPKRTY: PUPIL:: :-----------------: ----------:------------------: RUI: 01: :-----------------: 
: : I 0' :DAUGR : IUOII : BUS :MOTOll STI : : : :oUlllon: Ii: :PlIKD: OFF : BOARD: : nFOlK : APTII : 
: COUITI :ACCICERTS: OWLI :UWDER SI5:D1IVEI:PEDEST1IAJ:OIST.:COWT. :S.V.:VRBICLES:TIAII:BICTCLK:OBJEC:IOAO:ACCIOKIT:OTHKI:EMT. BUS:LEV. BUS:
1 , 1 1 , , , , , , ' 1 1 1 1 1 ' , , 

I-ATLAITIC 15 3 - - - 15: -: -: 5
 
I-BlIGII 10 I - - - 5: 1: 3: 9
 
3-IOILIIGTOI 10 I - - - 5: 3: 3: 10: 11
 
4-CIIDII 13 - - - - 10: 2: -: 13
 
5-CIPl In I I - - - I: -: -: I
 
5-COIIIILAID 3 3 - - - 3
 
7-ISSII 2 2 - - - 2 - - 2
 
I-GLOUCESTER 1 & - - - 8 - - 1: -: -: I
 
'-IODSOI 3 3 - - - 3 - - !: -: -: I
 

II-IOITIIDOI IT 2 2 - - 9 8 1 18: -: -: 2
 
1l-IlICIi 4! - - - - 31 3 13 4!
 
U-IIDOLI SKI 31 5 - - - 23 & 4 21
 
13-101I00T8 38 3 - - - 34 - 3 32
 
14-IOIIIS 11 5 - - - J6 I 2 IT
 
15-OCIIi 3 - - - - 2 2 I 3
 
II-PISSAIC 1 - - - - 2 -! 2
 
IT-SiLII 3 2 - - - 1 I I
 
II-SOIlRSIT 5 5 - - - 2 I I
 
U-SOSSII & I - - - I 5 -: 5
 

,%0-01101 U 6 2 - - II 1 -: 10 
:11-1&1111 10 I - - - & I I: 8 

:---------------------------_...._------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: TOT AL : 251 : 50 : 4: -: - : In: 42: 41: 201: II: 2: 9: -: I: -: -: I : 
:-----------------------_._------_._--_.._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
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SCRooL 8US ACCIDINT REPORT 
OIVISIOI or FINAICK 
BUIBAU or POPIL TRAISPOITATIOI 
JIV JURSIY STATK DKPARTMENT OF KDUCATIOI 
191T-88 

REPOITABLK DAMAGE AND INJURY IMCOLVING 

:--------------------------------------...._---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
: ::: InOR:: : :TYPK OF OVURSHIP: COLLISION VITa :: :: ASSOCIATIOI : 
: : TOTAL :PIOPKRTY: PUPIL:: : :-----------------:----------------------------:101: 01: :-----------------: 
: : 'OF : DAUGI : I1JUIY : BUS :IOTOIIST/: : : : :ONK/IOU: II: :FIIKD:OFr : BOARD: : BKFOU : UTII : 
: 
, 

COOITY :ACCICIITS: 
, , 

OILY :UNDEI SI5:DRIVKR:PKDISTIIAI:'ATAL:DIST.:COIT. 
, , , , , , 

:S.V.:VERICLKS:TIAIN:BICYCLK:OBJKC:IOAD:ACCIDBIT:OTBII:KMT. BUS:LKY. BOS:
' 1 , , , , , , , , , 

l-lTLAlTIC 15 12 : I: 3: 8: 1: 14: 1: 1 
I-BIlGRN 4 1 : 1: -: -: -: 3: 1: 1 
3-BOILIIGTOI 18 13 : 5: 4: 4: -: 12: 5: & 
4-CAIDEI 3 2 : 5: 1: -: 1: 3: -: 1 
5-ClPI In 5 3 : 3: -: -: -: 5 
I-COIBIILAIO 1 1 
Y-IS511 15 2 3 - - - 14: -: 6 
I-GLOOCISTII 4 3 6 - - - 3: 1: 1 
'-IOOSOI & 2 1 - - - 4 

IO-IOITIIDOI II II - - - - 11 
11-IIiCIi 21 & 8 - 2 - 11 15 9 
U-IIDOLI SKI U 1 1 - - - 14 6 6 
13-10'.00T8 15 4 3 2 1 - 10 4 5 
14-IOIIIS 3& 19 3 - - - 19 15 3 
IS-OCIAI 35 II 20 2 4 - 35 1 3 
II-PASSAIC 8 3 IT 2 2 - 4 4 3 
U-ULII 5 T 3 - - - 2 2 1 
II-S01115lT 10 15 10 3 1 I 13 9 9 
I'-SOSSKI 8 3 3 1 - - - 8 4 

,10-01101 5 5 3 - - - 3 3 1 
:21-111111 3 3 1 - - - 1 3 1 

:----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------,
rOT AL : 260: 133: 103: 18: ZZ:.3 : 111: 81 &I: -: -: -: -: -: _: _: _: _: 

:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
.rATlLITIES - 2 POPILS
 

1 PASSIIGII OP OTRKI VRRICLI
 

.------
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------------------------------------------
SUKKARY OF KOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 

FRON 01/01/86 - 12/31/86
 
TYPE OF YEH.: SCHOOL BUS
 

I ,,------------------------------------------------------------------,, I 1 I, JUKBEi OF ACCIDENTSI I I 
I:SR. : ------------------------------------ ______ 1I I 

'NO. : COUNTY I ALL 1 FATAL : INJURY :PROP. DAKAGE:I 1 ___ : ___________________ ---______ 1______ ---:---______ 1 ____________ 1 

1 I ATLAHTIC 32 0 I 8 24I 

2 BEaGEN 142 o : 37 105 
3 BORLIJlGTON 57 1 : 14 42 
4 CAKDEN 64 o : 16 48 
5 CAPE HAY 11 o : 2 9 
6 CUKBERLAND 28 o : 12 16 
1 ESSEX 116 1 : 43 T2 
8 GLOUCESTER H o : 10 32 
9 HODSON 66 o : 19 41 

10 BONTERDON 19 o : 6 13 
11 KERCER 62 1 I 22 39 
12 KIDDLESEX 124 0 40 84 
13 HonOOTH 101 0 31 TOI 

l( HORRIS 80 0 23 51 
,15 OCEAN 59 0 21 38 
16 PASSAIC 58 0 20 38 
17 SALEK 8 0 3 5 
18 SOKERSET 35 0 13 22 
19 SUSSEX 34 0 8 26 
20 : ONION 65 0 19 46 
21 : WARREN 13 0 1 6 

I -----------------------------------------------------------_._---
: : 1216: 3: 374: 839 : 
1 ----------------------------------------------- ,I , 

Source: Bureau of accident records, Nev Jerse, DOl 
Report no. 15 - accidents by 'ehicle type 
July 22,1988 
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SUKKARY OF KOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC ACCIDEWTS 

FROK 01/01/85 - 11/31/85
 
TYPE OF VEH.: SCHOOL BOS
 

1 1 

I I 

: : : 1I0KBER OF ACCIDENTS : 
:Si.: :------------------------------------------: 
:110.: COOIlTY : ALL : FATAL : INJURY :PROP. DAUGK: 
: 1 1 : 1 : : 

: 1 ATLANTIC 32 : 0 13 19 :I 

: 1 BERGEIl 156 : 0 51 lOS : 
: 3 BURLINGTON 49 : 0 10 19 : 
: 4 CAKDEN 13 0 25 48 : 
: 5 CAPE KAY 7 0 3 4 : 
: 6 CtlKBERLAND 28 0 9 19 : 

1 gSSgx 106 I 34 11 I 

8 GLOUCESTER 35 0 13 11I 

9 BODSON 56 0 11 45
 
10 BONTERDOIl 20 0 I 8 12
 
II WEaCER 55 0 : 19 36
 
12 KIDDLESEX 115 2 : 36 17
 
13 KOIIKOUT8 134 1 : 35 98
 
14 KOiRIS 85 I : 16 58
I 

,IS OCEU 48 0 : 23 25 
:16 PASSAIC 52 : 0 : 21 31 
:17 SALEK 4 0 : 1 3 
:18 SOKEaSET 42 0 : 16 26 
:19 SOSSEX 15 0 : 11 14 
:20 UIIION 15 0 : 19 56 
:21 WARREN 9 I 0 : 2 1 II 

:----------------------------------------------------- ------------: 
: : 1206: 5: 396 805 : 
1 1 

I I 

Source: Bureau oC accident records. Nev Jersey DOT 
Report no. 15 - accidents by yehiele type 
hreh 23,1981 
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SOKkAiY OF KOTOi VEHICLE TiAFFIC ACCIDKKTS
 

FiOK 01/01/86 - 12/31/86
 
TYPE OF VEB.: SCHOOL BUS
 

:------------------------------------------------------------.._--------_._._---------_._----------------._.--_.._-_._._._-_._._--------: 
I :, :, :, Of ACCI, IIVOLVING INJUiY ,: 'OF ACCIDENTS :COLLISION TYPE(IIJ. 1 FATAL iCCI.) : 
I

I :FAT-:IMJ-:------------------..-..······:······.······ :-- : 
: 
I 

COUITY t CITY :AITY:OiY: 1: 2: 3: 4:5 l iBOVE:FAT.:IIJ.:PDO :TOTAL:SD :AN :10 :SPV:Sro:LT :PID:PC lOT : 
1•••••••• _ •••• : •••• _._._ •• _ •••••• __ •• _.1 __ •• :._•• 1__ ._: :_ ••• :_•• _: __ ••••••• : •••• : ••••••••• 1._••• 1••• 1••• : •• _: ••• 1••• 1••• ' ••• ' ••• ' ••• 1 

l-ATLUTIC	 I-ABSECON f: : :: :: 2 2 ':
 
2-ATLUTIC : : :: :: 1 1 : .
 
3-BUEUBOiO 3: : I 1 :
 
4-BUXA VISTA TVP, 4:: 2 3
 I 

5-KGG HAiBOi TVP. 4 2: 8 11
 
6- FOLSOK BOiO : 1 1
 
'-GALLOVA Y TVP.: 3 3
 
8-BUILTOW TVP.: 3 3
 
9-LINDVOOD 2:' 1
 

10-LOMGPOiT BOiO: 1
 
ll-NOiTHFIELD 10: 1 (10 'I. . 1
 
12-PLEASANTVILLE 3: 2 3
 

,13-VERUOi : 1 1
 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------_._---------- -------------- ------ ...._._._._.._._---_._._.'I	 I 

: TOT AL	 : -: 26: 2: %: 2: 1: : .: 8 24: 32: 2 2:·:·: 2 : 1 : 1 : • : • : 
1••••• • •••••• _. __ ••• •• __ • • • •• • •	 1 

I	 I 

LEGErD :  SD SUE DliECTION Spy STiUCI PAilED VEHICLE PED PlDESTlUJ 
AX ANGLE SPO STiUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PIDAL CYCLI 
&0 HEAD ON LT LEFT fUi» FiOK OPPOSITE DliECTIOM OT orBll 
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:------------------------------------------------------._------------------------------------------------------.------------------.......
 
I I 
I I :, :, :, OF !CCI. INVOLVING INJun,: t OF ACCIDEns :COLLISION TYPE( UJ. l PAUL !ccq : 
I I 
I I :F!T-:liJ- '----···---·---------·--------:--------------------:--------------_._--_.._-----_.-.•.•: 
I I 
I COOJTY I CITY 'Aln:un I: 1: 3 4:5 l ABOVE:FAT, :m. :PDO :TOTAL:SD :AN :BO :SPV:SPO:LT :PlD:PC :0': 

____ :_. __ 1________ I _________ : ____ t ___ .: ____ : _____ ' ___ : __ .I ___ : ___ :.__ 1. __ :_ •• 1._.1 ••• :
'._-----------,-----------------_._----

I-BUGU 
I 

I-!LLENDAL! BORO 
-- -- ----

I I ,
I 

I 
I
I · ,

I 
I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I I I 

I 

II-HPIU BORO 1 I 
I 

I I I I • I 
I I I I I I

3-BEiGENFIKLD BORO 1 I 1I I I I 

4-CLOSTER 80RO 3 3 I I 
I 

5-CRESSlILL BORO 3 3 ,I I 
I I 

5-DUlon BORO 1 1 I I 
I I 

'-ELKYOOD PARI BORO 1 I
 
8-EAST RUTHERFORD BORO 1 1
 
9-EURSON BORO 1 1 1
 

10-EMGLBVOOD 3 1 5 Z 
I1-ENGLEVOOD CLIPFS BORO: - Z 2 

lIZ-FAIR LAVN BORO 6 2 1 4 6 2
 
13-FAIRVIEV BORO 2 I 2 3
 
14-FORT LEE BORO 1 1 5 6
 
15-PRAJILIV LAIES BORO 3 3
 
IS-GLEN ROCI BORO 1 1
 

• I17-SACBMSACI 3 7 
18-BARRINGTON PAil BORO 3 3 
19-BASBROUCI BEIGHTS 3 3 
ZO-SAVOiTH BORO I I 
II-BILLSDALE BORO 1 1 1 I 2 - I _ 

,21-LITTLE FERRY BORO 1 I I 1 3
 
:13-LODI BORO Z 1 2 5 7
 
:14-LTiDBUiST TVP. 1 1
 
:H·UBYAB TVP. 2 2 ' 2 1 4
 
:2S·10NTVALE BORO 4 4
 
:27-IEY IILFORD BORO 2 2
 

I:28-0AlLAID BORO Z 1 3 4 I 

,:29-0iADELL BORO 2 2 1 1 3 1 
I

, 
:30-PARAIOS !ORO 10 3 2 6 13 19 1 • I 

:31-PAil iIDCE BORO 1 I
 
:32-RAISKY 90RO 3 3
 
:33·iIDCEPIELD BORO 1 3
 
:34·RIDCKFIELD PAil VILL, 1 1
 
:35-RIDGEYOOD VILLAGE 1 3
 

• I:36-RIVEa EDGE BORO 1 1 
I

I 

• I:3T-RUTBERFORD BORO 1 1 
:38-SADDLK BiOOl TVP. 2 I 
:39-SADDLK RIViR BORO 1 1 
:40-TunCl TVP. 2 8 10 2 ,· ,:11-TINAfLT BORO Z 2 , 

• I:42-UPPKR SADDLE RIVER 1 1 
• I _ 

I •• 
I:43-VALDVICI BORO 1 1 I ' 

I I. f 
• I • I I:f4-VlClOfF TVP. 1 3 Z 

-.-----_.-.-------_._---._-----_.-_..---.---.....•........ -_._ ........•.....................•........-.......•.••......•....._....... I 

,
 
TOT AI. : -: 49 : 25: 6: 4 : -: : .: 35 102: 137 :14 :14 : Z 1: 1 : . : . : 1 : • : 

-_ _._--_ - ~ _-_.- .._----.._--.---_._-_._.-. -_ ..-.-_ .._----_ __ ._-.-_ - _--.--_ - - _.--_ ..........•• ,
 

, , n 
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·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
•	 :, : t :, OF ACCI. nVOLVIIG IMJUiY t: t OF ACCIDUTS :COLLISIO. TTPE( IlL l FAUL ACCI.1 ' I 
I :FAT-:IMJ-:---- ------------------------:--------------------:----------------------------------I 

COUITY CITY :AITY:UiY: I Z: 3: 4:5 1 ABOVE:FAT.:INJ.:PDO :roTAL:SD :AI :&0 :SPV:SFO:LT :PID:PC :OTI 
1	 

____ : : 1 : ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 ' _____ 1 ' _	 1 
1	 ,-------------1-----------------------

3-BUiLIIGTOI 1 I-BOiLIWGTOM I 1	 1t t 

I-BUiLINGTON TOY. I I	 I 2I I 

3-CIINAIINSON TYP. 1 I	 1 11 1 
I 14-EVESHAJ TYP.	 2 10 13t I 

I
5-LO~BnTON TYP.	 I 2 2 

I&-IANSFIELD TVP.	 1 11 
IT-IAPLE SHADE TYP.	 1I 

8-UDFOiD TVP.	 I 6 6t 

I 1 I9-KOOiES TOil	 I 1 2I 

10-KOUMT BOLLY TYP.	 I Z 21 

lI-rOUXT LAUiEL TYP.	 I 5 6t 

1%-PE.BEiTO~ BOiO I
I 4 4
 

'13-iIVEiSIDE TYP. I 1 1
I 

14 -SHUOMG TVP. 1	 I I 1I 

IIS-SOUTH HAIPTOM TVP. 6	 t 2 2
 
I
16-SPiIMGFIELD TVP. Z	 I 1I 

IT-TABEiNACLE TYP.	 I
I I 
I18-YEST AIPTON TYP.	 2I
 

119-YILLIMGBOiO TVP. I 4
I 

_.------------------------_._.-._-----_._------_...._-------_._._--- ------------._._----_._------------------------------- --- --- ---'I 
TOT AL	 : 1: 18: 6: 4: -: I : 1: 11 : 41: 53 : 6 : 2 : 3 : - : - : - : - : 1 : - : 

.._--------------------_._.--- ... ----_ ...-------_ ....--------_._---------------_._------_._----_._._---------------------------_._._---: 
L1GEXD :- SD SUE DIiECTIOX Spy STiUCI PAilED VEHICLE PED PIDISTiIAI
 

U ANGLE SFO STiUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PlDAL CYCLE
 
BO HEAD OM LT LEFT TOiN FiOl OPPOSITE DliECTION OT onn
 

,,,
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,.
 

, 
,---------------------------.-.-------------.---------._----------_.----------------------------------------------------------·-·-···-•• t 

:: :, :, :, OF ACCr. IIVOLVIIG I1JUiT ,: 'OF ACCI DENTS :COLLISIOI TYPE (IVJ. 1 FATiL ACCr.} : 
:: :FAT-:IIJ-I----- •• ----.----.-----.------:--.----------.-.--.-:-------------.---------------.-••••: 
: COUITY: CITY :UTJ:UiT I 2: 3 : 4:5 1 ABOVE:FAT.:m.:PDO :TOTAL:SD :AJ :BO :SPV:SFO:LT :PlD:PC :01: , • .'_._ •• • ,_ •• _, 1__ ._1 ' ' 1__ ._1._._1 ._' , , 1 , ' __ .1 , I ,I 

"	 I I t I • ·--1--· 
4-CAIDEI :	 I-BUiIJGTOK BOW: : : : 2 2 - : • 

2-BELLUVi BOiO: : : 2 2 - : • 
3-BEiLIXrVp. : 2: I 2 -:. 
4-CAKD&K : 1: 4 5 I : 
5·CBEin BILL TYP. : 11 11 • , • 
&-CBESILHUiST BOiO : I I 
T-COLLIlIGSYOOD BOW 4I: 2 2 2 
8-GIBBSBOW BOiO I • : I 1 
9-GLOUCESTER : ' I I 

IO-GLOUCESTKi TYP. I ': & T
 
ll-BADDON TYP. : 2 2
 
12-HADDONFIELD BOiO : I I
 
13-LAUiEL SPiINGS BOlO : 1 I
 
H-LAYKSIDE BORO I ': I
 
15-MUGOLIA BORO : I I
 
16-0AlLYM BOiO I 2
I 

IT-PEliNSAUUN TYP. I (T 'I 2 3
 
IS-PIllE BILL BORO 2 2
 I 

19-50KEiDALE BOlO	 I I - .', 
,I20-STiATFOiD BORO	 I I ,,21-VOOiBEES TYP.	 2 1 , 
I12-VATKiFOiD TYP. 2	 I 3 4 I 
I 
I 

13-iIXSLOY TVP. 11 I (T 'I 5 3 8 , 2	 
1 

----_.---••• -_._._._-- •• - •• _ •• ------.--- ••• ---. __ ._._- __ e. • • • __ ._ ••_._._. • --------------- ------------ ••• , 

TOT AL	 : -: 31 : IG: 2 I I, -'I : -: IS : 48: 63: 8 : 3 : 1 : - : 2 -: - : I : - : 
. I! ______________ ._	 _. ._.._ __ .. --_·-------------------···-1 

UGnD :- SD SAn DIUCTIOK SPY STiUCI PARIED VEHICLE PED PEDlSTlUI
 
AI ANGLE SFO ST1UCI FIlED OBJECT PC P£Dl~ CYCLE
 
80 BEAD OM LT LEFT TU1N FRO. OPPOSITE DIRECTION OT OTUi
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,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
;: :, :, :, OF ACC!. IXYOLVIXG IUUiT ,: 'OF ACCI DENTS :COLLISIOV TYPi( UJ. 1 FATAL iCCr.) I 
I 

:: :FAT-:IMJ-:---· ------------------------:--------------------:---------------------------------- 
I COUITY: CITY :AITT:OiY: 1 1: 3: 4:S 1 ABOVE: FAT. :IMJ. :PDO :roTAL:SD :U :BO :SPV:SFO:LT :PED:PC lOT 
:-------------:--------_.__ ._----------:---- ----:-_.- --_.:----:._--:---------:----:----:----:-----:---:---:---:-_.:---:-_.:---:._-'--

5 C,pl) .IY I 1- LAuEIl TUP. I I I I I I I I l' 1 I I I I , I , I 
: ·aD A I I" I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , , 

: 1-KIDDLE TVP. : : ::: ::: 2: 3: : : : : : : : 
: 3-0CUX ::: :: ::: %: 1: : : : : : : : 
I 4.OPPEi TVP. I I I I I I I '3 1 3 I , , I , , 1 ,

I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 , , , I , I1.-_ _------_.. _-_ __ .-._----.._. __ .- ----------- . .. . __.. . ._._. ._. .._. _ 
I 

: TOT AL : 1: 1:: : -: 2: 8: 10:·: 1 : • : - : 1 : - : • : 
,._.-_._----------_.--_.-._------_..-_ .._-_._-_ .._-----_.--.-.._----------_....__ ..._._---_._-_._--_ ..__ .-------_...__.-._-----------_.
I 

LEGEIO :- SD SAn DIUCTIOM Spy STiOCI PARIED VEHICLE PID PlDISTiUI
 
AM AMGLE SFO STiUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PlDAL CYCLE
 
BO BEAD OX LT LIFT TURX FiOK OPPOSITE DliECTIOX OT OT8I1
 

, , ') 
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1 _ 

I -------------------------------------------------------------------------_·_-------~I 
I 
I :, :, , OF ACCI. INVOLVING INJUiT,: , OF ACCIDENTS :COLLISION TYPE(INJ. 1 FATAL ACCI.,: 
I, :FAT-:INJ ------------------------:--------------------:-------- -------------------------~: 
: counT CITT :AITY:UiY Z: 3: 4:5 1 ABOVE:FAT. :INJ.:PDO :TOTAL:SD :AN :80 :SPV:SFO'LT :PED:PC :0': 

____ 1  ____ '. '. , __ •••_. __ ' •• __ ,_._.' •••• '_._ •• ' __ .' ••• ' ••• ' ••• ' •••••• '_•• ' __ I :, ,,------------- ------------------------ t If' I , I I I I. I. -.--_ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , •,, 6-CUKBEiLANO: I-BRIDGETON TVP. : z I I I I 1ft I 'I I I I - I _ t ,
,
I I I " I I I 1 I I' I I I I •
, 2-COKKERCIAL TVP. , I I I t I I I I 'I I I I - I -' , , , 3·KILLVILLE , I I '" 3' 3 I ". I I , ' 

I I 'I I I I I I I I I I t - I _ I 
I I I I I . I .. I I I I I" I, , Z I, 4-UPPER DEERFIELD TVP. , I " I t I I It I I I' I - f - t • ~ ,

, S-VINELAND ~, " ,. 9' 10' 19' " I " II : II 'I 'I I t I I t I I I I - , - I - : 

:-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------...' 
,, TOT AL • " 13', 7', 3 I - - " 10 '. 16', 26 I 3 I 5 ' - - , • 1 I - , .' :I I •I I I I I I I , I I I - I 

:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.: 
LEGEND :- SO SUE DIRECTION SPV STRUCK PAiKED VEHICLE PEO PEDESTiUI
 

AN ANGLE SFO STRUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PEDAL CYCLE
 
KO HEAD ON LT LEFT TURN FROK OPPOSITE DIRECTION OT OTHER.
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:, :, :, OF ACCI. I1VOLVIIG I1JUiY ,: , OF ACCIDEns :COLLISIOI TTPi( IIJ. l FATAL ACCr.) : 
:FAT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------:-----------------------------------: 

1 
1 

2 & 1 
1 1 
4 11 1 
3 4 2 

2 
3 3 1 
2 10 1 

I3(&1+9'1: - 10 14 6 
I 1 1I 
I 
I 2 1 2 •I 
I 1 3 1 - I _ 
I I 
I 1 I 
I I 
I 
I 1 •I 

1 (39'1: 8 - : 1 
•......... -- ----------------_ -_ .. ------_._._-------_._.----------------- -_._ --------------- -----------------------,ti
 

TOT AL : 1 :116 : 18 : 10: 5: 1: : 1: 40 : 70 : 111 :16 :13 : 1 : 3 : 2 : 3 : 1 : - : 1 : 
____ ••••• ••• ._ •••• •••• ._. •••• t , 
LlGUD :- SD SUE DIRECTION Spy STiDCl PAilED VEHICLE PID PEDISTlIlI
 

U ANGLE SFO STiOCl FIlED OBJECT PC PEDAL CICLI
 
80 BEAD OW LT LEFT TUiJ '10K OPPOSITE DliECTIOK OT OTHn
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:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.---------------.:, :, :t or 1CCI. InOLfllG I1lUlY ,: ,or 1CCIDEm :COLLUIOI mil111. l rull. 1CCq 
:'1T-:lll-:-----------------------------:--------------------:-------------------------------. 

1 COOT!	 1 CITY :UTY:OlY: 1: 2: 3: 4:5 l UOYl:UUL:II1.:nO:TOUl.:n :U :10 :S":SfO:LT :PlD:PC:~
1 -------:------------------ 1 ' 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 

1 -I-Gl.08CISTIl I	 l-lI"fOlD m. 2 2 2 5 7 1 : J-
I-ILl m. 2 I - : 
)-'WI111 m. 2 I : 
4-GWSIOIO 1010 I 2 : •1 

I
5-UUlSOI m. 3 I 1 3 2 - : - I 

1
I-IJITV! m. 5 1 1 I 1 _ J - -,. •I
7-101101 m.	 , , 1 

•
1

I-IUIOUL UR BOlO 2 1 1 1 

'-PITW BOlO 1 1 1 
1•- 1 _ I10-USIIIGTOI	 m. 1 4 5 1 I,_.ll-nn DEPTFOlD TYP. 1	 3 4: 1 - : - I 

•I12-IOODUlT 1	 1 I : - - : 1 
I ••. 
I 
.~TOT 1 L :-:15:7:2 -:-: : - : 10 :31: U: 3 : 4 : 1 : - : 1 : - : 1 : - : . 

:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------_._.
UGDJ :- JD un DIUCTIOI SPY STlDCI P111JD YIIICLI PlD PIDISTlU) Ie _ 101 COLLlSl
 

tJ !JilL! SPO STlDCI lIIJD OBJIeT PC 'IDU, CTCLI rAT. run
 
10 IUD 01 LT Lin TUU nOt OPPOSITE DIUCTIOI OT onn 111. 1I1RI
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:.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------:
': :, :, :, 0' ICCI. IIlOLfIlG 1110Il ,: '0' ACCIDIITS :COLLISIOI TTPI(IIJ. 1 FATAL ACCI.) : 
:: IrlT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------:-----------------------------------: 
1 conn: 
I'.-_--- ' 

CITY 
-----------

:UTY:UIY: 
' ' ' 

I: 
-1 

Z: 
' 

3: 
1 

4 :5 1 UOn:UT1L:I1J. :PDOlTOUL:n :U :10 :IPf:sroILT l,nlpc lOT: 
1 ' ' -:--_ 1 ' __-' ' ' ' ' ' ' __-: 

' 

J-msol I-UTODi CITY 3 3 3 : I 4 lie: 
2-UUlSOI TOn - : I I : 
3-101001 CITY - : I I : 
4-JIUn CITY 12 , 11 1It II 3 5: 
5-WOl TOn 5 5 : 
I-lOin III'D nP. 4 2 I I : 
T-SlC18CUS TOn . 3 I 3 4 : 
I-DIal eln 3 3 3 I 11 - uc: 
,-naIRD nP. I: I : 

to-nST In YOU TOn 1 1: 1 : 
.---------------------------------------------------------- --------- ---------------------------------------------- -------------------: 
: TOT 1 L : -: 25 : IS: -: 3: -: 1 - : 11 :41: ": 3 : 5 : - : 2 : - l - l 5 : I : 3 : 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
LlGElD:- SD SAIl DIIECTIOI Spy ST1Dei Pll11D YlBICLI 'ID PIDISTIIII IC 101 COLLISIOI 

U UGLE sro STlUCl FIIID OBJECT PC PIDlL CYCLE rAT. rUlL 
10 IUD 01 LT LI" TUU riot OPPOSITI DIUCTIOI aT aTln IIJ. limy 
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1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

14 1 (131 ) 1 
1 1 

1 
,--------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ----.-------- --------------- ------- ------I 
: TOT & L : -: 11: 3: 1: -: -: : - : 4 :14: 11: I. 1 : - : - : 1 : - : 1 : -:-: 
:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

SD sm DIUtTIOI SPY STml P1lW fDICLI PlD PlDISTlUI Ie _ 101 Q)IJ,ISIOI 
U UGLI sro STluel FIIID OBJECT PC 'lIiL ClCI.I ,IT. fUll. 
10 IUD 01 LT un nu FIOI OPPOIITI IIUtTIOI OT oTln IIJ. IJmT 
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..-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:, :, :, OF ACCI. llYOLfIlS IIJUlY': , OF ACCIDKITS :COLLISIOI TlPI(IIJ. l rATiL ACCI.) :
 
:FAT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------:-----------------------------------:
 

COGJTl CITY :AITT:OIY: 1: 2: 3: 4:5 l lIOYI:FATAL:IIJ.:PDO:TOTAL:SD :11 :10 :IPy:sro:LT :'ID:PC lOT :
 
.	 ------------------ 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

l-RlCn	 I-lAST IIIDSOI TIP. 1 1 1 3 4 1 
2-RIIS m. , 4 I T 13 4 
3-IUILTOI m. 12 2 2 5 5 11 2 3 
4-IIGlTSTOn BOlO 3 3 
5-lopmLL m. 2 2 
I-UIlDCI m. 3 3 
T-PIIIIIGTOI TIP. 2 2 
I-PIIICITOI m. 2 2, , '-TIDTOI 12: 3 IT I 

II-lIST IIIDSOI TIP • ': - 1 2 2 4 
._--------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------- ----- --- --- ----------- --- --- --- ---I 

TOT AL : 1: 41 : 10: ': 2: 2: : 1 : 21 :31: 10: 3 :14 : - : - : 1 : - : 1 : 1 : - : 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
.l'm:- SD SUE DIUCTIOI spy STIDCI Pl111D YIIICLI PIB PIDISTIIlI Ie 101 COLLISIOI 

11 lISLX sro ITIOCI FIIID OBJECT PC PIDAL CYCLE rAT. rniL 
10 IUD 01 LT LIfT TOll rtOl OPPOSlTI DIIICTIOI OT OTlII IIJ. limy 

, , a 
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I,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.._-.~ 
: : I : I l' or iCCL InOLJIIG limy ,: ,or £CCIDDTS lCOLLIIIOI nnUIL 1 lUll. lCCI I 
: I :'iT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------l--------------------------------:._ 
l corny l CIn lun:ulY: I: 2: ': 4:5 1 1BOYllUT1L:IIJ.lPDOlTOULln l8 llO :IPYlsro:LT lPDlPC lOT: 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 :._ 

IU-nJlLUn l-CUTIUT 1010 ': - 1 (I II 4 4 1 : 
2-CWBUlY m. 1 l 1 1 I 2 1 
'-IUT BUUIlCI m. 1 I 1 11 12 1 
4-IDI SOl m. , , 4 14 11 2 
5-JUISIUIG 8010 1 1 
'-OLD 11IDGI TVP. 25 2(U+U). - I II' U , 3 2 
'-lmJClD 1010' 1 3 4 1 
I-IILLTOD 1010 2 2 
'-101101 m. 1 1 

10-111 IIUlSIlCI 2 , , 1_ 
1I-IOITI IlUISIICI m. , I 
12-PIiTl AllOY 1 1 
U-PISC1TUU m. 24 1(24 ,) 4 4 
14-SnUYILL BOlO 2 2 2 2 4 
15-IOUTI AllOY 2 1 1 2 - - • 

Ill-SOUTI 1l17lSIICI TIP. 4 I 2 2 1 - - • 
11 '-10m PIJIJrIlLD 1010 I - , , '1 4 1 1 - - • 
:U-IOODBIIOOI m. : I It I 3 1 (Y 'L - 5 11 21 2 2 - - • 

1----------------------------------------------------- --------- ------------------------------------------- ------- --- --- ---------
: TOT i L : -: U : 11: I: ': 2: 5 : - : U :11 : In :12 :12 : S : 2 : 2 : 2 : - : - : J 

:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ucm :- SD Sill DIUCTIOI SPY nUCI PAWD mICLI PIt 'DUTU8 IC 101 COIJ.IIIC 

8 UGLI no nUCI 'UII OIJICT PC PIDAL CYCLI 'n. 'Uil. 
10 IUD 01 LT Lin NIl not OPPOSITI DIUCTIOI OT onn Ill. limY 

,.,,,
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--- --- ---

1 

:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:: :, :, :, 01 ACCI. IIYOLTIIG I.lOIT ,: ,or ACCIDEI11 :COLLIIIOI TlPI{II1. l 'ATlL ACCI.l : 
:: :1AT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------:-----------------------------------: 

.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------- ----------- -------.
 

: COfITl: CITY :AITY:OIT: I:
:_------------1------------------------'----1----'----, 

2: 
, 

3:
' 

4:5 I iJOlI:'ATAL:IIJ.:PDO:TOTlI.:ID :AI :10 :sPy:sro:LT :PID:PC :OT
1 ' 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' ' 1 1 1 : 

:
: 

'U-IODOm I-UIlDID m. 1 1 - : - : 
2-UBUlT PAD 2 2 2 1 3 -: - : 
3-COLn R:l TIP. 2 1 2 3 - : - : 
4-IUL 1010 1 1 2 3 : 
5-UTOlTOn 1010 1 1 2 3 
I-'UDOLD 1010 3 lIZ 
T-runOLD m. , , 
1-IIGlWDS 1010 1 1 
'-IOLlDIL m. 4 4 

ll-IOtlLL TIP. T 3 4 I II 
ll-UTPOlT 1010 I 1 I 1 
12-~ 111001 lILLAGI 1 1 
13-LOIG Bl!ICI I 1 (T '1 3 4 
14-WAUPil m. T T 
15-UlLBOIO m. , 2 3 4 T 2 
IS-IIDDLETOn m. 3 1 2 , 11 1 
IT-IILLsron m. 1 1 I 1 1 
II-'IPTUJI TIP. 4 I 2 5 T 

rU-TIITOI ULLS 1010 2 2 Z 2 
:U-OCW TYP. 3 3 
:21-OCW POlT 1010 1 1 
:u-unn m. 2 1 
:u-m 1m lOti) 3 3 
:24 -lUISOl 1010 2 1 
:U-SPIIIG UU 1010 1 
:2,-apPI1 FlIlIOLD m. 5 2 2 
:U-liLL m. 2 1 3 4 
:U-Rsr LOIG IWCI 1010 1 1 

: TOT &L : -: 52 : 1&: I: 3: 2: : - : 2T :10: IT: I : I : 5 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 1 1 : 1 : 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
Llcm:- ID Sill DIUCTIOI In STlDCl P1llID fIIICLl PID p"uurAl Ie 101 COLLurO' 

U UGLI 1r0 nuci 'IUJ OIJIC! PC POil CJCLI flY. ,nll. 
10 IUD 01 LT LIFT TOll rtoI OPPOIITI IIIICTIOI OT 0tUI W. IImT 

, ,." 
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,
'-,
 

:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.__._-._--~.
: :, :, :t or ICC!. InOLJIIG limy ,: , 0' lCCIDIITS :COLLUIOI nPl(IIJ. l flT1J, 'CCI.) : 
: :'IT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------:--------------------------------_.: 
: coom: CIn :un:ulY: I: Z: 3: 4:5 l nOYl:'U1L:IIJ. :PDO:TOT1L:n :n :10 :IPY:Sro:LT :PII:PC :01 :: 1	 ' ' 1 1 ' 1 1 1 ' ' 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1_.: 

114-1OWS	 I-IOOITOI TOn I I Z - : 
Z-IIJTLD 1010 Z Z 3 - : 
3-CUnll 1010 Z I - : 
4-CnSTlI m. I I - : 
5-IIIJILLI m. 3 3 - : 
I-lOnI m. I I ~ 

T-UST wona m. - , 11 I (11') I I - IIC 
I-FLOWI PAU 1010 4 4 
'-)AJOm m. Z I I
 

lI-UUIIG m. I I
 
II-JUnUOI m. 3 3
 
11-11011.01 1010 I I
 
13-LIICOLI POU 1010 I I I I
 
14-lunOI 1010 2 2 2 I 3 Z
 
15-110 IILL m. I I
 
II-IOITTILLI m. I I
 
lY-IOUIS m. 5 I
 
II-lOUIS PUliS 1010 I I
 
I'-IOUInon ron 3 3
 

lID-lorn OLIn m. I I I Z 3 I 
:U-PWIPpm TIOY-IILLS 2 2 Z T 'Z _ I _ 

I 
I 

:22-PIQOllJOCl m.	 I I 1 ..' - .,. ~ 
_ 1 _ I 

:u-uno~ m. 2 2	 2 I 3 I - I
I

_ I : - 1 I _ I _ 
- • - I:U-IOCUUY 1010 I	 Z I 3 I I : - , 1 I 

_ , - , ,
:ZS-IOCUIU m.	 Z Z I 

- I
1

• - I • I 
_ 1 _ 

:21-IODOIY m. 4 I	 Z 5 T - I _ -:. : 
- I _:U-IUIIISTOI m. 2 I t - Z Z 4 I : 

I

- ,
I - :. : 

.-------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------ ------------- ... ---.-_....._-------------. 
I 

TOT 1 L	 : -: U : 14: 3: 2: -: 2 : - : U :51: TI:ll: I : Z : - : - : 1 : - : - : I: 
I 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
LarID;- SD un DIUCTIOI sp, ITIDCI PAWD mlcu Pia PIDIITI11I IC 101 COUUlOi 

11 1IGLE no nIDCI 'llID OIJICT PC PIDlL ClCLI '.T. F1TiIo 
10 IUD 01 LT Lin ruu '101 OPPOSITI IIUCTIOI OT onll IIJ. IUlIY 
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:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:: : t : I :1 01 lCCI. lllOLflIG lllUll II 'OF lCCIIKITS :COLLISIOI TTPI(IIJ. 1 "TiL ,ceI.) I 
:: :rlT-:IIJ-:-----------------------------:--------------------1-----------------------------------1 
: conn: CITT :UTTIUIT I 1: 2: ': 4:5 l nOnIUTiLIIIJ.:P80:TOTiL:n :0 :10 :Spy:sro:LT :PU:PC :01 :1 1	 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I	 I ' 

:15-OCW l-IUClIOOD 1010 T 2 : 2 2 :
 
I 2-IIWLn m. - I 2 2 I
I	 I I 

,	 3-IlICI m. 11 1 4 :10 14 1 1 : 
4-JOmTIP. 15' '111 11 2 4 
5-l1ClSOl TIP. 3 3 
'-UCIt m. 1 1 1 2 
T-UlIIOOD m. 5 1 2 4 1 l. 

'-lilCIUTIi m. lit 3 I
I
I _

'-SOUTI TOtS IInl 1010, - 1 1 2 3 I _ I _

11-ST11rolD rIP. :	 4 4 , 
_ I _ 

ll-TUCOlTOI 1010 : 1 1 I I 

.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------- ----------- --- --- --- -------: 
: TOT 1 L : -: 41: 5: ': ': -: 3 : - : 11 :31: 54: 5 : , : - : - : 1 : 1 : - : 1 : - : 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
LIGDD:- SD sm DIUCTIOI SPY STlDCI P1WB YDICLI PID PUISTIIO IC 101 COLLIIIOI 

11 UGLE sro STauCl rIUD OIJICT PC PlDll CYCLI 'n. run 
10 IW 01 LT LI" TUB nOt OPPOSITE DIUCTIOI OT ono Ill. IllIlJ 

, ? ~ 
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11··--------- ... -.----~-------.-------.--------------------------------._-----_.-----.-----------._.-.·_--------------··--·······-... t 

: :, :, 'OF ACCI. IMVOLVIIG INJURT ,: 'OF ACCIDEnS :COLLISION TTU( IJJ. 1 FUlL IceLI: 
: :FAT·:[.J· ••• --- •••••• -•••••••••••••••• :••••••••••••••••••• :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_: 
: COUITY cny :UTT:URT 1: 2: 3: 4:5 l ABOVE:FAT.:IU.:PDO:TOTAL:SD :U :BO :SPV:SFO:LT :PlO:PC :Ol: 
:_••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••• _ ._ •• :._ •• 1 •••• :_ ••• : ••••••••• ' •••• 1•••• 1••• 1 ••••• : ••• : ••• : ••• 1••• 1••• 1••• : ••• ' ••• 1••• : 

'U·PISSUC	 }·CLIFTOV : 5 : 1 : : 3 4 1: : : : 
1·BAUDON 80iO ::: 3 3: : :I 

3-BAVTBOiNK BOiO 1:: I 1 1 1: : : 
4-LITTLi FALLS TVP. 1: : 1 (1 ,) 1 3 4: : : 
5-PASSAIC 1 1: 1 6 8: : I 1 
&. PATUSOM 11 1 1 (8 ,) 4 6 10: 1I 

'·POWPTOM LAIES 80iO 1 1 1 :
 
8-aIMGVOOD 80iO 1 1 1 :
 
'·TOTOWA BOiO·, 1 1 :
 

lO-VATn TVP. '1 1 11: 1
 
II-VEST W[LFOiD TVP. 5 5:
 
11-V8ST PATEiSON 80iO 1 1:
 

--._.	 • •• e • • • • ••• _._._._ 

1 
• 1TOT AL : .: 40: 9: S 1 1

1 , 1 : .: 18 :37: SS: 3 : 4 : 3 3:·: 1 : 3 : • : 1 : 
1 ----------------------- ••• _----------_ ••• _---_. •	 ••• __• , 
I	 1 

L8GnD :.	 SO SUE DliRCTIOX Spy STiUCI PAino VESICLE PED P!DKSTiUI IC 101 COLLISIOI 
11 UGLi SFO STiUCI FInD OBJECT, PC PEDAL CYCLE FlT. 'UAL 
SO BUD ON LT LnT Tun now OPPOSITE DliRCTIOX OT OTSKi I1J. I1JOlT 
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I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 

:: : t : t :1 OF ACCI. IWVOLVIWG INJUiY I: I OF ACCIDENTS :COLLISIOI TYPE(I.J. l FATAL lCCI.) 
:: :FAT·:INJ·:·····························:············· : . 
: COOrTY: CITY :AITY:UiY: I: 2: 3: ~ 5 1 ABOVE:FAT.:IKJ.:PDO:TOTAL:SD :AI :80 :SPV:SFO:LT :PED:PC :OT 
: ••••••••••• 1••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1•••• : •••• 1•••• : •••• 1•••• : ••••••••••••• 1•••• ' •••• : ••• 1••••• ' ••• 1••• : ••• 1 ••• : ••• 1••• : ••• ' ••• 1••• 

:l1·SALU I·LOVER ALLOVAYS Cit : :: : 1 : : : 
: 2·0LDUKS TVP. : 2:: : 1 : : : 
: 3·pgnSVILLE TVP. : :: : 1 : : : 
: 4·PILESGROVE TVP. : 2:: : 2 : : : 
: 5-PITTSGiOVE TVP. : 1 :: : 2 : : : 
: &·OPPii PITTSGROVE TVP. : : : I : 1 : :: I 

1._•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••_. __ • •• 1 
1 I 

: TOTAL :.: 5: 1: 2:·:·: : -: 3:5: a:I:-:1:·:-:·:-:·:-:
' 
1 

-_._ - -..- _.-._._-_._----_._-_.._-_ '
I 

LEGRID:· SD SAkE DIiECTION Spy STiUCl PAilED VEHICLE PEO PRDESTiIAM IC 10M COLLISIOV 
11 UGLE SF'O STiUCl FIlRD OBJECT PC PEDAL CYCLE FAT. PAUL 
BO BEAD ON LT LEFT TUiH FiOK OPPOSITE DliECTIOM OT OTBRI 1MJ. 1IJOIY 

1?c; 
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----------------_.-------------------------------------------_._---------.._---.-....

: t : t t OF ACCr. IIiVOLVIIiG INJURY t: t OF ACCIDENTS :COLLISION TYPE(IIlJ. 1 FATAL ACCL): 
I I	 ':FAT-:IIIJ -----------------------------1-------------------1---------------·-------·--··--.....1 

COOIITY CITY :AITY:UaY I: 2: 3: 4:5 1 ABOVE:FAT, :INJ.:PDO:TOTAL:SD :AN IHO :SPV:SFO:LT :PED:PC :OT': 
I ----:--_.:----:----:---------:----:- 1 __ -:- 1 1 1 1 1 ' ••• 1._. 1••• :----------- -------------------------1---

'18-S0KEiSET:	 I-BEiIiAiDS TYP. : : :: :: 3: 3 
2-BEiNAiDSVILLE BORO : : :: :: 2 2 
3-BOUID BiOOI BOiO : :: : 1 1 2 
4-BiJNCHBUiG TYP. : :: : 3 3 
5-BRIDGEYATEi TYP. : 1 :: : 1 4 5 
6-FiJULIN TYP. : 9 : : 1 (7 II 2 3 5 
'-HILLSBOROUGH TYP. : 10 : : 1 (9 I) 2 2 4 
8-KOITGOKEiY TYP. : I : : 1 1 

I9-IORTH PLAIIiFIELD BOiO : I : : 1 I I • 

10-iAiITAIi BOiO : : : 2 2 . : . 
III-SOUTH BOUIID BiOOI BORO:  : : 1 1	 I 
I12-VAiREN TVP. : : 1 2	 I • 

13-VATCHUIIG BOiO	 : : 1 - : . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------.. I 

TOT AL : .: 28: 8: 1: -: -: 2 : -: 12 :20: 32: 1 : 5 : 4 : - : 2 : - : - : - : . : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ----------------_. - •• 1 

LEGEND:- SD SAKE DUECTION Spy STaUCI PUlED VEHICLE PED PRDESTiUIi .e .01 CilLLISIOI 
I 

AN AIIGLE SFO STaUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PEDAL CYCLE F!T. FATAL 
HO BEAD OW LT LEFT TUiN FiOK OPPOSITE DIiECTIOW OT OTBEi IMJ. IUUiT 

,Ii
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1	 _ 

I 
t 
1	 : I : I I OF Accr. INVOLVING INJURY': , OF ACCIDBNTS :COLLISION TYPB(INJ. 1 FATAL ACCI. I 

:FAT-:INJ1
1	 -------------- --------------:---- --------------:----------------------------------
: COUMTY 1 CITY	 I AITY I un I: ~ I 3 4 :5 l ABOVB:FAT. INJ.:PDO:TOTAL:SD :AH :BO :SPV:SFO:LT :PED:PC :OT 

l-UDOVER TVP. 
2-BiANCHVILLE BORO 
3-BYiU TVP. 

'19-SUSSEI 
1 ----_ 

1 
_----------------------- I ---  --- 

I ----,---
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--- I I--- -------- --- --_-:  __ 1 

: 
: 
: 

1 __ -:  __ 1 __ -:-_-:  __ 1 

I : ::
1: :
1: : 

1 1 1 __ -

4-FUUFOiD TVP. 
5-FiANILIN BOiO 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 (1 'I : 
: 

2 
~ 

I 

6-FiEDON TVP. 
T-GiEBN TVP. 

1 
I 
I 
1 

1 (6 'I 
I 

1 
1 

8-HUBUiG BOiO I 
I 1 1 

9-HUPTOH TVP. I 
I 1 1 

10-HARDYSTON TVP. I 
I I 1 

II-HOPATCONG BORO I 
I 2 2 

:1~-LAFA YETTE TVP. I 
I 2 ~ 

:I3-KBVTON TOVN 3 I 
1 1 3 

:14 -SPARTA TVP. 2 I 
I 4 5 

:15-STAMBOPE BORO I 
I 1 1 

:16-VEiKOH TVP. I 
I 4 4 

:17-WANTAGE TVP. 1 
I 1 2 

TOT AL : -: 23: 2: 2: -: 1: : -: 1: 24: 31: I : 3 : 2 : - : - : - : - : - : I 

LEGEND:- SD SA~E DIRECTION SPV STRUCI PARIED VBHICLE PED PEDESTiUN IIC lOW COLLIsro 
AN ANGLE SFO STRUCI FIlED OBJECT PC PEDAL CYCLE FAT. FATAL 
BO BEAD ON LT LEFT TURN FRO~ OPPOSITE DIRECTION OT OTBER INJ. nuon 

1%1
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;----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------.-------------_._ - --_._.........•• 

: : t : t t OF ACCr. nVOLVIMG IMI0iT t: t OF ACCIDEns :COLLIS lOW TlPE( IlL l UTAL ACCI.I : 
: I :FAT·:I.J· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :••••••••••••••••••• :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: 
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AJPIPJENIIDIIX 

SURVEY 

OF 

NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
 

TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS
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The purpose of this appendix is to present additional details about the survey of 
the school district transportation coordinators for the purpose of soliciting 
infonnation about their experiences as well as views on the subject of seat belts on 
school buses. Most respondents (37) answered the last, open-ended question and 
their comments are presented here verbatim, with the exception of some minor 
grammatical editorial corrections that were made to improve the readability of some 
comments. The survey instrument itself is included after the comments as well as 
one of the sample, individualized cover letters that were sent to the transportaion 
coordinators with the questionnaires. This Appendix concludes with some detailed 
statistics compiled from the responses. 

TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS' COMMENTS 

1. Type I school buses since 1977 have been built specifically to insure 
pupils will be protected in all but the most severe accidents, such as large truck, train 
or high speed head on collision. The above type vehicular accident could cause other 
types of internal or orthopedic injury. 

2. Crash testing has proven the value of a type II seat belt system as 
described in FMVSS 208 & 209 respectively. Such a system should be mandated for 
proper usage. In the nonnal environment such a system is only good if the user does 
it properly. Anything less than proper usage can actually increase injury potential. 
I favor the availability of such a system in all school vehicles, but doubt the 
effectiveness in a non-handicap transportation environment due to usage factors. 

3. Our district is all special education students. been transported by the 
sending districts. the type II vehicle have belts in them, the type I do not. Our buses 
are not equipped with bel ts. our type II buses have them. The problem with special 
education students may be that half need help putting the belts on and taking them 
off. We decrease the harm in certain cases. I personally would like to see more time 
and money put into drivers training. I believe a good defensive driver. one who has 
been trained in the hazards of the road is much more effective than seat belts. 

4. It is our feeling that seat belts on type I buses could be more hazardous 
than safe in a serious accident or fire where a driver was unconscious. chances are 
fewer children would escape uninjured. 

5. Seat belts on type I veh icJe seem very unnecessary due to the high back 
seats and the fact that no child has ever been kilJed while on a type I bus in the State 
of New Jersey. Also as an active driver I know it will be impossible to find a belt that 
fits an 18 year old child as well as a five year old child equally well. Letting the 
children to buckle up will also be impossible unless monitors are hired for each 
vehicle. I vote a resounding no because they are not necessary. 

6. Purchasing new 20 passenger vehicle with color coded seat belts. Have 
had no problems with seat belts in 16 passenger vehicle. I personally think they 
would provide better control of children in addition to providing safety in an 
accident. We are an elementary district. Pre-school children are required to wear 
seat belts. The habit should be continued by requiring their use on the school bus. 
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7. There have been so many studies that proved that seat belts in school 
buses are not good. that I don't understand why we are constantly bombarded with 
"another study". I know parents find it hard to believe that they are safer without 
seat belts and politicians like to bring it up for votes, but enough already. A study 
needs to be done for the most dangerous point in a school bus side - getting on (and 
waiting at bus stop) and especially upon leaving the bus. 

8. It is hard to believe when you look at the statistics of school bus safety 
that the State does not put the money that it would cost to equip type I school buses 
with seat belts where it is most needed. Statistics tell us that most fatalities happen on 
the outside of the school bus. What we need is a State wide unifonn strictly enforced 
ingress and egress procedure for students. Seat belts on type I school buses would 
only serve the special interest group, not the students. 

9. In an emergency situation such as fire or a student evacuation, drivers 
will not have sufficient time to evacuate the bus due to the students being buckled in. 
In an emergency situation the process of evacuation would take a great deal of time if 
students were buckled. My major concern is in the loading and unloading of students 
where accidents happen, much training is needed in this area. A new driver 
becomes a school bus driver in about 3 weeks. They are then placed behind the 
wheel with students on board with no required training. Mandatory course should be 
given when this new employee is hired. 

10. Seat belts in type II buses are a necessity, however seat belts in type I 
buses would be a hazard and a danger to students. 

11. Personally I feel seat belts are unsafe for students. The higher seat 
backs. extra padding and good discipline from the driver are enough. I feel students 
are safer not buckled in. The drivers constant buckle/unbuckle and continually 
observe 54 students and keep a run time. Also please reread "Pemberton Loop School 
Bus Barxe" from 1985/1986 school year. Fatalities would have occurred if those 
students had been buckled. 

12. i) Enforcement of students wearing belts is going to be impossible 
without a bus attendant walking up and down the isles and demanding students to belt 
up. Students in general will not wear them. 

ii) Installation on existing buses is going to be a legal matter. All buses 
have different materials such as foam, wood etc. under the rubber flooring. How will 
the tie down be anchored. 

iii) Improvement should be geared to the danger zones outside of the 
bus. This is where the real safety concerns are. GJoucester twp. had injuries on 
several buses due to wet and slippery floors. These are areas to be more concerned 
about. 

13. Discussion concerning the seat belt controversy in full size school buses 
continues. 

Those in favor of seat belts in school buses are legislators who are not 
knowledgeable about school bus transportation. They are reaching to the issue with 
emotions instead of common sense. These individuals are trying to equate seat belts 
in a school bus with seat belts in a car. 

Individuals opposing seat belts are those who drive school buses and 
who are actually involved in student transportation. Also opposed are those 
preparing budgets who find additional funding would be necessary to provide seat 
belts. 
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The State of New Jersey has no record of ever having a fatality while 
being transported in a school bus. A student is fifty (50) times safer riding in a 
school bus than in a private car. School bus transportation is the safest mode of 
transportation. 

I am employed in a school district that would require an additional 
$150,000 to our transportation budget to have seat belts installed. School buses can be 
utilized for twelve (12) years, seat belts would probably have to be replaced every 
three (3) years at a cost of $1, 100.00 per bus. 

The only way to make sure each student is wearing their seat belt 
properly is to have an additional adult on each bus. 

We transport both high school and elementary level students with the 
same buses, so consequently, each change of students will require seat belt 
adjustments. 

The statement that "you can't worry about cost if it saves one life", I 
agree with. I'm as safety conscious as anyone, but the seat belts may cause the first 
death. Also, in the event a bus catches fire, evacuation would be more difficult. 
Seating on a school bus is not designed for comfort, but for safety. Seats are 
positioned close together with padded high backs to distribute the impact over the 
whole body in the event of a:l accident. If lap belts are used, the body will jack-knife 
and only the head will strike the seat in front. 

I'm concerned that due to emotional feelings involved, the State will 
again over legislate, add additional cost to the taxpayers, and possibly ruin an 
excellent safety record that school buses now possess. 

14. We must put the seat belt issue to rest... The Canadian crash test and 
surveys have shown us that the seat belt will not improve safety to any major 
degree... We must concentrate on the "DANGER ZONE" ... We would be reaching our 
goal for safer buses by mandating electronic sensors, driver training, student and 
parent education on bus safety instead of seat belts. 

Stiffer fines must be imposed on drivers who pass stopped school buses. 
Law enforcement agencies have to realize the growing number of motorist who pass 
stopped school buses. The people who are crying for seat belts have to take off their 
blinders and look at the statistics. 

15. Having to make sure 54 kids are buckled up, without a monitor on the 
bus disturbs me. I think is more hazardous to children trying to get off a school bus 
in an emergency. 

16. After seeing the Canadian study on seat belts I would not like to see them 
on buses. The only seat belt I would go for is a shoulder and lap belt, both for buses 
and for van type vehicles. Until a safe seat belt is devised I would like to see them 
taken off the vans. With very young children they wind up around their ankles. 

17. Seat belts of school buses other than special needs vehicle are not 
conducive to total bus safety. Compartmentalization serves as proper buffer and/or 
safety zone for the passengers. Our passengers are safer inside of a school bus 
unbuckled than inside of the average passenger car buckled up. When some one 
explains why are/or most fatal and severe injuries occur outside of the bus and not 
inside perhaps then will take another look. 

18. i) Difficult to evacuate large number of younger students in case of 
accident and/or fire if belted in. 

ii) Nearly impossible to release students from belts if vehicle is not in 
an upright position. 
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iii) Belts extremely hazardous if vehicle should be submerged in water. 
(on side or up-side-down) 

Studies and films made by Canadian ministry of transportation are a 
must for any group considering installation of seat belts in Type I school buses. 

19. Most students will not wear the seat belts. The students who would 
consider wearing them won't do so because of peer pressure. The seat belts would be 
cut or pulled out adding another expense to already high repair bills. 

20. i) This study is a waste of State and Federal money since the resent 
studies have finally decided seat belts are not cost effective. 

ii) This money would be better spent on driver and student training. 
That's where the accidents are happening. 

21. It might be beneficial to all concerned to have a representative of your 
group attend a meeting of the school transportation supervisor's of New Jersey, a 
forum and question and answer session could be arranged easily. 

22. We are a State agency and do not actually own or contract any buses. 
However, in my travels throughout the State of New Jersey and in conversation with 
transportation people, I sense that the transportation supervisors are not eager to 
have seat belts on large buses. The Federal Government has not set a standard for 
seat bel ts in large buses and many are afraid of the liability. 

23. If you equip a bus with seat belts it will probably necessitate placing an 
aid on each vehicle to oversee changing belts from high school size individual to a 
small as a kindergarten child. 

24. If seat belts are required in type I buses the size of the seats will be 
large in height which will not allow the driver to see the pupils as they sit in each 
seat. 

25. I advocate the use of seat belts in autos. The fact remains as to school 
buses the seats are compartments, high backs cushioned for safety. So far in my 
opinion school buses are the safest vehicles on the road today. Most of the injuries 
involving school buses are usually outside the bus in the danger zones. This is the 
area students need training and instruction so they understand the safety aspects in 
this zone. 

26. Belts have not been proven effective. I feel money would be better 
spent perfecting a system of restraint that could be driver operated at control panels 
(i.e.-such as seen on amusement park rides). 

Driver, student, parent, safety training is also in need of upgrading 
statewide. 

Parents in our district, are especially positive with student and driver 
training programs in operation - kindergarten orientation for both parents and 
students includes 1/2 hour for "bus safety training" with emphasis placed on danger 
zones. 24 hours of in-service safety and driver training programs are required for 
all drivers yearly. These programs include assertive discipline techniques, defensive 
driving course, local and state police programs, etc ... 

27. My personal opinion is that seats on buses with 6 straps (for seating 3 
children.) would take up too much time to organize and put same belts on and take off 
of the little ones. 
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We have had this problem with a 19 passenger bus used for 
kindergarten, the small children to be able to come out of the lap type belt, no matter 
how tightly they are adjusted. 

We also have had instances where older children have fastened seat 
belts across the isle to hinder children In getting off the bus. 

28. It is my personal opinion that seat belts on type I vehicle are not 
necessary. The children are required to remain seated at all times. Elementary 
students are sometimes mischievous and may use the belts as a "toy". The driver will 
have no way of determining 100% usage. In case of an emergency evacuation it 
would be difficult to exit quickly because the kinderganners and 1st grade may need 
help. A driver, also, has many other priority concerns and for a driver to monitor 
usage of 58 seat belted children during a 20 minute run may be counter productive 
with the other major concerns each driver has. 

Type II buses however, should have seat belts because more often than 
not these buses are used for transporting handicap children or other special needs 
and these buses are utilized with an aid. 

29. Whatever decision is reached on seat belts in type I buses I would hope 
that some persons involved would spent at least one week riding school buses in as 
many districts as possible, and review the policies of those districts. If the 
requirements for assigned seating strict discipline and "good driving habit" are 
adhered to they result in the safe transportation of our students. If the supervisors 
and administrators "inspect" what they "expect" from their drivers throughout the 
school year, I think problems or hazards would be greatly reduced. 

3O. Any reasonable addi tion to school bus specifications that are certain to 
enhance safety would be welcomed by me. My concern with the lap belts methods. 
mandated by New York and being endorsed by the seat belt coalition. is that I have 
not seen conclusive proof that they enhance safety. Worse yet, I have exposed to test 
results and accident reports indicating that the lap belt may cause pelvic injuries due 
to direct pressure and impact of "whipping" of the head and neck. The liability my 
board would be exposed to and my "gut" fears of possible injury prevent me from 
specifying or installing lap belts. 

31. I have been a strong supporter of safety belt use for more than twenty 
years, and have personally conducted programs to promote the use of seat belts. 
However, I do not feel seat belts should be installed in school buses for the following 
reasons. 

i) The single purpose of a seat belt is to prevent the wearer from being 
ejected from a vehicle during the impact of an accident. A school bus does not have 
doors that may pop open on impact, Dor are it's passengers likely to contact the 
windshield. due to compartmentalization of school bus seating. 

ii) Our school district transports students whose weights range from 35 
to 235 pounds on the same vehicles at different times of day. If all students used the 
belts, how can we assure that the belts are adjusted correctly for the wide range of 
student sizes. 

iii) I feel seat belts on school buses would be horror show for our 
maintenance crew. Knotted and cut belts, jammed latches would take their time away 
from other safety related repairs. 

32. After reading articles of seat belts I feel small elementary children 
would -suffer from seat belts. Putting mandatory bus aides to help control children 
and co-operation with school administration will prevent accidents. driver safety 
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training courses and defensive driving courses would help more to produce better 
drivers. Radios on buses would help because of being able to reach out and get help 
with students who can't behave. 

33. I believe the standards for bus seats are excellent and have saved many 
lives. Very few students die inside the bus. Why doesn't the subject of seat belts end 
and get to the real problem of students dying. That's outside the bus we run them 
over. 

34. I feel the use of seat belts on type I vehicle would be misused rather 
than used. With the increased height of seats I see no need for belts. 

35. Favor providing seat belts and or seat/lap/shoulder belts on all vehicles 
used to transport children. But to be used or not used by pupil as he/she is either 
trained or advised by parents. But definitely not a mandatory policy for each school 
district or school bus driver to enforce. The belt and buckle design must address the 
'weapon' issue. 

36. Big problem is who's going to buckle them up. For instance. in a bus 
full (40) of kindergarten students. the driver can't get out of the seat at each stop. 
shut off engine and hook the children up. What happens if a fire occurs who's going 
to unbuckle all these students. I myself have a hard time getting out of some seat belt 
and these are little children. 

37. I believe that the installation of lap belts on school buses provides no 
additional margin of safety for children. I feel that belts may have the potential to 
harm children in the waist area in certain accidents. Compartmentalization at the 
bus interior seating areas protects school children far more effectively. 

The installation of lap-shoulder belt combinations would at least 
alleviate the injury factor. However. current bus designs do not easily allow for such 
installations. 
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NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICT SURVEY ON
 
SCHOOL BUS SEAT BELTS
 

It would be appreciated if you answer as many questions as possible.
 
Feel free to make comments and qualHy your answers.
 

The last page contains space for general opinions and comments.
 

1.	 Does your district favor state legislation that will mandate the installation of 
seat-belts on Type I (standard 66 passenger) school buses? 

DYes	 D No 

2.	 If the State mandated seat-belts on Ty~ I school buses would you prefer: 

D Lap Belts U Lap-Shoulder Belts 

3.	 Do you allow standees on the school buses? 

DYes DNo 

4.	 Please provide us with some information about your bus fleet. 

District Contractor 
Operated Operated 

Total number	 of Type I buses 

Total number	 of Type II buses 

Number	 of Post-1977 Type I buses 

Number	 of Post-1977 Type II buses 

Average age	 of. Type I buses 

Average age	 of Type II buses 

5.	 What is the approximate number of pupils in your district in an average 

day? 

What is the approximate number of pupils transported by school bus in an 

average day? 

6.	 Does your district provide transportation for pupils residing closer to the 
school	 than the minimum distance the state requires for funding? 

DYes DNo 

7. Has your	 district adopted formal federal and state policies governing pupil 
transportation?
 

DYes DNo
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8.	 Are Type I school buses in your district equipped with seat belts now? 

DYes DNo 

If all or some of your district's Type I buses are not equipped 
with seat belts 1 please answer the followin2 Ouestion No. 9. 

If all Type I buses in your district are equipped with seat 
belts, please skip question No. 9 and go to question No. 10 to give 
us some informa tion about your district's experience with seat 
belts. 

9.	 School buses in your district are not equipped with seat belts because of 
the	 following reasons (Please check all that apply):


D It is not required by law.
 

D Belts	 wi 11 not improve safety 

D Belts will cause more injuries than they are going
 

to prevent
 

D Belts could be used as weapons by children
 

D Belts are not cost effective 

D District is not able to bear the additional cost 

D We are concerned with liability issues that the
 

installation of belts may create.
 

D Other reasons. Please specify
 

What is the attitude of parents towards seat belts on school buses? o Supportive D Indifferent D Opposing Them 

Please go to Question lIon page 5, unless some of the Type 
buses in your district are equipped with seat belts. In that case 
please answer the following Ouestion No.tO. 

10.	 a) Have seat belts improved school bus safety in your district? 

DYes DNo D I Donlt Know 

b) During the last school year were any students injured by a seat 
belt? 

ONo o Yes How Many? _ 

If Yes. Please indicate the general type of injury 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 
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c) During the last school year were any students injured on a school 
bus in incidents that did not involve seat belts? 

D No D Yes How Many? _ 

If Yes, Please indicate the general type of injury 

i) 

ii) 

ii i) 

iv) 

d) What is the attitude of ~ents towards seat belts on school buses? 

D Supportive U Indifferent D Opposing Them 

e) Insurance premiums for fully seat belt equipped buses versus non
equ~..2'ped buses are: 

U The same D Lower D lOon't Know 

f) Does your district use monitors on school buses? 

D No DYes 
If monitors are used. please comment on their effectiveness in: 

Enforcing seat belt use 

Enforcing general discipline 

Preventing accidents' outside the bus 

The annual cost of monitors to the district is $

Please estimate the annual savings to the district from reduced 

damages to buses resulting from the presence of monitors $

What percent of your buses have monitors on board in an average day?

D 1 to 25% D 26 to 50% 

D 51 to 75% D 76 to 100% 

g) According to your experience, does the use of seat belts on the school 
bus have a habit forming effect that carries over to student behavior 
and makes them "buckle-up" when they ride in private automobiles? 

DYes D No 0 I Don't Know 

h) Which of the following problems, if any, has your district 
experienced with seat belts? (Please check all that apply) 

D No Problems D Cut Belt 

D Removed Buckle D Broken Buckle 

D Improper Adjustment D Belt Tied Together 

D Belt Used as Weapon 

D Other Problems. Please Specify 
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i) On the basis of your district's experience. is money spent on seat belts 
justified? 

DYes 0 No 0 I Don't Know 

j) Has your district ever faced any law suits resulting from the presence 
or absence of seat bel ts on school buses? 

DYes D No 0 I Don't Know 
If Yes, please state briefly the case(s) and its disposition. 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

k) What percent of 20 passenger or larger buses of your own and/or 
contracted fleet are equipped with seat belts? 

D 1 to 25% D 26 to 50% 

o 51 to 75%	 o 76 to 100% 

1) Wha~ercent of your students are using seat belts? 

U 1 to 25 % D26 to 50% 

D51 to 75%	 D76 to 100% 

m) Please estimate o $1 to $25 

the cost of re~iring seat belts 
U $26 to $50 

per vehicle per year 

o $51 to $75 D $76 to $100 

D $101 to $200 DOver $200 

n) Does your district have an educational campaign in effect for seat 
belts? 

DYes DNo 
If Yes, Please describe briefly the type of campaign for: 
Students: i) 

ii) 

iii) 

Drivers:	 i) 

ii) 

iii) 

Parents:	 i) 

ii) 

iii) 
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11. Please feel free to make any comments on the subject of seat belts 
on school buses that you deem appropriate. 

be 
be 
be 

Your answers to this 
seen only by the NJIT 
included in the final r
identified anywhere. 

survey are confidential. 
research team, and only 

eport. Individuals and d

The 
summa

istricts 

forms will 
ries will 
will not 

For our own information and in case we may have to contact you for 
some follow-up questions could you please provide us voluntarily with your: 

Name: 

Telephone: 

District: 

Address: 

Thank you very much for the time you took to respond to our questions. 

Please return the survey using the self addressed label that was 
enclosed. or address your own envelope to: 

Athanassios K. Bladikas 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 
University Heights/ 502W 
Newark, NJ 07102 
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~Nevv ..Jersey Center for TranlportlUon Studlel and Re•••rchOM Institute of 
Technology 

July 14, 1989 
.. _---_ -. 

lst 

l 
Dear 

As you may already know, the Center of Transportation
Studies and Research of the New Jersey Institute of Technology is 
conducting for the Office of Highway Traffic Safety a State 
Legislature mandated study on whether seat belts should be 
required on all Type I school buses. 

As a person who deals with the transportation of pupils on a 
daily basis you are knowledgeable about the issue and familiar 
with all arguments of the proponents as well as opponents of seat 
belts. In addition, the decision of the New Jersey State 
Legislature will have a direct impact on the way you discharge 
your responsibilities. 

Your knowledge and position make your opinion and concerns 
invaluable to us, and we would appreciate it very much if you
could take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey. A 
return address label is enclosed for your convenience. If you
prefer you may call me at (201) 596-3649 and provide us with your 
answers orally. The survey is completely confidential and you or 
your district will not be identified in our report. If you do 
not have an answer for some of our questions you may skip them, 
but please try to answer as many questions as possible. Please 
feel free to call if you have any additional questions or 
comments, and we will be glad to visit with you for a more 
extended di£cu~~ion if you so desire. 

Thank you in advance for your valuable contribution to our 
study. 

S~inCerelY 1'1'your~j)f
./ t-.. I 
.'. t ~a--,~LAt anass~os K. ~.a ~has 

Associate Director 

Newark, New Jersey 07102 
(20') 596-3355 
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SOWlAiY OF KJ SCHOOL BUS DISTiICT SOiVEY OM SCHOOL BUS SEAT BELTS 

------------------------------------------------ --------------,
:QUESTIONXAIiES: IUWBEI PERCENTAGE 

COUNTY :1 SENT : lECgIVgn lESPONSE ___________________ , 

I 1 

I-ATLANTIC : & : Z 331 
Z-UiGEN : T 1 In 
3-BORLIKGTOK : 33 11 331 
4-CUDU 8 & ' 751 
5-CAPE KAY 4 Z SOl. 
&-CtJKBEiLUD 5 o os: 
'-iSSEI lZ & 501:,8-GLOUCESTEi 14 4U' 
9-BUDSOK 1 I 1001 

IO-BUITEiOOW 4 3 151 
II-Uicn ZO ,, HI 
lZ-KIDDLE SEX 16 3 In 
13-10nOUTB Z6 4 151,14 -KOiiIS 16 441 
IS-OCEAN 19 8 411.,
1&-PASSAIC 1 141: 
I,-sun o o - I

u-sonaSET 1 Z 291 : 
I 

19-50SSEl T 1 141 : 
20-UIIOI 3 Z &TS: 
Zl-IUiEW Z o os: 

•--------------------------------- -----------------------------. 
IJ TOTAL: ZI1 13 : 341: 

•---------------------------------------------------------------. 
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SUllARY OF MJ SCHOOL BUS DISTRICT SURVEY OM SCHOOL BUS SEAT BELTS 
: • •• _._. • • ---- 1 

I 
I 
I 
I QOESTION MUKBEi Moun : PERCHInG! 
:-----_.__ ._-------_._------------ ---------_._--:._.._-_._----
:Q'J 
I 
I -US 8 lIS 
I 

-NO 55 UI I 
I
I 

-10 AJlsvn 10 In:I 
I 
I

:Q,-Z 
I
I -LAP BELT 23 US 
I
 
I
 -LAP-SHOULDER BELT 40 551 
I 
I NO A)lsvn 10 In-
I 
I 

:Qt3 
I _YES o 01.I 

•I _10 71 UI: 
I _10 AMSVEi 1 31:I 
I 
I I• 

:Q'J 
I 

I
 
I
 &4 In:

I

I 
I 

7 101: 
I 
I Z 31: 
I I 
I I 

:QIJ I 
I 

I 
I _us 59 111: 
I, _NO 9 12S: 
I• _MO USVEi 5 TI: 
I I 
I I 

I:Q'-S 
I 

I
 
I
 _us 5 TI: 
I 
I _10 &5 191: 
I 
I _MO ANSYER 3 41: 

I 
I I 
I 

IIQ'J I 

58 us: 
39 531: 
4& us: 
44 50S: 
16 us: 
10 141: 
29 UI: 
13 Ul~ 

I 
I 

_SUPPORTIVE 1% l&S: 
_INDIFF£REWT 41 5&S: 
_OPPOSING TREK 5 7S: 
_10 USYU 7 I lOS:I 

1------_··_-----_···__········· __ ···············_····· ---: 
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:---------------------------------------------------------------: 

NUMBER I PERCENTA6E : 
_________________________________ 1 ______________ : ______________ : 

Gt)O 

-I) 
YES 5 : -


-NO 3 : 
DON'T KNOW 6 : -


-b) 
YES 1 : -
NO 13 :-
NO ANS~ER-

-c) 

YES 3 : -
NO 15 :-
NO ANSWER-

-d) 

SUPPORTIVE B : -
INDIFFERENT 11 
OPPOSING THEM-


-e) 

_THE SA"E 

-LOWER 
_DON'T KNOW 

o : 
1 : 

IB 

-f) 

-YES 

-NO 

-NO ANSWER 

10 
11 

1--2~7. 

26--501 
51--751 
76--1001 

4 
1 
2 1 

2 : 

-~) 
YES 4 : -
-NO 1 : 

JON'T KNOW 12 : 

---------------------------------------------_._-_._----..-----. 
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:--------_._-------_._--_.._--------------------------_._-------: 

, I

NU~BER PERCENTAGE I
I
 

--------______ 1 ______--------:
:---------------_._---~--_._----_. 

-h) 

1.	 5
 
2.	 2
 
3.	 7
 
4.	 4
 

6
r"'. 
6.	 8
 
7.	 6
 
8.	 1
 

i)
 
YES 7
--NO 2
 
DON'T ~NO~ 8
-

j)
 
YES 0
-
-NO	 15
 

-DON'T KNO~	 2
 

-k)
 

1--25X 6
 
26--504 3
 
~1·-7~1 0
 
H--lOOt 4
 

-1)
 

1--25X 8
 
2b--50t 3
 
5l--75X 0
 
76--1001 3
 

-II $1--$25X 4
 
$26--'50% 1
 
,51--'75X 0 I
 

$76--'100% 1
 
$:00--S2001 2
 

>s200X	 2
 

-n) 

-YES	 8
 

-NO 9
 
NO ANSWER
-:-------------------------------------------_._-----------------: 
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1 1 ••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••• __ ••••• _ ••• __ ••••• _._._ •••••• 
I I 

:Qt 4: I 
I 

I 
I _WEAN; TYPE I (DISTRICT AND CONTiACTOR OPERATED) : 30 
• _S.D.; TYPE I (DISTRICT AND CONTRACTOR OPERATEDI : 41I 

• 
t 

I _WEAN; TYPE II(DISTRICT AND CONTRACTOR OPERATED) : 16 
_S.D.; TYPE II(DISTRICT AND COXTiACrOi OPERATED) : 39 

_S BUSES; TTPE I (DISTRICT l CONTRACTOR OPERATEDI: 6TS 
_S BUSES; TYPE II(DISTRICT l CONTiACTOR OPERATED): 33S 

_PERCENT BUSES; TYPE I (DISTRICT OPERATED! : 55S 
_PERCENT BUSES; TYPE I (COITiACTOR OPERATED! : 45S 

_PERCENT BUSES; TYPE II (DISTRICT OPEiATED! : 66S 
_PERCENT BUSES; TYPE II (CONTiACTOR OPERATED! : 34S 

_S BUSES; TYPE I; POST-?1 (D l COPERATEDI : 42S 
_S BUSES; TYPE I; PiE-?? (D l COPEUTED! : 58S 

_S BUSES; TYPE II; POST-'? (D l COPEiATED) : 56S 
_S BUSES; TYPE II; PRE-1? (D l COPERATED) : 44S 

_KEAN AGE OF BUSES; TYPE I : 5 TEARS 
_STANDARD DEVIATION OF AGE; TYPE I : 2 T&AiS 
_iANGE OF AGE; TYPE I : 1 WONTB -- 10 YEARS 

_KEA~ AGE OF BUSES; TYPE II = 5 TEARS 
_STANDARD DEVIATION OF AGE; TYPE II: 2 TEARS I 

_RANGE OF AGE; TYPE II : 1 YEAR -- 10 YEARS : 
I 

.Qt 5: 
WEAN OF HUXBER OF PUPILS = 3711 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF , OF PUPILS: 5007 
RANGE OF NUKBER OF PUPILS : 65 -- 40,000 

_WEAN OF , OF PUPILS TRANSPORTED : 2615 
S.D. OF , OF PUPILS TiANSPORTED = 2368 
RANGE OF t OF PUPILS TRANSPORTED = 65 -- 13200 
PERCENT OF PUPILS TRANSPORTED : 69S 
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